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antonio lebolo
excavator of the book of abraham

H donl peterson

when I1 began teaching classes in the pearl of great price in
1965 at brigham young university I1 spent little class time
discussing the historical background of this book of scripture
because only limited information was available particularly about
the book ofabraham it was commonly believed that the mummies
and papyri that came from egypt via ireland were sold to the early
church leaders by a michael H chandler a nephew of the
excavator joseph smith had translated some of the papyrus
manuscripts then all were reportedly burned in the great chicago
fire of 18711871 little more was known this much I1 had learned in a
graduate class on the pearl of great price taught by james R clarkdarkoark
author of the story ortheof the pearl ofgreatofgreat price he had meticulously
detailed all that was known in those days relative to the abrahamic
history he was ploughingsloughingploughing new ground and establishing a solid
foundation upon which others could build

the latter day saint community was startled by an announce-
ment in november 1967 that the church had obtained from the
metropolitan museum of art in new york city eleven fragments
of egyptian papyri that had once been in the hands of the prophet
joseph smith this announcement piqued the interest of students
and soon the number of young people who registered for pearl of
great price classes skyrocketedsky rocketed 1I along with my colleagues was
unprepared to field the many questions that were forthcoming
because of the find we didnt know even the most basic things
about the historical background of the book of abraham as indicated
by these typical questions and answers

1 since all the papyripapynpalyn did not bum inin the chicago fire isis it possible that
more papyri may be inin existence 7

answer I1 dont know

H donl peterson isis a professor of ancient scripture at brigham young university an earlier versionversion of
this paper was presented at bnghambfighambigham young university on 13 july 1989
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12 who was sebololebolo or lebolo or whatever his name was where was he
from why was he in egypt

answer I1 dont know

3 where were the mummies and papyri exhumed in egypt

answer I1 dont know

4 how did the mummies get to the united states

answer I1 dont know

5 how accurate is the michael H chandler account of the origin of the
mummies and papyri as recorded in the history of the church

answer I1 dont know

6 where is sebolosSebolos or lebolosLebolos will does it detail his giving the anti-
quities to his irishfrish nephew michael H chandler

answer I1 dont know

my lectures were filled with too many 1 I dont knows the
sudden fervor of student interest and questions stirred me to probe
for answers to questions that previously had not even been asked
I1 was very uncomfortable with the void in our understanding and
because we were caught without facts controversy flourished among
various factions

jay M todd then an editorial associate on the impiimprovementovementmovement

era staff wrote an excellent article which appeared in january
1968 it detailed dr aziz atiyas find of the eleven papyri
fragments and the bill of sale between the buyer A combs and the
owners emma smith bidamon the prophets widow lewis C
bidamon and joseph smith III111 1 jays article intrigued me as did
other events that year during that summer I1 attended a BBYUYU land
of the scriptures workshop led by dr daniel H ludlow during
which we visited pit tomb 33 on the west bank of the nile by luxorlexor
egypt this tomb dr ross christensen of brigham young
university had hypothesized was where lebolo had exhumed the
eleven mummies 2 the tour concluded in florence italy so I1

stopped at the latter day saint mission home there and visited with
elder R brent bentley who had researched the antonio lebolo
story jay todd had written to the mission president president
duns to ascertain what information could be located about antonio
lebolo in response president duns who was unable to go himself
sent elder bentley and two other elders to lebolosLebolos birthplace
castellamonteCastel lamonte the elders had found lebolosLebolos birth recorded in the
parish register of the local catholic church and they had also
located lebolosbolosLe large home although I1 was unable to leave the
tour to go to castellamonteCastel lamonte myself my interest was further stirred
to follow up on the elders findings
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jay todd published elder bentleys findings and photographs
in the july 1968 improvement era in 1969 jay performed another
great service by publishing his fascinating and insightful book the
saga of the book ofabrahamof abraham

I1 was hooked by the intrigue of this story and began to plan how
I1 might untangle the details of this saga I1 began by corresponding
with anyone who might know something about lebolo occasionallyoccasional ly
as I1 directed travel study tours to israel europe and the middle
east I1 would bid the participants farewell in rome or athens and
then hurry to northern italy paris or dublin to continue the research

in 19821 was appointed the pearl ofgreat price director in the
religious studies center at brigham young university which had
funds for research in the fall of 1984119841 was granted a professional
development leave having both time and funds I1 traveled in
company with a research assistant to philadelphia new york
dublin london paris turin castellamonteCastel lamonte venice trieste and
briefly egypt to continue research in addition jay todd as a
friend generously shared his files on his book ofabraham research
his book accompanied me on nearly every research journey and it
has greatly influenced my efforts

thanks to all the research carried out the questions answered
with an 1 I dont know are less numerous today than they were
twenty years ago allow me to introduce you to antonio lebolo as
I1 now know him

what is the excavatorsexcavatoryexcava tors name sebololebolo or lebolo
the excavatorsexcavatoryexcavators full name in the latin church records in

castellamonteCastel lamonte is joannes petrus antonius lebolo 31 in italian his
name is giovanni pietro antonio lebolo and in english it is john
peter anthony lebolo when the mummies were first exhibited in
philadelphia in april 1833 at least two newspapers ran advertise-
ments containing his name one paper spelled his name correctly
while the other spelled it lebalocebalo 41 when the academy of natural
sciences in philadelphia purchased a mummy from michael H
chandler in 1833 their accession book spelled lebolosbolosLe name
correctly 5 lebolosLebolos name is also printed correctly in an academy
publication in an 1849 book 6 the church newspaper the times
and seasons spelled it correctly in its 2 may 1842 reprint of
chandlerschandlessChand lers placards 7 where then did the misspelling sebololebolo come
from it was due to a typographical or writing error recorded in both
the comprehensive history of the church and the history of the
church edited by B H roberts 8 because of the wide acceptance and
circulation of these books the spelling error has persisted
I1 have photographs and copies of many documents from egypt and
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italy that bear Lebolos name and signature there is no question
whatever that his name was lebolo 9

what is known of lebolosbolosLe early years
antonio lebolo was bomborn in 1781 to pietro and marianna

meutaleuta lebolo10Lebolo10 in castellamonteCastel lamonte which is located approximately
twentyfivetwenty five miles north of turin in what was known as piedmont
then ruled by the king of sardinia his father was a community
leader and I111I1a prominent grocer

on 26 february 1797 antonio age sixteen married maria
pollino marchetto who was twenty one 122 she like antonio came
from a prominent family in castellamonteCastel lamonte A baby boy named
pietro giovanni enrici was bomborn to the couple in castellamonteCastel lamonte on
17 july 1800 the boy lived but thirteen days 3 ten years later on
20 may 1810 another son michael pietro antonio was bom 1411

antonio had married and started a family in the midst of
political tunturmoilnoil napoleon in a conquest for world power invaded
the piedmont in 1796 most piedmontese welcomed napoleons
invasion since he drove the unwelcome austriansAustrians out of their lands
however the piedmontese soon realized that napoleon was not a

liberator as he had promised but only another conqueror with a
different accent in september of 1802 piedmont was incorporated
into the french republic charles emmanuel IV under duress
abdicated and retired to sardinia in 1798 napoleons invasion and
eventual defeat influenced Lebolos life for the next two decades

several years ago in a biographical history of the prominent
people of the canavese I1 noticed that an antonio lebolo was
mentioned as having received a military pension in 1805 115 1I

initially assumed that this entry either was a mistake or concerned
another man since antonio would have been only in his early
twenties at the time later however I1 discovered that lebolo like
many other young men in the occupied territories had the option of
either serving under napoleon or being considered disloyal lebolo
chose to enlist in napoleons army where he was assigned to serve
on the home front apparently capitalizing on the skills he had
learned from his father he became a quartermaster in pied-
mont 6 in various documents he is also called a gendarme a
brigadier and a caribinericarib ineri police officer lebolo was wounded on
22 march 1801 his father petitioned the town council to pay a
pension of thirty five lira in behalf of the citizen antonio lebolo
for provisions and convalescence pending his wound received in
his assignment as brigadiersbrigadiereBrigadiere foriereforiece billeting officer in the
gendarmerieGendarmerie on occasion of the revolt of S agostino against the
rebels of valle daostauaostadalostaDaosta 7 the nature and extent of his injury is
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not mentioned even though antonio was dismissed from the
service on 6 january 1802 for infirmity he continued to have ties
with law enforcement giovanni marro an authority about one of
lebolosLebolos associates drovetti pointed out we came to know that
he lebolo was an officer of the french police after he was a
piedmont policeman 18

lebolo was a respected man in his hometownhome town often being
called upon to serve as a witness for legal documents 19 he lived in
castellamonteCastel lamonte in 1800 and early 1801 and again from 1809 to 1811
but his whereabouts between 1801 1808 and between 1811 1813
are unknown 20 one account refers to him as a gendarmegendanbendanne in milan 2

this possibility may have some merit in explaining his absence
from castellamonteCastel lamonte but military records listing lebolo in milan
have not been located according to the records we have the only
occupation that lebolo had prior to moving to egypt around 1817
seems to be connected with military and police work 22

by 18181010 napoleon ruled as emperor at rome controlling all
of continental italy but protected by englandsglandsEn supremacy of the
seas the island of sardinia was still ruled by the house of savoy
after napoleon abdicated in april 1814 the piedmontese who had
served under him were considered disloyal by the reemerging
sardinian monarchy the king of sardinia recovered his ancestral
dominions of savoy nice and piedmont and received in addition
the territory of the genoese republic to avoid prosecution lebolo
and many other bonapartists fled to safer climes lebolo exiled
from magiamariamafiamagga his young son pietro and his extended family sailed
to egypt to begin a new career

why did lebolo choose to go to egypt
after the war when people were seeking new frontiers and

fortunes egypt held a magnetic attraction when napoleon
invaded egypt in 1798 he took 167 scientists artists and craftsmen
along to explore sketch and document their findings their
marvelous sketches and intriguing articles were published between
1809 and 1813 in the twenty four volume masterpiece description
de iegypte this encyclopedic work introduced europeans to the
exotic land of the nile with its myriad pyramids temples tombs
obelisks and mummies waiting to be explored savored and sadly
plundered many hundreds of europeans traveled to egypt
tourists promoters and schemers alike the pasha of egypt
mohamed ali was anxious to industrialize his country and upgrade
his antiquated military machine which lagged far behind that of his
european neighbors in exchange for modernization he traded the
multitudinous mummies obelisks and other antiquities that caught
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the fancy of the europeans ali considered the exchange acceptable
after all mummies and monuments were commonplace and very
expendable ideal items to swap for modem weapons and such
modem inventions as ice machines cloth factories a rum distillery
a sugar refinery and cotton mills

lebolo had an important contact in egypt bemardinomardinobelardinoBe
drovetti drovetti had held the rank of lieutenant colonel in the
french army and had served with distinction in napoleons
invasion ofegypt 23 drovetti had a mutilated hand as a momento of
saving the life of napoleons brother in law general joachim
murat during his military service under the french flag 24 after the
egyptian campaign drovetti served in the first piedmontese
brigade where he was in charge of the general staff of the reserve
army he was then assigned to organize a new piedmontese army
in february 18011801 at age twentyfivetwenty five he was nominated head of the
general staff in the piedmontese division from 9 october 1801 to
22 march 1803 he served as an appointed judge in the special
military tribunal established in turin 25 following his distinguished
military career drovetti was selected by napoleon bonaparte to
return to egypt in 1803 to serve as vice consul general 26 but when
napoleon fell drovetti was labeled a bonapartist and was
dismissed by louis XVIII in 1814

like lebolo drovetti was piedmontese he came from
barbaniabarbaliaBarbania a small town about seven miles from castellamonteCastel lamonte
lebolosLebolos hometownhometown and it is likely that the families knew each
other when lebolo arrived in egypt probably in 1817 drovetti
was a trusted confidant and advisor to mohamed ali drovetti
assisted ali in establishing commercial enterprises and
governmental policies and was also involved in the antiquities
business including the excavation of tombs drovetti employed
lebolo to excavate in the tombs in the valley of the kings on the
west bank of the nile near the ancient city of thebes 2721

what was it like in upper egypt when lebolo was there
in the early nineteenth century egypt had the spirit and the

morals of a gold rush for the sale of antiquities was a lucrative and
competitive business in addition the antagonism between the
pacesetting arch rivals france and england continued in the
digs and dividing lines were drawn through the ancient ruins and
burial grounds these demarcations helped the rival claimants to
distinguish their own real estate and in addition prevented flagrant
bloodletting 2818 natives were hired for one piastre per diemthemtiem to
uncover the buried treasures 2921 those men like lebolo who were in
charge of the digs often lived in the tombs of the ancient pharaohspharaohs
or in adobe houses nearby when exhumed items of worth were
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stored in these tombs or houses for safekeeping until the artifacts
were shipped down the nile to cairo or alexandria and beyond 3010

in the sale of antiquities both the natives around luxorlexor and their
european counterparts were unscrupulous in their dealings 31

the temperature was unbearable in the heat of the summer
days often reaching over 130 degrees on the west bank the
inhabitants lived underground sharing their caves with cows
goats dogs and corpses poverty insects rats and diseases were
widespreadwide spread human life was cheap caravan after caravan of
blacks shackled in chains some carrying tiny babies were
marched through the cities of the nile to the slave auction blocks
many of these blacks had been forced to walk hundreds of miles
from their homes in sudan nubia and other central african
locations whites were also commonly auctioned in the markets
the sheikhssheikha had extravagant haremshares alis harem accommodated
eight hundred women young men were emasculated to serve as
eunuchs in the haremshares of the sheikhssheikhasheikhs and many died as a result
of the surgery while residing in egypt many europeans pur-
chased black mistressesdistressesmistresses and upon leaving sold them or gave them
to a friend

in fear of mohamed allsalisails power and justifiable reputation for
cruel quick justice the local sheikhssheikha respected his orders punish-
ments were numerous brutal varied and rapid thieves hands
were severed some violators were impaled and others were basti
nadoed a process of beating the bottom of the feet with a rhino
strap the punishment often leaves permanent damage the setting
for this bedlam was in the shadows of some of the greatest monuments
on the face of the earth

belzoni reported that lebolo and some french ruffians attempted
to kill him Is this accountfactualaccountactualaccount factualactual

giovanni battista belzoni from padua italy was a large man
68 tall and very muscular he performed as a circus strong man
and had displayed great feats of strength on the entertainment
circuits of england he married an english wife and went to egypt
to promote a hydraulic water pumping machine there he was
unsuccessful and in dire need of employment hired out to henry
salt consul general of england to work in salts excavations
according to his account he was attacked by two of drovettisDrovettis
agents lebolo and rosignanisignaniRo over a dispute about excavation
claims 32 his account a very popular two volume work that he
published in england praised the authors courageous spirit and
superior accomplishments but was uncomplimentary about lebolo
portraying him as a troublemaker
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unfortunately some latter day saint writers quote belzonisbelzoniaBelzonis
report about lebolo and assume that this muscle man referred to in
his earlier billings as the patagonionpatagonianPatagonion samson and the french
hercules 113333 was an unbiased reporter in several books those who
knew belzoni best are not as complimentary about belzoni as
belzoni himself is for example belzonisbelzoniaBelzonis coworkerco worker in the
excavations giovanni dathanasiDA thanasi reports that belzoni had an
impatient and intractable temperament 111434 he detailed the first
meeting between lebolo and belzoni

having completed our arrangements we set out in the month of
march 1817 and arrived at menia at the same time with two men
from M drovetti the consul general of france who were going to
thebes for the purpose of exploring on seeing these two gentlemen
mr belzoni became furious and would have given all he possessed
of in the world to have been able to reach thebes that very night and
mark out all the ground in order that M drovettisDrovet tis men when they
arrived might not find a neutral spot to explore nor even place
sufficient to sit down on such was the length to which mr belzonisbelzoniaBelzonis
ambition had driven him 35

dathanasiDAthanasi further wrote of belzoni

if he had been a conscientious and a sincere man as he boasted
himself to be he ought to have put forth the naked truth without
garbling the facts As it turns out however he has preferred to be
viewed culpable of the blackest ingratitude his memory cannot but
suffer from it for truth never long holds back from exposing and
stigmatizing falsehood 36

yet another time dathanasiDA thanasi states

I1 have already made allusion once or twice to mr belzoni it
must not be supposed that in undertaking to publish this little work
my object was to set myself up as the refuter of mr belzonisbelzoniaBelzonis
statements though I1 confess I1 do feel it to be impossible for me to
preserve a religious silence on the subject and abstain from refuting
some passages in his works in which he actually contradicts himself

and perverts the best established facts 37

john J halls the biographer of henry salt belzonisbelzoniaBelzonis former
employer wrote of belzonisbelzoniaBelzonis two volume work that the insidious
attacks directed against mr salt in that belzonisbelzoniaBelzonis publication and
through other channels at length induced him henry salt to draw
up for the information of his friends in england an account of the
real circumstances in the case 38 salt set the record straight by
publishing a twenty eight page document entitled A plain state-
ment of facts 3919 this small work is decidedly uncomplimentary
of belzoni
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belzoni published lebolo did not the power of the pen ruled
that day and still influences the present

where did lebolo exhume the eleven mummies
drovetti spent little time in luxorlexor remaining most of the time

in cairo close to the pasha for some time his foreman on the west
bank of the nile across the river from luxorlexor was lebolo who was
responsible for overseeing two to four hundred natives digging in
various locations 40 lebolo probably discovered several hundred
mummies in numerous sites while he administered drovettisDrovet tis affairs

only one site on the west bank of the nile has been confirmed
as a tomb where lebolo is known to have dug that is pit tomb 32
lebolosLebolos name chiseled on the wall of that tomb was located by
laszlo kakosykakony professor of egyptology at eotvos university in
budapest hungary kakosykakony confirmed his find in a lecture given at
brigham young university on 6 november 1990 41

ross christensen professor emeritus of anthropology at
brigham young university has proposed that tomb 33 fits the
description reported in the history of the church 4112 the tomb
certainly is large enough and may be the very site however several
brick lined tombs were torn down by the excavatorsexcavatoryexcava tors one of these
tombs may have been the tomb where lebolo discovered the
papyrus scrolls and the eleven mummies 4341

what evidence do we have that lebolo was anything more than a
grave robber

in 1984 1I was privileged to travel to turin to study in the
accademiaAccademia delle scienze di torino library which houses
professor giovanni marros collection this collection includes a
file of hundreds of letters sent and received by drovetti aided by
bruce porter my research assistant and patrizia plania a native of
turin and a convert to the church I1 spent nearly a week perusing
these letters in the beautiful old historic library seated at a table by
a window our only available source of light the letters were stored
in a wall cabinet in several large bundles wrapped in brown paper
and tied with string marro had published on drovetti and was
planning a second volume when he passed away we were very
pleased that we were allowed to personally utilize his collection 44

this paper does not allow many examples but the following
will suffice to point out that lebolo was an amiable man who hosted
drovettisDrovet tis guests with care and efficiency carlo vidua a
prominent and affluent piedmontese from turin wrote in a letter to
his father
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but among so many marvelous things that are possible to be
admired at thebes the most curious one of all is the valley where the
kings sepulchers lay it is rather a lonely valley arid horrible in
which some holes like caverns are seen entering these caverns long
galleries halls chambers and cabinets are found in short they are
underground palaces all covered with painted bas relieves and it is
very marvelous it is wonderful the preservation of the colors the
amount of the works the scrupulous attention used to make them
lately a new one was discovered which surpasses all the others in
beauty in the perfection of the work and in execution I1 visited it two
times the second time I1 spent the whole day there examining
everything it was already late evening and I1 couldnt move myself
away from there

I1 dined inside there in a beautiful hall much more elegant than
our ballrooms also I1 believe that considering all this sepulcher of
the king of thebes is a much more sumptuous dwelling than the
dwellings of our living european kings who do you think gave me
the honor of those sepulchers and who reigns in thebes in exchange
of the dead king A piedmontese mr lebolo from canavese
formerly a police officer in service of france came to egypt and was
employed by mr drovetti in the excavations which he does
continuously in thebes our piedmontesesPiedmonteses really have a ready spirit
and are capable of succeeding in everything from police work to
antiquities is a big jump in those ten days that I1 lived in thebes
mr lebolo accompanied me took me everywhere had me come to
dinner at his house which is among monuments and half embedded
in tombs all filled with mummies papyruses and little statues an
egyptian bas relief was the top of the door we made fire with pieces
of mummies coffins mr lebolo commands those arabs
sometimes he has about 200 or 300 at his command the turkish
commander respects him for fearoffearonfear of mr drovetti oh if sesostrissesostriSesostri had
lifted his head up and had seen a piedmontese commanding in the
city with one hundred doors when you see count lodi tell him that
we drank to his health among the ruins of thebes mr lebolo served
for some time in piedmont with the carabineerscarabi neers and spoke very
highly of his leader he was also undercountunder count of agliano in savoy to
show my gratitude to such courtesy of this canavese theban man I1

took the task of sending a letter to his family which I1 include here
praying you to make sure that it will reach its destination 45

an englishman M D brine who was proprietor of a hotel at
radamonradavon that catered to europeans wrote to drovetti about
lebolo 1 I am persuaded that mr lebolo is not guilty of any crime
when the casciffcassiffcasciffwaswas going to beat the peasant he lebolo went to
another room saying that he would rather lose all the antiquities of
this world provided that none would be beaten 46 john hyde an
english gentleman sent drovetti this comment when you next
write to mr lobilau lebolo may I1 obtrude upon your
indulgence as to request you will remember me kindly to him and
reiterate my thanks for the kindly hospitalities I1 received from him
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during my stay at gouma 4711 F brouzetbrouletBrouzet a retired elder majeurmaheur
officer of the royal gendarmerieGendarmerie wrote to drovetti if the good
mr lebolo is still with you in alexandria please give him our
regards we wish him the best in his work 48

finally frederic cailliaudcailleaud a french traveler author and
mineralogist wrote to the consul general when we arrived in
gouma mr lebolo brought me to his house where together we
opened the tomb where he had collected the antiquities I1 have
personally broken off the seal of the trunk containing the papyri and
one after the other one I1 inspected them I1 found 3 of them with
hieratic and greek characters which nonetheless will be of great
interest for the knowledge of hieroglyphics 49

A history of the prominent men of canavese states that lebolo
squanderedafortunesquandered a fortune through his eccentric oriental lifestyle 5010 how
did he amass any wealth if his only source of income was from
working as drovetti s foreman

lebolo did become moderately wealthy count carlo vidua
explained how mr lebolo works successfully in his new career
he found beautiful pieces for the drovetti museum and since he was
allowed by him to do some excavations of his own he gathered for
himselfa small collection which will bring him a moderate fortune 51

while in egypt antonio pursued interests other than exca-
vation he was involved with buying and selling ostriches whose
plumes were in great demand to enhance the apparel of the rich and
famous of europe 52 he also bought and sold exotic animals 5351

lebolo seems to have stopped excavating in 18211821 he moved
to alexandria where he started selling artifacts in answer to my
inquiry about this activity helmut satzinger from vienna wrote

I1 confirm receiving your letter dated 26 january 1977 in
response I1 share the following withyouthewith you the egyptian collection of
the historical art museum is one of the best of its kind the collection
of the metropolitan museum of art in new york is the only
collection in the united states that is better A portion of the objects
come from the collection of antonio lebolo of alexandria

I1 refer you to the book by egon komorzynskimorzynskiKo das erbe des
altenalien agypten the inheritance of the old egyptians H bauer
vienna 1965 he writes the following on page 65

in every instance the further additions of that collection are
considered old egyptian memorials that the austrian doctor ernst
august burghart under the direction of the emperor king court and
state council collected in egypt during 18211821 the largest share was
bought by burghart from a collector by the name of antonio lebolo
in alexandria and the remainder was probably purchased from art
dealers he did not undertake to do his own archaeological digging 154
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what happened to lebolo atterafter he left egypt
Lebolos wife maria whom he had not seen for several years

died in castellamonteCastel lamonte in 1821 while lebolo was still inin exile in
egypt lebolo left egypt and moved to venice italy where he was
involved in selling egyptian antiquities and exotic animals by
1822 lebolo had new family interests a young black woman called
anna mora italian for black also known as donna africana
african woman sponsored by lebolo anna and her two young

daughters entered catechumenal training in venice to prepare for
their christian baptism 5515 anna stated that she did not know who her
parents were nor what her background was 5651 she is referred to as
a black from darfourdarbourDarfour which is inin western sudan but little else is

known of her family her two young daughters were baptized with
her although one daughter maria did not receive all of the catholic
rites in venice since she had received some prior to her baptism in

trieste anna mora was given the christian name of anna marie
and the little girls were given the christian names of rosa maria
and maria catterina at their baptisms 57 I1 have wondered if this
incident is a significant source for the report that chandler gave to
joseph smith that lebolo died in trieste was little maria ill and
given the last rites while inin trieste along with antonio who
according to chandlerschandlessChand lers account made out his will in trieste during
an illnessillness5858

following the baptisms anna marie and antonio lebolo
were married in venice on 12 june 1824 5951 bertolotti stated that
lebolo married a black woman whom drovetti gave him as a gift
after he provided her with civil and religious education 60 on the
marriage documents lebolosLebolos residence was listed as alexandria
egypt A son was bom to them whom they named guiseppe while
they were living in the venice trieste area 61

in the latter part of 1824 lebolo returned to egypt and then
acting as the viceroy of egyptsegypto representative went to monaco to
present to the sovereign there a gift of two ostriches the above-
mentioned mr lebolo coming from cairo was passing through
bassano towards the end of 1824 and then went to monaco
commissioned by the viceroy of egypt to present to that sovereign
two ostriches of extraordinary beauty 116262

in 1826 lebolo along with his twenty three year old black
wife and their three young children moved to castellamonteCastel lamonte
pietro lebolosLebolos son by his first wife was sixteen years old unforanfor
tunatelylunatelytunately records indicate that a black illiterate wife who married
into a prominent family in cloistered castellamonteCastel lamonte was not readily
receivedreceived636361 black slavery was still practiced in many parts of the
western world inin the 1820s two more sons were added to antonio
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and anna maries family while they lived in castellamonteCastel lamonte
joannes antonio in 1826 and joannes tomas in 1827 641

in 1973 president dan C jorgensen former president of the
italian mission reported that lebolo died in castellamonteCastellamonte in 1830
and not in trieste in 1832 which facts are correct

an italian latter day saint adriano comollo from turin
whom I1 met following a church meeting in turin in 1984 and with
whom I1 conversed relative to the lebolo story stated that he had
located in the state archives in turin a year or two before a legal
document bearing lebolosLebolos signature I1 asked him to return to the
archives and photograph the document for me I1 also explained that
the notary who had prepared the document may have assisted
lebolo relative to other legal matters and it might prove valuable to
peruse the notarys other papers while adriano was there I1 would
have searched with him but I1 was scheduled to fly to egypt to
continue my research on lebolosLebolos life story I1 had been in cairo
about a week when I1 received a middle of the night phone call from
adriano who excitedly announced that he had located lebolosLebolos
will and many other of Lebolos legal papers in the state archives
my assistant bruce and I1 changed our plans and returned to turin
posthaste to study and photograph lebolosbolosLe long sought after will
and other legal papers I1 asked adriano to record the details of his
discovery his account reads

how I1 came in contact with dr peterson was a kind of
coincidence in october 84 my wife jerrilynnJem lynn our little sam and I1

were visiting the centrocentre branch sam escaped in a sudden race into
a classroom where dr peterson was talking about his lebolo project
jerri ran to catch sam and on that occasion she heard the name of
lebolo she remembered that I1 had once told her that I1 was involved
in a research concerning lebolosLebolos parish records and she told that to

dr peterson so we met and since dr peterson was leaving for cairo
he encouraged me to do research to find Lebolos will we have to
find that will he stressed

at first jerrijem and I1 chose to search in a file of the notaridesnotariesnotaries of the
ivreaavrea area the notaridesnotariesnotaries of castellamonteCastel lamonte who worked around 1830
and there we started to look for lebolo fortunately there were only
6 or 7 notaridesnotariesnotaries there but we didnt find any trace of lebolo we
realized that lebolo even though he lived in castellamonteCastel lamonte
probably could go to a notary in some surrounding hamlet or town
or even to ivreaavrea we counted the possible notaridesnotariesnotaries to be about 90 and
we felt we were seeking a needle in a haystack

providentially we found an indication that lebolo was a friend
of the notary of collerettocolleretteColleretto parella a hamlet near castellamonteCastel lamonte
whose name was giacomo buffa so we looked in his books and
there it was not only the will but also the inventories and the news
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that lebolo delivered eleven mummies to a certain albano koblassaoblassa
sic of trieste to sell them

dr peterson soon returned from cairo and said that they
certainly were the mummies of michael chandler now we had to
find a connection between italy and america to prove that those
mummies were the mummies of michael chandler 65

I1 learned that lebolo made out his will on 19 november 1829
while he reported he was sound of mind and in perfect control
of my senses although ill in my body two paragraphs in the will
reflect the internal problems the family was facing because of
his eccentric marriage to anna marie lebolo willed the following
to anna

I1 give and I1 leave to my wife anna because of her chaste and
honest condition of a widow the usufruct of my goods and real
estates but in such usufruct living together with my universal heirs
and with my parents pietro and marianna lebolo

and if my aforementioned wife would not orcouldor could not live with
them in such a circumstance I1 give and leave to her for her alimony
and clothing the yearly amount of 240 lire which will be paid by my
heirs or for them by their guardian otherwise in advance and I1 want
that my mentioned wife be satisfied and content for such yearly
amount without requiring anything else from my heirs under the law
of the quarta uxoriaexoria that she might want to claim 66

of his eldest son lebolo wrote

if my said firstbornfirstborn son pietro would not carry out such task and
obligation in such case not to force him against his will to live with
his other brothers my universal coheirscoheirs I1 give to such son as a
title of division the following several parcels of ground are
mentioned67mentioned67

about two weeks later lebolo rescinded the previous stipulation
regarding pietros relationship with his half brothers with an
addendum which reads

said mr lebolo who writes the addendum has revocatedrelocated and
revocatesrelocatesrevocates the prohibition and obligation to his first bom son both for
the division of his possessions and for the dowry of his late mother
maria pollino marchetto he mr lebolo wants that his mentioned
son pietro lebolo can as he pleases determine the division of the
inheritance even without his brothers and coheirs having yet reached
their legal age provided that said first bom son will take care of all
expenses that will be necessary to such division and if the division
will be postponed until the legal age of the aforementioned heirs the
expenses will be equally divided among the coheirscoheirs and as for the
said dowry of his mother said mr lebolo who is writing this
addendum wants that his aforementioned son pietro can dispose of
it as he pleases and use as he will see fit
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on the night of 18 19 february 1830 lebolo died in his home in
castellamonteCastel lamonte at the age of 49 69

just a brief postscript about anna maries life after antonio
died unable to live with her in laws she left her two daughters and
three sons behind in castellamonteCastel lamonte and moved to turin A year and
a half later accompanied by an attorney she returned to
castellamonteCastel lamonte to petition the family to release to her some of her
personal property the document reads

the yearofyearouyear of the lord 1831 october the I1 oth on 18th of february
1830 antonio lebolo died he has given the usufruct of all his
goods real estate and personal property to his wife anna and to all
sole heirs who are pietro giuseppe tommaso and giovanni all his
sons if by chance his wife anna cannot or will not live with them
he has provided for her for food and clothes 240 lire every year
without claiming anything more since that anna Lebolos widow
does not want to live with her sons and having already a new
residence in torino after having made known her decision to mr
giovanni meutaleuta attorney and guardian of Lebolos heirs she asks
of the same guardian to give to her some personal property to be
determined and systematically pay the sum due the above-
mentioned mr meutaleuta agrees to submit to mrs anna all personal
belongings identified as personal property and he will pay to her the
sum of 240 lire with the implied condition that mrs anna asks
nothing more from the heirs and that the above mentioned sum will
depend on her conduct as a widow and on her chastity and honesty
as the will indicated we came to the agreement to return to mrs
anna the following belongings the gold ring with the inscription
amour listed as number 211 valued at seven lire the gold collier
necklace valued at seventy lire listed as number 213 and also the

comelcornelcomei trimmed in gold listed as number 216 there is in my
presence mrs anna Lebolos widow who came from an african
nation as she says from nubia or nigrigiaNig rigia is black and uninstructed
by her parents about the place where she was bom and emigrated at

070oan infantile age

signing her name with a cross because of her illiteracy anna
consented to the arrangements

what does the will say about the mummies
following lebolosLebolos death francesco bertola and other

friends of the family were called upon to inventory lebolosLebolos
holdings this was no small task because lebolo had been involved
in several business ventures including the grocery business since
his return to castellamonteCastel lamonte the inventory took nine days to
complete and is eighty eight pages in length lebolo contrary to
some cursory and inaccurate statements did not die a poor man he
had considerable land holdings a large home and many assets
although he had loaned large sums of money and much was
outstanding when he died the family was not wanting
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I1 discovered many fascinating details concerning Lebolos
lifestylelife style and interests by studying his will but was very disappointed
that no reference was made pertaining to the mummies to verify the
report chandler gave to joseph smith in fact had I1 not seen listed
in the inventory a picture ofdrovetti located in the room where lebolo
died I1 would have almost believed I1 was tracking the wrong man 71

possibly other documents that could have answered some
questions were burned president dan C jorgensen former italian
mission president interviewed francesco morozzo who presently
lives in lebolosLebolos house in castellamonteCastel lamonte morozzo remembers as
a boy playing in the attic which was filled with boxes of old
letters keepsakeskeepsakes etc he remembers much foreign correspon-
dence with strange non italian stamps unfortunately as time
passed and he inherited the home the attics were cleaned and all the
jurljurikwasjunkjurikwaswas burned 721I1 have personally heard mr morozzo confirm
this account

what documentation is available to connect lebolo with the eleven
mummies that chandler displayed in the united states the lastfourlast tourfour
of which he sold to joseph smith

the comolloscogollosComollos located lebolosbolosLe will the inventory and other
legal documents in the state archives in turin true neither the will
nor the inventory mentioned any mummies but another notarial
record they located did a document that authorized antonios son
pietro then twenty one years old to go to trieste to represent his
three little brothers the family and himself in transacting these
matters of business

I11 collect 2150 fiorini from giovan batista gauttier and rosa gauttier for
payments outstanding for a menagerie of foreign animals

2 collect from gustavo bourlet 1800 fiorini on a loan and 300 florinifiorini for
a womanscomans scarf he was to have sold for lebolo 7371

3 contact albano oblassakoblassaOblassa a shipping magnate to see why he had not sent
to the lebolo family money for the sale of eleven mummies that lebolo
had entrusted to him to sell 74

if these debtors did not make recompense pietro was authorized to
start legal proceedings against them see figures la idld it is my
assumption that about seventeen months after lebolosLebolos death his
family discovered a ledger book of his business dealings in trieste
that prompted them to authorize pietro to travel to trieste to
complete unfinished business there

when I1 returned home from my professional development
leave in november 1984198411 had not found a single document to tie
antonio lebolosbolosLe eleven mummies to the united states I1 did know
that shipping owner albano oblassakoblassa in trieste had been authorized
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by antonio lebolo to sell the mummies and send the payment to the
lebolosLebolos but the search didnt end

adriano comollo continues his story

at the beginning of march 85 we received a letter from
professor peterson we need to find it struck me as a divine
order so back to work

at first jerri and I1 conjectured that any other news concerning
the destiny of those mummies could only be found in trieste
howeverjusthowever just for thoroughness we decided to cast one last glance in

the archives of torino I1 felt an inspiration after I1 had expressly
prayed for that problem to seek among the notaridesnotariesnotaries of torino not
among those of ivreaavrea and there we found the line connecting italy
with america 75

the comolloscogollosComollos discovered that on 5 october 1833 a document
was sent by the lebolo heirs to a francesco bertola a veterinarian
formerly of castellamonteCastel lamonte who had moved to philadelphia
pennsylvania bertolas father also named francesco was
antonios longtimelong time friend and one who helped inventory lebolosLebolos
personal possessions the document in part states

special power of attorney from pietro lebolo in favor of
francesco bertola professor of veterinary medicine

pietro lebolo has called and calls as his special procurator
francesco bertola son of the living francesco also born in

castelcastellamontelamonte piedmont and living in philadelphia professor of
veterinary medicine who accepts me here myself notary
undersignedundersignerundersigned acting as a public official accepting for him therefore
he receives the authority to claim the I111I1 mummies and other antique
objects located in various boxes belonging to the deceased antonio
lebolo who sent them to albano oblasser of trieste albano
oblasser sent them to new york to the house of mr mledaled
mloedaloedMLoed and quellerspieQuellerspie gillespie of meetlandheetlandMeetland maitland and

kennedy mr bertola has authority to sell them to whomever he
thinks will fulfill the conditions pay the amount that the procurator
will decide and he will send the same through quittance and in case
of dispute he will protect the interests of the misters constituents and
he will take care of all the problems that might come up in order to
obtain a quick liquidation of such objects in other words he will do
whatever the constituents would do if they were to conduct the
transaction themselves 7616

another rendition of the same document further explained
that antonio lebolo had left the eleven mummies in the custody of
albano oblasser of trieste who sent them to new york to the
house of mr mledmiedaledlvtledmleodcleodmleodMLeod and guellerspieGuellerspie gillespie 77 there
the mummies were supposed to be sold to anybody that would pay
the sum mleodcleod and gillespie thought appropriate the two were
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then to send quittance in any possible way since the lebolos did not
pursue the matter I1 assume they received quittance from the four
new york maritime merchants or some other party

the ancient papyri including some writings of abraham and
joseph secure in egyptian sarcophagi arrived safely in the united
states in the winter or early spring of 1833 7811 these writings which
speak of holy things relevant to mans salvation were brought to
joseph smith the last of june 1835 a time that their sacred message
could be consequential to the restored church the kirtland temple
was nearing completion and some of these writings speak of
temple related matters

much has been discovered about lebolo and the mummies
but much remains to be discovered

NOTES

jay M todd egyptian papyri rediscovered improvement era january 1968 12 16
2 jay M todd the saga of the book of abraham salt lake city deseret book co 1969

63 70 dr christensen had made his tentative conclusion through studying bertha porter and rosa
lind L B moss s book topographical bibliography of ancient egyptian hieroglyphic texts reliefs
and paintings oxford clarendon press 1960 As he stated 1 I simply picked out the largest tombs to
study thus it was by a process of elimination that I1 concluded with my hypothesis that tomb 33
could be the tomb inin which lebolo found his mummiesmummies todd saga of the book of abraham goga63 64

I1 H donl peterson comp antonio lebolo his roots and branches february 1982 133 the
background of this book isis as follows I11 had my friend francesco morozzo who lives inin lebolosLebolos house
inin castellamonteCastel lamonte italy photocopy the lebolo family records inin the catholic parish inin castellamontecasiellamonteCastelCasiel lamonte and
also provide an english translation of the documents I1 have presented copies of this work to the harold B

lee library at brigham young university and to the church of jesus christchnstchanst of latter day saints
historians office and genealogical library inin salt lake city

4 in the US gazette philadelphia 3 april 1833 page 3 lebolo isis spelled correctly it isis
misspelled lebalocebalo inin the 3 april 1833 daily chronicle philadelphia the following week on 9 april
1833 the daily intelligencer philadelphia spells his name correctly

5 the ethnological collection of the academy of natural sciences of philadelphia entry no 60
pages 4 5 A photocopy is in the authors possession

6 samuel george morion MMDD catalogue of skulls of man and the inferior animals 3dad ed
philadelphia 1849 unpaginated entry no 60

1 times and seasons 3 2 may 1842 774
seeseejosephsmifhhistoryofthechurchofjesuschnsioflatterjoseph smith history orthe church ofjesus christ oflatter daydaysaintsedsaints ed B H roberts

2dad ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret book co 1978 23482 348 hereafter cited as history of
the church and B H roberts A comprehensive history of the church of jesus christ of latter day

saints century 1 6 vols provo utah brigham young university press 1965 21262 126 27
9 in 1950 a young returning missionary from czechoslovakia melvin mabey armed with

information supplied by dr sidney B sperry was the first person inin recent years to confirm that lebolo
was the correct name and spelling james R clarkdarkoark the story of the pearl of great price salt lake city
bookcraft 195511955 76 77

loseesee peterson antonio lebolo his roots and branches 133
11 the author has several photocopies of documents from castellamonteCastel lamonte where pietropieiropierro lebolo isis

listed with other merchants inin castellamonteCastel lamonte dealing inin staples produce and dairy products
12 peterson antonio lebolo his roots and branches 134
H peterson antonio lebolo his roots and branches 135 36
14 peterson antonio lebolo his roots and branches 137

A bertoottipasseggiatenelcanaveseobertolotti passeggiatePasseggipasseggiatoate nelnei canavese OCC 1871187154565 456 cited inin michelangelo giorda la
storiastorla civile religiosereligiosareli giosa ed economicaeconomicaleconomica di castellamonteCastel lamonte canavese avreaivreaivred italy 1953 337 among the
documents of 1805 we notice two certificates issued to a fellow citizen antonio lebolo to give him a
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yearly pension of 450 franks this person was the faithful companion of drovetti of barbaniabarbaliaBarbania during
those egyptian excavations

lebolo was quartermaster inin the piedmontese gendarmeriegendarmerie A quartermaster isis an army officer
who provides clothing and subsistence forafor a body oftroopsof troops websterswebstersninihninth new collegiate dictionary
apparently lebolosLe bolos military assignment was related to his fathers mercantile business some documents
relating to lebolosLebolos military career are housed inin the state archives inin turin along with other military
documents of the napoleonic period photocopies are inin the authors possession

17 record of service certificates called bassa forza issued by french authorities certificates
from 1801 to 1813 document page 207 rec 1 state archives of turin A photocopy isis inin the authors
possession A photocopy of the petition by his father to the castellamonteCastel lamonte town council 22 march 1801801ildi1
isis also inin the authors possession

translation of giovannigiovanm marros summary of C balbo ketterelettere del conte carlocariocaicui lo10 vidua vol 3

turin apnpn p 1824 inin giovanni marro papers collection accademiaaccddenAcca demiademlaiiadellescienzedelledelie scienze turin italy hereafter
citedcuedcredclied as the marro papers collection A photocopy isis inin the authors possession

in the notary records ofGiacomo buffa now inin the state archives inin turin Lebolos signature
as a witness isis often seen on variousvarious transactions author possesses photocopies of these documents

20 dating has been determined by lebolosLebolos signatures on variousvarious legal documents from
castellamonteCastel lamonte that are inin the authors possession

21 stanley mayes the great belzonibelsom london putnam 1959 173

count carlo vidua was hosted by antonio lebolo inin the theban digs for ten days inin 1820 in
a letter vidua said mr lebolo was a french police officer from a soldier which he had been all his
life he became an antiquarian carlo vidua to the marchese donadoriadorla di ciriecinecirle 28 june 1820 published inin
giuseppe pombabomba ed letters ofcountof count carlo vidua trans cinzia noble and murray R low turin
cesare balbo 183411834 193 letter no 35

2321 nouvelle Biographbiographicie generalegenerate depuis les temps les plus peculesrecules jusqujustu a nos jours aecavecalec les
renseignementsrenseignemenls bibliographiques elet I1 vindicationindication des sources a consulter 46 vols parispans firmin didot
frevesbreves 1852 78 1380713 807

21 he mutilated a hand inin a skirmish where it isis said he saved the life of muratmural nouvelleNou elieeileelle
Biographbiographicie generalegenerate 1380713 807 Chateauchateaubriandchateaubnandbriand wrote of Drovetdrovettitiss crippled hand 1 I havent forgotten at
all the tenderness that he showed me when he bade me goodbye on the shore very noble tenderness when
one like him wiped away his tears with a hand mutilated inin the serviceservice of his country the letter isis inin the
marro papers collection and was published inin francois renerebe Chateauchateaubnandchateaubriandbriand euvresoeureseutres romanesquesromanesques elet
voyages 2 vols parispans galimardGa limard 111351 1135 36

25 see giovanni marro 11llcorpoepistolarecorpo epistolareepistolary di bernardino drovettiDroettletti 2 vols rome nellinstituto
poligrafico dello stato per la reale societasocietal de geografiaGeografia deggitoDEggito 1940 volume I11 isis on drovetti s

military career
2621 in 1802 probably at murals request he was named vicevice consul inin egypt under manieumattieudanieucattieu de

lesseps in 1807 he replaced lesseps dictionnaireDictionnaire de Biographbiographicie francaise 28362 836
21 count carlo vidua wrote ofantonioofantonio lebolo while he visited thebes inin 1820 who do you think

gave me the honor of those sepulchers and who reigns inin thebes inin exchange of the dead king9kingkinskingag A
piedmontese mr lebolo from canavese formerly a police officer inin the servserviceice of france came to egypt
and was employed by mr drovetti inin the excavations which he does continuously inin thebes count carlo
vidua to count pio vidua 20 june 1820 inin pombabomba letters ofcountof count carlo vidua 176 letter no 34

but the rivalrynvalrynealry oftheodtheof the frenchconsulfrench consul drovetti inin the same pursuit and speculation had become
very inconvenient and soon led to violent and continued altercations between the adherents of the two
factions so that all the site ofancientof ancient thebes was subsequently either by the direction ortheor the tacit consent
of the government administered at that time inin upper egypt by the defterdar bey portioned out and
allotted into two great divisions as french and englishgroundenglish ground each party being only entitled to digwithindig within
his own limits and only authorized to appropriate what should be found there an expedient which
however very imperfectly aallayed their jealousies and contentions william john bankesednarrativebankes ed narratteparratteNarratte
ortheof thetyetym life anyandaty andadventuresadventures ofgiovanniof giovanni finatifinali 2 vols london john murray 183011830 2 212 13

29 john maddox hired some natives to dig for him at abu simbelsimbclsimbalcimbel paying two piastrespias tres per day
although the usual price per day was only one piastre for each man john maddox excursions inin the
holy landlandegyptnuhiasyriaetcegypt nubianubla syria etc 2 vols london richard bentley 18341131834 1 31616 chandler reported
that lebolo paid the excavatorsexcavatoryexcavators at thebes 4 6 cents per day history of the church 23482 048348

mr lebolo brought metohishouseme to hishig house where together we opened the tombwheretomb where he hadcollectedhad collected
the antiquities F cailliaudcailleaud to B drovetti 23 august 1820 letter inin the marro papers collection

31 carlo vidua reported not only these muslim countriescount negnes after the curiositycuno sity isis satisfiedaresatisfied are
displeasing because of the barbaritybarbanty of their inhabitants but are more displeasing generally speaking
because of the europeans who live here excepting a few individuals this country isis the receptacle of
bandits and desperadosdesperadoesdesperados of all of europe count carlo vidua to countess incisaencisa of S stefano 4 august
1820 inin pombabomba letters ofcountof count carlo vidua 233 letter no 40

31632632 G belzoni narrativeNarrafiraliraft e ofsheofiheof fhethe operations and recent discoveriesdisco enes n withinithinathin the pyramids temples
tombs and excavationsexcaecca aliens inin egypt and nubia and ogaofaofajourneyof a journey to the coast odtheof the red sea inin search of
the ancient berenice andanotherand another to the oasis ofjupiterammonofjupiterof Jupiter ammonamman 2 vols london john murray 1822

11291 129 35
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collncolincolm clair strong man egyptologist being the dramatized story ofofgiovannigiovanni belzoni old
boome 1957 8 12

giovanmgiovanni dathanasiDA thanasi A briefaccountofthebrietBriefbriefaccountAccount odtheofthe researches andaud anddiscoveriesdiscoveries inin upperegyptupper egypt made
under the direction ofhenryof henryhemry salt esq london john hearne 1836 8

35 dathanasiDA thanasi briefaccountbrietbrief account of the researches and discoveries inin upper egypt 8 9
161 dathanasiDA thanasi briefaccountbrietbrief account ortheof rhetherke researches and discoveries inin upper egypt 24
3711 dathanasiDA thanasi briefaccountbrief account ortheof the researches and discoveries inin upper egypt 97 98
38 J J halls thetyle life andcorrespondenceandcorrespondence ofhenry salt esq FRSFJRSfirs etc his britannic majesty s

late consul general inin egypt 2dad ed 2 vols london richard bentley 1834 212 1 2
3911 halls life and correspondence ofilenryofilof henryenry salt 1323 30
40 history odtheoftheof rhetherke church 23481348 states he lebolo employed four hundred and thirty three

men four months and two days if I1 understand correctly egyptian or orturkishturkish soldierssoldier s count carlo
vidua wrote mr lebolo commands those arabs sometimes he had about 200 or 300 at his command
the turkish commander respects him for fear of mr drovetti count carlo vidua to count pio vidua
20 june 1820 inin pombabomba letters ofcountof count carlo vidua 176 letter no 34

41 laszlo kakosykakony reported there isis no doubt that LEBOLO had visited tomb 32 sincesince he wrote
his name on the ceiling of the tunnel passage hungarian excavations inin thebes africana budapest
2 198611986 102 dr kakosykakony spoke at BYU on 6 7 november 1990 on Lebolos work inin egypt and the
importance of tomb 32 to the academic world tomb 32 isis large enough to match the sizesize of the tomb
which contained several hundred mummiesmummies mentioned inin the history ortheof the church tomb 32 may or
may not be the tomb the eleven mummiesmummies came from if the porter moss research isis accurate but it isis

interesting to pinpoint a tomb where lebolo once worked
todd saga odtheoftheof the book ofabrahamof abraham 63637070

43 sadly some oftheodtheof the so called excavatorsexcavatoryexcavators were primarily plunderers whose strongest motivation
was greed they left a wide path of destructionofdestruction behind them mummies were shuffled from tomb to tomb
as well as other artifacts lebolo was collecting artifacts for drovettiDrovettiss collection which was to be
preserved inin a european museum

44 much more valuable information awaits discovery inin professor marros collection many letters
were written inin italian some inin french both of which patrizia could read but some were inin arabic which
none of us could read guido donini the librarian who received both his MSM S and phdph D from harvard
university and who speaks fluent english assisted us inin every way possible

45 count carlo vidua to count pio vidua 20 june 1820 inin pombabomba letters ofcountof count carlo vidua
175 77 letter no 34

46 marro 11 corpo epistolaryepistolare di bernardino droverdrovettiDrovetfi 300 303011

john hyde to bernardino drovetti 27 august 18181919 inin the marro papers collection A photo
copy isis inin the authors possession

48 F brouzetbroulet to bernardino Drodrovettiverilverti 18 august 1820 inin the marro papers collection A photocopy
isis inin the authors possession brouzetbroulet was seniorsenior superior officer of the royal gendarmerieGendarmerie retired at the
time of his writing

frederic caulliaudCaulli aud to bernardino drovetti 23 august 1820 inin the marro papers collection
A photocopy isis inin the authors possession

an attorney inin lebolosLebolos hometownhome town giuseppe perotti wrote a history ofcastellamonte entitled
castellamonteCastel lamonte e la sua stona avreaivrea italy 1980 in it he wrote always to be remembered at the
beginning oftheodtheof the century isis the figure of ofanthonyanthony lebolo of castellamonteCastel lamonte friend of bernardino drovetti

and companion of his during the excavations inin egypt such activity provided him with a fabulous
capital valued at 300000 francs that he howeversucceedshowever succeeds inin dissipating with a life sumptuous eccentric
and inin time extravagant 199 A bertolotti wrote antonio lebolo whose family was one of the most
ancient of the town was employed inin egypt by cavcaa drovetti to supervise and then direct his famous

excavations he went back to hisNs fatherland with about 100000 francs which he wasnt able to keep
because of the oriental pomp that he wanted to follow berloBeriobertolottilotti passeggiatePasseggipasseggiatoate nel canavesecanaeseCanaese 54565 456

51 count carlo vidua to count pio vidua 20 june 1820 inin pombabomba letters ofcountof count carlo vidua
177 letter no 34

we had dinner at Libollos house we went to his house to see two very pretty young ostriches
linantdinantlmantdebeeondsjournalde Bellebeilebeliebellefondsfonds journal ofaoraofatnptrip inin the lowernubialowernower Nubianublabuhiannuhianapnpp nd145ndn d 14545 A photocopy isis inin the authors

possession
5311 lebolo had sold a menagerie ofofanimalsanimals to giovanmgiovanni and rosa gauttier who lived inin trieste see

n 73 below
5M helmut satzinger to author 31 january 1977

the church record at the catecumena at venice dated 12 june 1824 reads anne mariamanamarla darbourdarfourDarfour
previously anna mora donna Afaffricanaaffncanaaffricanofricana african lady was accepted inin this pious institute of the
catecumena with her two young daughters on october 10 1822 and became christian at about 21 years
of age and unmarried by her own declaration she was baptized today by me the prior father agostino
kvijungich peterson antonio lebolo his roots and branches 141

56 on 10 october 18311831 relative to a change inin her husbands will the following isis recorded of
anna there isis inin my presence mrs anna Lebolos widow who came from an african nation as she



antonio lebolo 25

says from nubia or nigngianigrigiaNigngiarigia isis black and uninstructed by her parents about the place where she was bom
and emigrated at an infantile age notary records of giacomaglacoma buffa unpublished 227 29 10 october
18311831 state archives turintunn italy

the venetian church record states anna manemariemarle darfourdarbour was baptized today by me the prior
father agustino kvijungich at the same time the child name rosina was baptized and was
given the name ofrosaotrosaof rosa maria on the same day june 121218241824 the full church servicesservices were performed
for mariamanamarla catterinaCat tenna daughter of the above donna afncanaafficanaafricana since this child only was given the holy water
of baptism inin trieste by a priest as was becoming the faith of her standing peterson antonio lebolo
his roots and branches 141411

58 in his report to joseph smith chandler states on his way from alexandria to pansparis he put inin
at trieste and after ten days illness expired previous to his decease he made a will of the whole to
mr michael H chandler his nephew see history oftheodtheof the church234913492049 after researching forseveralfor several
hours on two different occasions inin trieste I1 have found no will drawn up by lebolo there

59 peterson antonio lebolo his roots and branches 1391391040
60 bertoBeriobertolottilotti Passeggipasseggiaiepasseggiatepasseggiatoareaieate nelnetnei canavese 55456456
61 peterson antonio lebolo his roots and branches 153
162I G B brocchi Giornale delle osservazionifatteosservanoniosservanoni tattefatte ne viaggi inin egitto nella siriastria e nella nubia

bassano 1843 this isis a footnote by the editor ofaof a letter that brocchi sent to his brother dated cairo 25
february 1825

63 giuseppe perotti wrote inin a history of castellamonteCastel lamonte the country never forgave him for
having brought to Castelcastellamontecaslellamontelamonte a negro wife who showed off publicly to the measures of the treasures
by him discovered perotti CastelCasielcasrelcasiellamontecastellamontetamontelamonte e la sua storlastonastoria 199

M peterson antonio lebolo his roots and branches 1481481949
6561 adriano comollo to author received by author on 4 april 1985 the history of our

involvement inin the lebolo research inin authors possession H donl peterson comp lebolosLebolos will and
inventory book 65

notary records ofGiacomo buffa unpublished 19317november19317 november 1829 state archivesarchivestunnturinTunn
italy photograph inin authors possession peterson Lebolos will and inventory book trans patrizia
plania cinzia noble adriano comollo and others 3

notary records of giacomo buffa 195 17 november 1829photograph1829 photograph inin authors possession
peterson lebolosLebolos will and inventory book 5

68 notary records of giacomo buffa 20920944 december 1829 photograph inin authors possession
peterson Lebolos will and inventory book 7

691 notary records of giacomo buffa 47 19 february 1830 photograph inin authors possession
peterson lebolosLebolos will and inventory book 8aaa nethe account clarifiesclan fiesfles that he died the night of 18 19

february 1830 this dating explains the discrepancy of his death date inin some documents antonio lebolo
his roots and branches contains a photocopy of his death entry on page 150

70 notary records of giacomaglacoma buffa 227in 1929 10 october 18311831

7 the inventory of lebolosLebolos personal effects reads we entered the room where master antonio
lebolo died and after we took out the seaseal we found no 35 another small picture withwith a yellow frame
of the french consul avvawadv drovetti inin egypt valued at one lire notary records of giacomo buffa 64
66662323 february 1830 photograph inin authors possession peterson lebolosLe bolos will and inventory book
101210 12 J

72 dan C jorgensen new facts on the life and history of giovanni pietro antonio lebolo
october 1976 4 jorgensen deposited a copy of his research inin the harold B lee library at brigham
young university and at the LDS church historiansHistonans office inin salt lake city

73 the fioriniflonni was minted inin florence it weighed 3543.543 54 grams inin 24 carat gold
74 notary records of giacomo buffa 163 30 july 1831 photograph inin authors possession

peterson lebolosLebolos will and inventory book 55 56
comollo history of our involvement
notary records ofoffF clemente calonzobalonzoCalonzo unpublished 132 5 october 1833 statestale archives

turintunn italy photograph inin authors possession peterson lebolosLebolos will and inventory book 59 60
A second rendition offof F clemente calonzosCalon zos 5 october 1833 notaryentrynotary entry byadrianocomolloby adnanoadiano comollo

comollo to author march 1985 peterson lebolosLebolos will and inventory book 64
78 michael H chandler displayed the eleven mummies inin philadelphia on 3 april 1833 see

history ortheof therhe church 23492 349
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night jogging in the city

no stars but there is weather
to convince me of the mortal limits
of these streets taut as underground cable
that gives us the capacity to talk
passage through the night is a thrust into absence
the pull of emptiness ahead the risk
ill throw myself at darkness once
too often and finally it will catch
my body never knows what will take it butcher
shop doorway between barred windows
gaping driveway of the vacant garage
or the stretch of blocks becoming time
or maybe the dream of the old man
lying in his bathtub after the fall
behind the third floor frosted glass
and no one to see the universe
slipping through his eyes
out here it is all image and I1 am
neither privileged nor blessed
I1 promise myself I1 wont do this any more
still the pavement is the swimming place
of knowledge dark or lighted each window
somebodys womb against time

susan elizabeth howe



the gospel of jesus christ
as taught by the nephite prophets

noel B reynolds

the book of mormon and other latter day saint scriptures
define the term gospel precisely as the way or means by which an
individual can come to christ in these scriptures the gospel or
doctrine of christ is the teaching that if people will 1 believe in
christ 2 repent of their sinssins and 3 submit to baptism in water as
a witness of their willingness to take his name upon them and keep
his commandments he will 4 pour out his spirit upon them and
cleanse them of their sins all who receive this baptism of fire and
of the holy ghost and 5 endure to the end in faith hope and
charity will 6 be found guiltless at the last day and enter into the
kingdom of god alma 714 16 24 25

the book of mormon uses the terms gospel and doctrine
interchangeably in a way that is consistent with new testament
usage the new testament term doctrine is a translation of the
greek word didaskaliadidas kalia which means teaching it can be used
with positive or negative implications referring either to the
doctrines of christ or to the vain teachings of people or devils the
bookofbookoffbook ofmonmormonmonnonnon uses both gospel and doctrine to referreferiorefertoto a message
or teaching that can be reduced to a set of statements or points of

doctrine 1 I1 ne 1514 as does the new testament while all the
elements of the gospel as it is defined in the book of mormon occur
in the new testament the formulaic relationship the book of mor-
mon ascribes to them is not so obvious yet once the book of
mormon definition is understood there is little difficulty accom-
modatingmodating new testament usages to it

BASIC ELEMENTS

the lord has repeatedly stated that the book of mormon
contains the fulnessfalness of the gospel dacd&c 209 275 4212 on
three separate occasions reported in the book of mormon the basic
noel B reynolds isis a professor of political science at brigham young university he isis indebted to L

tad cowley for assistance inin compiling the information inin the appendix



32 BBYUYU studies

elements of the gospel are explained by either a prophet or jesus
himself in each case six central elements are repeated several times
in language that is varied to enrich their meaning 2 ne 312 326
3 ne 1131 41 2713 21 each of these long passages is framed
by affirmations that this is my gospel or this is my doctrine

these core texts present the gospel message as a six point
formula which joseph smith abbreviated as the first principle and
ordinances of the gospel history of the church 4541 the
function of this formula is primarily explanatory and pedagogical
as it does not tell converts to christ all things what they should
do 2 ne 325 rather this is the function of the holy ghost
whose guidance the follower of christ must constantly seek 2 ne
321 5 the formula merely spells out the larger relationship of
christians to their god and provides them the verbal essentials for
communicating with one another about that relationship the
formulaic character of this list of points is suggested directly in the
record of aarons teachings to the lamanite king where it simply
says that the sufferings and death of christ atone for peoples
sins through faith and repentance and so forth alma 2214

1 repentance As presented in the book of mormon the formula usually be-
gins with the call to repentance people must forsake their sins and offer
up a sacrifice of a broken heart and a contrite spirit Q3 ne 920

2 baptism book of mormon accounts of the gospel emphasize the
importance of baptism this essential ordinance constitutes a public
witness to the father that the repentant individuals following the
example ofadam and abraham have covenanted with god to take upon
themselves the name of christ and to keep his commandments

3 holy ghost while baptism ritually symbolizes purification and rising
from death to life the actual cleansing or remission of sins comes as a
gift from god through the baptism of fire and of the holy ghost 2 ne
3117 upon reception of the holy ghost the individual is bom again
or bom of god having become a new creature mosiah 2724 26
this spiritual experience constitutes a witness to the convert from the
father and the son that the sacrifice of the penitent has been accepted

4 faith although contemporary latter day saint teaching emphasizes
faith in jesus christ as the first principle of the gospel book of mormon
prophets often introduce it as the link between what one does to begin the
process of salvation and what one must do thereafter faith in christ
means doing what the holy ghost tells one to do showing thereby
a steadfastness in christ and in this manner enduring to the end
2 ne 3120

5 endurance to the end enduring to the end is the scriptural phrase
describing the subsequent life of a member of christs church who has
embraced the first four elements of the gospel formula and has entered
the gate that leads to eternal life once on this strait and narrow path the
new member must press forward in faith thus faith is necessary both
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to begin the process and to continue in a life of obedience to all the
commandments of god at this level faith is also linked with hope
and charity

6 eternal life in addition to the daily blessings that come from following
the inspiration of the holy ghost the gospel of jesus christ promises
that those who comply with the preceding five points will be saved
which means that they will receive eternal life by entering into the
kingdom of god As revealed to the prophet joseph smith this salvation
entails becoming heirs to the celestial kingdom dacd&c 7650 70

the gospel of jesus christ is not synonymous with the plan of
salvation or plan of redemption but is a key part thereof brigham
young stated that the gospel of the son of god that has been
revealed is a plan or system of laws and ordinances by strict
obedience to which the people who inhabit this earth are assured
that they may return again into the presence of the father and the
son while the plan of salvation is what god and christ have done
for mortals in the creation the fall the atonement the final
judgment and the salvation of the world the gospel contains the
instructinstructionsi ons the laws and ordinances that enable human beings
to make the atonement effective in their lives and thereby gain
salvation 2 the plan of salvation therefore forms the larger context
for all scriptural references to the gospel of jesus christ 3 ne
2713 15 moses 662 dac 2017 25 7640 53 the gospel
message makes no sense apart from an understanding of the
historical reality of the fall the atonement of christ and a final
judgment for each person

THE GOSPEL IN THE BOOK OF MORMON

jacob one of the first nephite prophets used the phrases
doctrine of christ and gospel of christ interchangeably in

speaking to jacob sherem who denied anyone could know that
christ would come said that jacob went about preaching that
which he called the gospel or the doctrine of christ jacob 76
nephi seems to have also interchanged the two terms shortly after
leaving jerusalem he had prophesied to his brothers that the
falnessfulness of the gospel of the messiah would come to the gentiles
1 I1 ne1513ne 1513 speakingspeakingtohisto his brothers further ofa future restoration
to their seed nephi said that their descendants would come to the
knowledge of the gospel of their redeemer 1 I1 neneinel514Nel1514514 italics
added compare 2 ne 305 this statement implies not only that
they would come to know their redeemer but also that they would
have knowledge of the very points of his doctrine and it would
be by knowing these points of doctrine that they would know how
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to come unto him and be saved 1 I1 ne 1514 italics added the
gospel contains points of doctrine that teach people how to come
unto christ it will be demonstrated below that the two book of
mormon chapters that define the doctrine of christ and the one
chapter that defines the gospel of christ all say essentially the
same things

THE GOSPEL AS TAUGHT BY NEPHI

the first comprehensive statement of the gospel or doctrine of
christ in the book of mormon occurs in 2 nephi 3311 these twenty
one verses are framed by bookend statements the first ofwhich says
that nephi will present a few words concerning the doctrine of
christ and that he will write plainly according to the plainness
of the preceding prophetic summary 2 ne 312 in the previous
chapter nephi had spoken of this sameteachingsame teaching as the gospel of
jesus christ 2 ne 305.305305 in chapter 31 nephi again emphasizes
the simplicity of his account indicating that he will put the matter
as plainly as possible according to human language and
understanding 2 ne 312 3 compare 324 the nineteen verse
explication that follows concludes with the reaffirmation that this
is the doctrine of christ and the only and true doctrine of the father
and of the son and of the holy ghost 2 ne 3121 this is a
chapter of major importance for the rest of the book of monmormonmonnonnon as
it establishes a pattern for all later nephite prophets it also for-
mulates a complex of ideas that informs every major sermon and
gives rich meaning to stories related later in the text nephi signalledsignal led
its importance by prominent placement of this passage at the end of
his writings even though its content is an elaboration of materials
presented in undeveloped form much earlier the importance of
nephis formulation was resoundingly emphasized by the savior
himself during his visit to the nephitesNephites five and a halfcenturies later

chapter 31 of 2 nephi appears to be an amplification of the
visions ofoflehilehilehl and nephi reported in I11 nephi 10 and 11 in which
each had seen the necessity and mission of the redeemer lehi
explained that a redeemer was necessary because all mankind were
in a lost and in a fallen state 1 I1 ne 106 see also 1119ilg19 nephi saw
that jesus was the redeemer of the world 1 I1 ne 1127 just as
nephi derives from this vision his account of the doctrine of
christ so lehi uses the vision ofjesus baptism as the introduction
to his presentation to his sons concerning the gospel that christ
preached among the jews 1 I1 nenel0ll10 11 although nephi gives
only minimal details of jesus baptism in the account summarized
in I11 nephi there are enough similar details in 2 nephi 31 that one
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can assume this chapter gives a fuller account of what lehi and
nephi saw in their first camp in the wilderness for example
nephis first account of jesus baptism is followed by a description
of the heavens opening and the holy ghost descending in the form
of a dove 1 I1 ne 1127 the descension of the holy ghost is
also repeated in the extended second account 2 ne 318 nephi
even calls on his readers to remember the earlier account as the
context for the additional details he will now report 2 ne 314
he adds to the second report that jesus then said unto the children
of men follow thou me 2 ne 3110 12 the major elaboration
in the second account is a set of quotations that nephi attributes to
the voices of the father and the son presumably as narrators
explaining the vision to him at the time it was first received he
concludes the chapter with a complex summary that weaves
together all the points that have been introduced in the descriptive
and narrative sections

given the extraordinary significance of nephis presentation
of the gospel of jesus christ it is of some interest to know what
sources he might have been using from the text we leamlearn of no
definite source beyond the revelation reported in I11 nephi 11 in
which nephi saw the baptism of christ in vision and heard the voice
of the son saying to the children of men follow thou me 2 ne
3110 and follow me and do the things which ye have seen
me do 2 ne 3112 nephi clearly interprets this message to mean
that people should follow the example of jesus christ nephis
analysis of that example provides him with the fonformulanula he uses to
teach the doctrine of christ to his own people and to readers of the
book of mormonmonnon

the structure of 2 nephi 31

the six major points of doctrine noted above emerge clearly
in this nineteen verse presentation nephi develops these points of
doctrine through a complex presentation that advances five ver
sions of his central message each of which contains some
instructive variation

variation 1I the example of christ is given as a first explana-
tion of the gospel 2 ne 314 10 by humbling himself before
the father being baptized by water witnessing unto the father that
he would be obedient in keeping his commandments and receiving
the holy ghost christ showed the straitness of the path and
narrowness of the gate by which they should enter 2 ne 319

variation 2 the voices of both the father and the son are
heard identifying the aspects of christs example that are expected
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of all individuals repentance and baptism in order to receive the
holy ghost 2 ne 3111 12

variation 3 nephi offers his personal testimony to his brothers
2 ne 3113 if they will follow the son sincerely repenting of

their sins and witnessing to the father by baptism that they are
willing to take upon them the name of christ then they will receive
the holy ghost and the baptism of fire and of the holy ghost

variation 4 the voices of the father and son are invoked
again to repeat and explain the central elements of the formula
2 ne 3114 15 the voice of the son repeats each of these points

and warns that those who follow this formula but then deny him will
be in a worse condition than before the voice of the fatherendorsesfather endorses
the words of the son as true and faithful and adds the promise that
those who endure to the end will be saved

variation 5 nephi gives a final summary people cannot be
saved unless they endure to the end repentance and baptism by
immersion are the gate by which they must enter the kingdom of
god these steps will be followed by a remission of sins by fire
and the holy ghost but individuals must remember that all steps
in this process are possible only through faith in jesus christ
finally nephi writes that enduring to the end implies pressing
forward with steadfastness faith in christ which is to be comple-
mented by a perfect brightness of hope and a love of god and of
all men 2 ne 3116 20

the content of nephis message

nephis fivefoldfive fold presentation reinforces through repetition
variation and augmentation the result is the following enriched
account of the six basic points of the doctrine ofchrist sketched above

repentance repentance is always the starting point part of
the gate by which one should enter the strait and narrow path 2 ne
3117 in being the example christ did not need to start with
repentance because as nephi states three times jesus was holy
yet even being holy jesus humbled himself before the father
2 ne 31531577 this example identifies humility and total sincerity

as the key to repentance people must follow the son with full
purpose of heart acting no hypocrisy and no deception before god
but with real intent repenting of their sins 2 ne 3113

baptism baptism is the other part of the gate it is by repenting
and being baptized that one follows the son through the gate and
enters the strait and narrow path that leads to eternal life 2 ne
3117 baptism is an external witness to the father of an internal
commitment that individuals are willing to take upon themselves
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the name of christ by baptism and that they are willing to keep
christs commandments 2 ne 3113 14

holy ghost christ promises that the father will give the
holy ghost to any repentant person who is baptized in christs
name 2 ne 3112 using an alternative description of this gift
nephi explains to his brethren that only after repentance and
baptism cometh the baptism of fire and of the holy ghost 2 ne
3113 this gift from the father appears to have multiple functions

the first function mentioned is the ability to communicate
divine knowledge the power to speak things not previously
possible in nephis words then can ye speak with the tongue of
angels and shout praises unto the holy one of israel 2 ne 3113
after concluding his presentation of the doctrine of christ nephi
perceives that this matter has not been understood in chapter 32 he
provides further explanation indicating that angels speak by
power of the holy ghost therefore men need the holy ghost to
speak with the tongue of angels 2 ne 322 3

the language of fire in chapter 31 seems directed at a second
function of the baptism of fire and of the holy ghost that of
cleansing the recipient from sin in the third use of this phrase
nephi says that the remission of sins comes by fire and by the holy
ghost 2 ne 3117

the third function is that of giving a witness to the convert
from the father and son just as baptism of water constitutes a
witness of the convert to the father so the baptism of fire and of the
holy ghost is a witness from the father and the son to the convert
it witnesses of the father and the son thereby fulfilling the
promise of the gospel that if ye entered in by the way repentance
and baptism ye should receive 2 ne 3118 nephi further wamswarnsbams
in connection with this spiritual baptism that if after all this one
denies christ it would be better not to have known him 2 ne
3114

faith nephi treats faith in jesus christ as a fundamental prin-
ciple which underlies all the others and links them together this
same sense was present in joseph smiths original wentworth
letter which used the singular first principle and ordinances of
the gospel which is rendered principles in the articles of faith
Aaoff4of F 4

nephi delays introducing faith until near the end of his
presentation for faith is the link between what one does to enter the
gate and what one must do thereafter one cannot have gotten into
the gate save it were by the word of christ with unshaken faith in
him relying wholly upon the merits of him who is mighty to save
2 ne 3119 and after getting onto this path one cannot attain
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salvation except by pressing forward with a steadfastness in
christ 2 ne 3120

endurance to the end the gift of the holy ghost in its
revelatory function seems particularly designed to aid converts with
the final requirement that they endure to the end 2 ne 3115 for
unless men and women endure to the end in following christs
example they cannot be saved 2 ne 3116 but as nephi explains
later when he expounds on his presentation for all those who have
entered in by the way and received the holy ghost it will show
unto them all things what they should do 2 ne 325 having
reduced the message to its essentials he emphasizes one last time
that this is the doctrine of christ and there will be no more doctrine
given until after he shall manifest himself unto you 2 ne 326

enduring to the end implies pressing forward in faith hope
and charity this trio of concepts occurs repeatedly in book of
mormon sermons in connection with this point of the doctrine of
christ see moro 826 1020 21 ether 1232 34 the three are
clearly indicated in nephis closing summary where he instructs
people to endure to the end and

press forward with a steadfastness falthfaithlaith in christ

having a perfect brightness of hope and

a love of god and ofallcfallof allaliail men 11 2 ne 3120 italics added

eternal life the reward promised to those who endure to the
end is that they shall be saved 2 ne 3115 nephi supplements
the words of the father by insisting that unless individuals follow
christ in repenting being baptized and enduring to the end they
cannot be saved 2 ne 3116 quoting the father a second time on
this point nephi says that all who do these things shall have eternal
life 2 ne 3120 or be saved in the kingdom of god 2 ne
31213121 their assurance that this salvation will indeed come to pass
is the gift of the holy ghost which they receive and enjoy in the
present it is both a living witness that this future promise will be
fulfilled and the means by which they can endure to the end and
qualify for eternal life

CHRIST AMONG THE NEPHITES

the report of the events of the coming of christ among the
nephitesNephites is also constructed around multiple repetitions of this
doctrine of christ whereas nephi asks men and women to follow
christs example the savior himself invites the people to come
unto me Q3 ne 1220
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the structure of christs teachings

interestingly although the account of christs visit to the
nephitesNephites gives a more scattered and complex treatment of the
doctrine of christ this record also presents the doctrine five times
each time with instructive variations and internal repetitions

variation 71 the first and clearest presentation is given by the
voice of christ as it speaks out of the heaven to all the land 3 ne
91 16 four of the six points of the doctrine of christ as outlined
by nephi are specifically advanced in this passage

the voice ofchrist emphasizes the blessings to those who will
receive him stating first that unto such he has given to become the
sons of god 3 ne 917 this point is echoed in the closing
injunction to all to repent come unto him as a little child and be
saved 3 ne 922 to receive him or to come unto him is explained
as believing on his name faith and offering forforaa sacrifice unto him
a broken heart and a contrite spirit repentance the immediate

promise to those who do this is that he will baptize them with fire
and with the holy ghost the lamanitesLamanites received this baptism
because of their faith Q3 ne 920

variation 2 baptism of water is the focus of the second and
most complete declaration of his doctrine 3 ne 1123 39
detailed instructions on baptism are given explicitly to settle
some earlier and unreported disputationsdisputatious 3 ne 1128 all
people are to believe in christ and be baptized if they will be saved
3 ne 1133 two repetitions of this point emphasize that men

and women must repent become as little children and be baptized
in his name several times christ emphasizes that he is presen-
ting his doctrine which the father has given him 3 ne 1128
30 323932 39

variation 3 jesus then turns to the multitude and gives a
briefer version of the same instructions as an introduction to the
sensermonsennonnon at the temple Q3 ne 121 2 the message is repeated three
times with some variations

those who heed the words of the twelve and are baptized
with water will be baptized by the lord with fire and the
holy ghost 3 ne 12 1laa

the people will be blessed if they will believe in jesus and
be baptized 3 ne 1212lb1 b

all who 1 believe the words of those people who have
seen and followed christ 2 humble themselves and 3
are baptized will likewise be visited with fire and the holy
ghost and will receive a remission of their sins 3 ne 122
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variation 4 the sermon at the temple also invokes the
language of these instructions at several points enduring to the end
is finally introduced and then emphasized jesus says 1 I am the law
and the light look unto me and endure to the end and ye shall
live for unto him that endurethdurethen to the end will I1 give eternal life
3 ne 159

variation 5 following these presentations the reporter
describes in detail the baptism of the nephitesNephites and in so doing
brings out again the points of this doctrine 3 ne 197 28 the
people pray for the holy ghost Q3 ne 197 10 then they are
baptized the holy ghost falls upon them and they are filled with
the holy ghost and with fire 3 ne 1911 14 praying in thanks-
giving to the father jesus indicates they have been purified because
of their faith 3 ne 1928

the content of christs teachings

these passages in 3 nephi report the doctrine of christ in the
most authoritative setting as it is the voice of christ himself that
delivers it publicly to all the people all six of the points of this
doctrine as introduced by nephi are here though there are several
significant variations of phraseology that enrich and enlarge the
meaning even further

faith belief on christs name often comes first and is usually
included in every statement about his doctrine whereas nephi
incorporated faith only once as a unifying link at the end of his
sermonsennon Q3 ne 917 20 1132 33 121 2 19 1920 28 jesus
commands the people to believe in him 3 ne 121 19 he says
that he chooses his people because of their faith or belief in him
Q3 ne 1920 28

repentance repentance is emphasized occurring again in
almost every restatement or repetition of the points of doctrine it is
here phrased in isaiahsisaialsIsaiahs terminology of a new sacrifice of a broken
heart and a contrite spirit 3 ne 920 1219 it is a commandment
that all people repent As did nephi christ links repentance with the
depths of humility Q3 ne 122 but more often with becoming as
a little child Q3 ne 922 1137 38

baptism baptism is described by the savior in terms that are
virtually indistinguishable from nephis the savior provides the
entire baptismal prayer which indicates that one is baptized by a
person holding the authority from christ to perform this ordinance
such as the twelve disciples who received these instructions 3 the
prayer also explicitly states that immersion is required Q3 ne
1123 26
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holy ghost the baptism of fire and of the holy ghost
described by christ in the first 3 nephi account is also the same as
that presented earlier by nephi jesus indicates that it comes
because of faith he also says that the converted lamanitesLamanites

experienced this confirmation without knowing it had happened
Q3 ne 920 As in nephis account this baptism of fire and of the
holy ghost is the means by which the father bears record of the son
to believers 3 ne 1135 the holy ghost bears record of both the
father and the son in addressing the multitude jesus like nephi
links this spiritual baptism which follows repentance and baptism
in water with the gift of a remission of sins 3 ne 122 the most
important extension of the readers understanding of this point of
doctrine is provided by the report of the actual event in which the
nephitesNephites taught by christ are themselves baptized after all had
been baptized the holy ghost did fall upon them and they were
filled with the holy ghost and with fire the people actually saw
as a group the fire as it came down from heaven and encircled them
the sight dramatized the divine origins of this gift and its purifying
effect Q3 ne 1913 14

endurance to the end enduring to the end is also taught to the
nephitesNephites in these passages but it is not elaborated or emphasized
nearly as much here as it wwasas by nephi the principle is stated
clearly and strongly but in only one passage 3 ne 159 and with-
out any elaborations referring explicitly to faith hope or charity

eternal life the final reward of those who come unto christ
by obeying these commandments is as earlier in nephi that they
will be saved they will receive eternal life Q3 ne 159 but this
promise is expanded to include the idea that to them it will be given
to become the sons of god Q3 ne 917 and in the sermon at
the temple they are promised the kingdom of heaven 3 ne
123 14211421

CHRIST AMONG THE DISCIPLES

the saviors first teachings to the nephitesNephites as described above
were aimed at settling disputationsdisputatious about the points of his doctrine
Q3 ne 1128 his later and undated visit to the disciples focuses
similarly on a disputation among the people this time regarding the
name of the church 3 ne 273 the saviors first response is to
point to the gospel the scriptures instruct people to take upon them
the name of christ for by this name shall ye be called at the last
day the scriptures also promise that whoever does so and endures
to the end shall be saved at the last day similarly the church will
be christs church if it is called in his name and if it so be that they
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are built upon my christs gospel the necessity of being built
upon his gospel is stated four times after which he reminds his
disciples that he has already given them his gospel he is apparently
referring to 3 nephi 11 3 ne 275 13

but the explanation of the gospel is not left to memory as the
lord launches directly into another definition beginning with the
announcement that this is the gospel Q3 ne 2713 this time the
term used is gospel rather than doctrine but again no dif-
ference seems to be implied the one significant difference in this
presentation is that it is prefaced with a statement which invokes the
larger context of the plan of salvation although the full plan of
salvation is not spelled out the atonement of christ is mentioned as
the reason why all men and women will be brought to stand before
christ to be judged Q3 ne 2714 16

structure of christs message to the disciples

the brief presentation in 3 nephi 27 is based on three
repetitions the first articulation discusses who will be saved the
answer is whoever repents is baptized and is filled with the holy
ghost see 3 ne 126 and if the person endures to the end he or
she will be held guiltless at the day of judgment those who do not
endure to the end will be cast into the fire Q3 ne 2716 17 compare
3 ne 12212266 in one brief sentence the lord articulates five of the
six points of his gospel enduring to the end is emphasized by being
mentioned twice while faith is left unstated

the second articulation remedies the omission by empha-
sizing the role of faith nothing enterethentereth into his rest save it be
those who have washed their garmentsgannentsbents in my blood because of their
faith and the repentance of all their sins and their faithfulness unto
the end Q3 ne 2719 this version does not explicitly mention
baptism of water or the baptism of fire and of the holy ghost but
they are implied in the idea of washing ones garments in his blood

the third articulation clarifies even this point repent
come unto me and be baptized in my name that ye may be sanctified
by the reception of the holy ghost that ye may stand spotless before
me at the last day Q3 ne 2720 the context of the judgment is
retained throughout

content of christs message to the disciples

this series of brief definitional statements is framed by verse
13 and the similar concluding reaffirmation in verse 21 verily
verily this is my gospel As brief as these statements are
further insights on the individual points of doctrine emerge
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faith faith leads to baptism of water and fire by which
people wash their garments in the blood of christ and faith is the
key to endurance or faithfulness unto the end Q3 ne 2719

repentance repentance is mentioned three times but
elaborated only at one point where christ indicates that washing
ones garments in his blood requires repentance of all ones sins
33ne2719ne 2719

baptism in this sermon christ mentions baptism two times
with the only elaboration being its implicit inclusion in the concept
of washing garments clean in his blood 3 ne 2719

holy ghost the baptism of fire and of the holy ghost is
mentioned or implied three times but in different terms the
promise that those who are baptized will be filled Q3 ne 2716
must in light of 3 nephi 126 refer to the holy ghost one
statement that those who come unto christ and are baptized will be
sanctified by the reception of the holy ghost elaborates on the

cleansing power of the baptism of fire and its implicit inclusion in
the washing of garments in the blood of christ 3 ne 2720

endurance to the end endurance to the end and failure to
endure to the end are explicitly mentioned 3 ne 2716 in the
second articulation this phrase becomes faithfulness unto the
end 33ne2719ne 2719

eternal life with the focus on judgment in this chapter it is
not surprising that the rewards of the faithful are first stated in terms
of being held guiltless at the judgment day Q3 ne 2716 but the
savior quickly returns to the traditional language of entering his
kingdom or entering into his rest 3 ne 2719 the judgment
context reasserts itself in the final articulation as the faithful will be
able to stand spotless before him at the last day 3 ne 2720

abbreviated statements OF THEtite GOSPEL MERISMS

to this point this paper has been concerned with an analysis
of the three major statements in the book of mormon that provide
complete definitions of the doctrine ofjesus christ taken together
the three provide the reader with a clear concept of the gospel of
jesus christ as the nephitesNephites understood it as well as a rich
abundance of explanatory and metaphorical insights into the
individual points of doctrine

although the three statements constitute the clearest and
fullest definitions of the gospel they are only a small portion of the
total book of mormon statements on this subject the same pattern
appears in the teachings of all the book of mormon prophets in the
form of injunctions to the people to believe in christ to repent to
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be baptized that they might be cleansed by reception of the holy
ghost and to endure to the end and be saved As in the definitional
chapters these many statements of the gospel contain instructive
variations on terminology but individually these statements are
often elliptical leaving out one or more of the six points however
for an audience familiar with the basic pattern in the three defining
statements the reference is perfectly clear

these elliptical references by book of mormon prophets often
take the form ofofmerismusmerismusmerismus 4 a classical rhetorical device in which the
division of an important topic or statement into component parts
allowed for its full invocation by explicit listing of selected parts
only 5 in the hebrew bible merismusmerismus occurs as concise or
condensed expressions which by mentioning the first and last or
more prominent elements of a series implicitly invoke the larger
entity symbolically expressed merismusmerismus is the brachylogous use
of AY or ABY or AXY in place of the complete series
ABC XY to represent the collective Z of which the
individuals A to Y are members 5161166

understood as a formula composed of a list of ordered
elements the gospel lends itself well to this rhetorical device by
mentioning two or more elements usually including the last
element a writer can invoke all components of the formula even
though they are not each mentioned explicitly A typical book of
mormon example of a merism states that believing in jesus and
enduring to the end is life eternal 2 ne 334 A conservative count
of gospel related merismsmerisme in the book of mormon including the
multiple presentations summarized below gives at least 130 fairly
clear statements of the gospel or doctrine of christ see appendix

the pattern found in nephis early definitional statement of
the gospel shows up immediately in the teaching ofnephis brother
jacob unless nephi actually derives it from jacob and throughout
the teaching of later book of mormon prophets almost every
doctrinal teacher and writer in the book of mormon witnesses to the
same set of teachings sometimes with distinctive terminology but
always with the same logical structure of ideas the pattern is set by
lehi nephi and jacob others who carry on the tradition include
amalekiamaleka benjamin alma mosiah alma the younger amulekamules
ammon aaron helaman and his sons nephi and lehi samuel the
lamanite mormon and moroni ether is reported by moroni to
have taught the same gospel pattern to the jareditesJared ites in their decline
the greatest emphasis of all occurs in the record of Chchristsfists
teacdeacteachingshingsaings to the nephitesNephites there can be no doubt that this was a
conceptual pattern of the first importance to the nephitesNephites in their
teachings about god and his children
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most of these passages are quite clear and use the same basic
language developed in the definitional chapters for example in his
comments about the future gentiles the savior commands the
nephitesNephites to record his words for the benefit of the gentiles for
whoever will hearken unto my words have faith and repent and
be baptized shall be saved Q3 ne 235 it would be difficult to
state a majority of the points of the doctrine of christ in fewer words
in a similar appeal mormonmonnon invites the gentiles to repent come
unto christ and be baptized in his name that they may receive a
remission of their sins be filled with the holy ghost and be
numbered with his people Q3 ne 302 jacob is just as clear and
economical in stating the whole formula negatively in his great
sensermonsennonnon on redemption he warns all people that if they will not
repent and believe in christs name and be baptized in his name
and endure to the end they must be damned 2 ne 924

in some cases it seems we have what amounts to a merism
within a merism As has been indicated above enduring to the end
was explained by nephi in terms of faith hope and charity 2 ne
3120 like his father moroni also emphasized these principles
perhaps using them singly to invoke the trio see for example
ether 1232 and 34 where hope and charity respectively seem to
invoke enduring to the end

other passages say the same things with a more complex
vocabulary nephi ends his writings by appealing to the gentiles
indicating that there is no hope for them except they shall be
reconciled unto christ and enter into the narrow gate and walk the
strait path which leads to life and continue in the path until the end
of the day ofprobation 2 ne 339 moronis final farewell invites
all people to come unto christ and be perfected in him by denying
themselves all ungodliness then they will be sanctified through
the shedding of the blood of christ which is in the covenant of the
father unto the remission of sins that they become holy without
spotspotmoromoro 1032 33

many passages present fuller versions of the gospel
exhibiting unique emphases and phrasings in his summary of the
jareditejaredineJaredite record moroni inserts another appeal from the lord to the
future gentiles an appeal which is built on repeated urgings to
believe and to come unto the lord the time will come when they
will rend the veil of unbelief and call upon the father in the name
of christ with broken hearts and contrite spirits all must repent
and come unto christ believe in his gospel and be baptized in his
name all who do this will be saved if they are found faithful at the
last day and they will be lifted up to dwell in the kingdom christ has
prepared for them ether 410 19
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because the gospel formula is so clearly established and
understood among book of mormon peoples it frequently provides
the implicit interpretive or explanatory framework for reports of
actual historical experiences the description of the baptism of the
nephitesNephites by christs disciples has already been mentioned above
see 3 ne 19 but there are numerous other examples including the

description in mosiah of the response of benjamins people to his
great sermon mosiah 5 the account ofoflimhislimhislimpis people and their
hope of forming a church based on almas principles mosiah
2130 35 the efforts of alma to organize a church among the
nephitesNephites mosiah 25 alma the youngers account of his
conversion mosiah 27 the confrontation of nephi and lehi
with their captors in the prison hel 5 samuels description of the
conversion of the lamanitesLamanites hel 15 and mormonscormonsMormons description
of the establishment of the church among the nephitesNephites by the
disciples of christ 4 ne 1 in these reports the details of what
happened and what people did make sense only in terms of the
doctrine of christ and its basic elements these experiences
illustrate the process of sinful people coming to christ and par-
taking of his saving power through his gospel the assumed back-
ground teaching of the gospel informs the accounts and gives them
meaning far beyond the actual descriptions in the text

book of mormon discussions of ordinances are almost all
stated in such a way as to invoke most of the elements of the doctrine
of christ salient examples include the baptismal instructions and
prayer of alma at the waters of mormon mosiah 187 13 of
christ among the nephitesNephites Q3 ne 11 and of moroni moro 6 as
well as the introduction of the sacrament Q3 ne 20 and the pattern
for ordaining priests and teachers as reported by moroni moro 3

for example this last reference records the actual prayer of
ordination used by the nephitesNephites the ordainer speaks in the name
of jesus christ and ordains the candidate to preach repentance and
remission of sins through jesus christ by the endurance of faith on
his name to the end moro 33 moroni further explains that they
ordained men by the power of the holy ghost moro 34 this
discussion is soon followed by an account of the procedures for
baptism moro 6 again faith in jesus christ the most obvious
element is omitted

one of the main contexts in which book of mormon prophets
invoked the gospel of jesus christ explicitly and implicitly was in
their sermons on redemption rebirth priesthood israel and other
subjects the language and logic of many such sermons would be
unintelligible without implicit awareness of the various elements of
the gospel examples include jacobs sermon on redemption
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2 ne 9 zenossjenoss allegory of the olive tree jacob 5 benjamins
valedictory sensennonsermonnon mosiah 2 5 almas discourse on priesthood
alma 13 moronis discourse on faith hope and charity moro 7

and mormonscormonsMormons discussion of the baptism of children moro 8

the other LDS scriptures contain similar foriformulationsnulations of the
gospel of jesus christ many of which also include merismsmerismemeri sms see
dac 1063 70 119 24 1929 32 2037 3310 13 396 6825
moses 514 1515585 8 650 53.53 drawing on this perspective latter
day saints can see the same concept behind more succinct new
testament passages matt 311 2413 14 acts 238 194 6
rom 1116ilg16 for example pauls statement to the ephesians that by
grace are ye saved through faith can be read as a merism implicitly
invoking all elements of the gospel even though only faith and
salvation the first and last are mentioned eph 28

conclusion
three book of mormon passages provide extended

definitions of the gospel or doctrine of jesus christ in each case the
definition is a six point formula that is repeated in varied ways
numerous additional passages and merismemerisms assume these
definitions in a way that indicates the definitions were both
normative and paradigmatic for all book of mormon writers their
gospel message can be understood only in terms of a larger con
text that of the plan of salvation which includes accounts of the
creation the fall the atonement of jesus christ and a future
judgment given that context the gospel taught by nephi and the
savior tells us that anyone who has faith in jesus christ repents is
baptized receives the holy ghost and endures to the end will be
saved in the kingdom of heaven
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APPENDIX

gospel merismemerisms in the book of monmormonmonnonnon

key
I11 faith or belief in christ
2 repentance
3 baptism and obedience to the commandments
4 receiving the holy ghost
5 enduring to the end sometimes indicated meristically by

mention of only one distinctive element hope or charity
6 gaining salvation or eternal life

I71 nephi mosiah
64 6 2412413563 5 6
815 3030565 6 321 1122
1018101822 430 3 5 6
133713374564 5 6 515515565 6
145 2 6 12331233363 6
1514151466 1511 1166
2231 33565 6 152215221361 3 6

16131613262 6
2 nephi 1871871261 2 6
2929161 6 189189565 6

612612262 6 18131813345634 5 6
92392312361 2 3 6 18201820121 2

924924123561 2 3 5 6 2131 3

302302121 2 23222322161 6
30730711 262226221231 2 3

317 1515234562 3 4 5 6 26232623161 6
31163116565 6 2632 2 6
311731172342 3 4
31203120565 6 alma
32532512341 2 34 511 13131561 5 6
3343341561 5 6 521 2 6
339339161 6 551 2266

562 2 3 6
714714123461 2 3 4 6

jacob 715 161623562 3 5 6

6464161 6 912912262 6

6112356611gli 2 3 5 6 9271236927 1 2 3 6
11401140161 6

omni 121512151261 2 6
126126565 6 12331233262 6
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1234 2 6 1421 3366
12351235262 6 151 3366
1237261237 2 6 159156159 1 5 6
13131313262 6 16131613262 6
1328 29291234561 2 3 4 5 6 18321832262 6
193619361261 2 6 19281928141 4
226 2 6 2352351234561 2 3 4 5 6
292 2 26172617343 4
321332132562 5 6 2762761561 5 6
32153215252 5 2716271623462 3 4 6
3241 4242161 6 27172717565 6
33233323161 6 271927191261 2 6
3431 2266 2720 2 3 4 6
3624 2 4 302 2 3 4 6
382 5

4164162562 5 6 mormon
4231 2266 32 2 3 6

73 2 6
helaman 77 9912361 2 3 6
328328161 6 71071013461 3 4 6
511 2266 9696161 6
541541121 2 9239231361 3 6
54754711 929 3 5 6
728 2 6
922 2 6 ether
10141014262 6 314314161 6
1361361261 2 6 41841812361 2 3 6
1311 1122 55 2 6
13131313262 6 124124161 6
14131413121 2 129129161 6
14291429161 6 12321232565 6
157157121 2 12341234565 6

3 nephi moroni
716716121 2 333324524 5

725 2 3 61 4 1123452 3 45
91491466 726726161 6
917917161 6 73473412361 2 3 6
922 2 6 738738161 6
1131 333312361 2 3 6 744 6
113711372362 3 6 83 5

1138113823623 6 825 26261234561 23 4 5 6
122itt12212341 2 3 4 1021 5566
12201220363 6 1032 33331241 2 4
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NOTES

brigham young discourses Brighamofbrighamof younyoung second presidentpresidentofoftheodtheof the church ofjesusof jesus christ
oflatterof larterlatter layday saints arr john A widtsoe salt lake city deseret book co 1983 1

2 some readers might wonder iftheintheif the formula reported here as the gospel isis not overly restricted
it does not mention missionary work temple marriage genealogy or home teaching the purpose of this
paper isis to analyze the term as used inin the book of mormon only no attention isis given to the much broader
meanings one encounters inin contemporary latter day saint discourse

3 one might ask why it isis that a baptizer needs authority if following nephi baptism isis only the
outward evidence one gives of an internal covenant why isis not baptism simply an act initiated by the
convertconvert9converth9 nephinephis s brotherjacobbrother jacob teaches that there isis a keeper that minds the gate by which a person enters
into the straight and narrow way 2 ne 941941 minimally the authorized baptizer represents the holy one
of israel bringing the repentant applicant through the true gate other gates may lead to other places
furthermore inin submitting to baptism by particularly authorized agents individuals indicate publicly and
to the lord that it isis the gospel taught by those agents that they wish to obey

1 I am indebted to paul Y hoskisson forcallingfor calling my attention to this phenomenon and its possible
significance for this study professor hoskisson isis conducting a comprehensive study of merismusmermensmusismus inin the
book of mormon which when published will provide a valuable perspective for the present analysis

I51 see henry george liddell and robert scott A greek english lexicon sub merismerlsmens oxford
clarendon press 1968

aa6aA M honeyman uenwenmerismusmensmusMerMenismussmus inin biblical hebrew journal ofbiblicalof biblical hebrew 71 1952141952 14



A sophicsophie and a mantic people

H curtis wright

in the early sixties the manuscripts for what are now the last
two chapters of hugh nibleysNibleys the ancient state the rulersriders and
the ruledruiey came into my possession in them nibley describes the
ancient conflict between western naturalism and eastern super-
naturalism a conflict which has given rise to modem civilization
with its polluted atmosphere ofsecular righteousness and split level
churches and which pits the academic religion of culture against the
prophetic culture of revealed religion this paper is a response to
those chapters

the fundamental ambivalence of western civilization
consists of a permanent conflict of spiritualities derived from the
human condition itself the assumptions underlying this conflict
have created the mantic world view of vertical supernaturalism a
dualistic metaphysic that includes not only the natural order but
also another world order which transcends it and the sophic world
view of horizontal naturalism a monistic metaphysic that confines
all realities to the natural order the antithetical spiritualities
implicit in these disparate perspectives became explicit at the dawn
of human existence when our first parents following their
expulsion from eden taught the revealed word of god to their
children only to face formidable opposition when satan came
among them saying believe it not and they believed it not 2

thus unbelief arose as a counter to faith in anything that is not
experienced naturally for adam witnessed in his immediate family
the decisive split between skepticism and belief which has since
polarized the human race the issue exercising unbelieversbelieversun
therefore has always been their refusal to accept any kind of
information revealed by god to the faithful this issue is clearly
seen in the contrast between the mantic abel and the sophic cain
who were bom after the gospel and antigospelantigospel traditions were both
in place thus abel hearkened unto the voice of the lord as a man

H curtis wright is a professor of library and information sciences at brigham young
university
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of faith but cain was a skeptic who rejected the greater counsel
which was had from god and hearkened not to the words of the
lord saying who is the lord that I1 should know himhimahim3 when the
lord subsequently rejected cains sacrifice which was prompted
not by the revealed spirit of faith but by the natural spirit of unbelief
cain was wroth and listened not any more to the voice of the lord

neither to abel his brother nor to anyone else who walked in
holiness before the lord and he was shut out from the presence
of the lord not because the lord rejected him but because he
rejected the lord 4

the sophic and mantic spiritualities are thoroughly confused
in modem life but they are regarded as ontologically distinct and
logically separate by all of the ancient and most of the modem
prophets the saints of god are the holy ones hoi hagioihagioshagioi people
who are sanctified by a revealed spirituality because they live by the
supernatural gift of faith whereas the natural man who lives solely
by reason and the senses is any person whose spirituality is
naturalistic the greek text of I11 corinthians 21214212 14 and its latin
translation are explicit as to these two kinds of spirituality since
psychikos anthropos animalisanimalsanimalis homo refers to the spiritual psyche
of a human being and not to the physical body the natural man
constitutes the secular version of the spiritual man which paul
compares to the pneumatikos anthropos spiritualisspiritualspiritualistis homo
the christian version of the spiritual man whose spirit pneuma
spiritus descends from above as a charismatic gift the natural man
is thus a spiritual man the human being as psyche anima not as
soma corpus we confirm this distinction every day by discussing
sophic manifestations of the human spispindtspiritnitfitdit in the liberal arts and
elsewhere without referring in any way at all to the mantic spirit of
revealed religion A full translation of this text which incorpo-
rates forgotten subtleties like these into itself might read as follows

we are not animated by the natural spirit of the cosmos but by the
spirit that comes from god so that we may distinguish gods free
gifts to us from the provisions of nature we speak openly ofgods
gifts but not in words that generate instruction from humanly
originated wisdom we use instead the words that communicate
information derived from the holy spirit and we also utilize the
holy spirit as a criterion for determining what is and is not revealed
but the man whose spirituality is naturalistic rejects as absurd
everything derived from the spirit of god he is incapable of
experiencing such things himself and has no means of evaluating
them in others in the absence of revelation 5

the spiritual conflict of naturalism and revealed religion
permeates the scriptures of the latter day saints and as hugh
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nibleysNibleys writings have shown is attested in one guise or another in
virtually all of the worlds cultures 6 it has created the headonhead on
collisions of athens with jerusalem 7 for example which pervade
the whole of western intellectual history the sophic view which
eventually prevailed in greece has thus given birth to greco
roman naturalism whereas the egypto mesopotamian
supernaturalism which produced the judeofudeo christian tradition is
the issue of the mantic outlook the radically different perspectives
on reality which underlie this clash of spiritualities cannot be held
at the same time by a rational human being it is possible to vacillate
between them because vacillation is sequential not simultaneous
but it remains forever impossible to believe simultaneously that the
natural order is all there is and that there is something other than
the natural order

these conflicting world views however are not the simple
opposites of one another the judeofudeo christian view is perforce
inclusionaryinclusion ary for example because no one can believe in a
supernatural order that transcends the natural order without also
believing in the natural order but the greco roman view is
intentionally exclusionary because intellectuals in the sixth century
BC who despised the presence of oriental mystery religions in
greece made a determined effort to exclude all forms of near
eastern supernaturalism from their cultural traditions 8 they were
not completely successful in the short run but how well they
succeeded in the long run may be inferred from a study of occidental
irreligion significantly entitled the alternative tradition the title is
purposely suggestive for naturalism is indeed a reactive tradition
which must be studied in relation to the tradition it reacts against
thus the instances of naturalism such as the recurring conflicts of
science with religion can be understood only against the
background of the religious belief they question or deny 9 the
influence of the religious and skeptical traditions on each other
moreover has never been identical the overall tendency of their
interaction is always one sided toward the naturalization of
religion not toward the supernaturalsupernaturalizingiziizingng of science or
scholarship since naturalism is committed to the extermination of
supernaturalism something it can never hope to accomplish and
reacts only negatively to religious criticism supematuralistssupernaturalists on
the other hand have always seen some value and often great
value in naturalism the monastic preservation of the classical
heritage through the perils of the early middle ages is sufficient
proof of that the story of western civilization would have been
very different if the great skeptics of the alternative tradition had
been given an opportunity to let christianity sink into oblivion
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thrower says about the uneven nature of the responses of
naturalism and religion to each other that

much of the ongoing development of religion has been inin response to
the critique which naturalism has brought against it rarely
however has the reverse been the case naturalism has developed
almost entirely by its own momentum conditioned only by the
external world for naturalism holds the meaning of the world to lie
inin all spheres within itself it makes no reference to those powers

beyond space and time which religions hold to be
operative inin history determining the destiny of men the whole
meaning of mans life isis for naturalism to be found within this
world herein lies the crux of the ongoing argument between a
religious and a nonreligiousnon religious response to reality 10

in studying the growth of a naturalistic view of the
world thrower also had to study the outlook on the world which
naturalism seeks to supplant that outlook is exemplified
according to nibley by an egyptian pharaoh who was known to his
contemporaries as a sophos kai mantikos aner a sophic and a
mantic man 12 but the religious attitudes of people like the
pharaoh who combine natural and supernatural realities in a single
world view have always been repugnant to the naturalistsnatura lists who
describe them as mythological since the premises upon which they
base their whole response to the world are different from the
premises upon which we base our understanding of the world
today 13 in fact much contemporary religious language is still
mythological in that events both past and present are
interpreted in terms of a mixed naturalsupernaturalnatural supernatural language 14

the sticking point for the secular mentality is the mix which no
matter how minute the mantic element contaminates the sophic
point of view

the question remains whether events in the world are to be
understood as resulting from natural causes or whether we can
discern in events and in the world process divine activity and
purpose 5 the judeofudeo christian tradition says thrower has
answered this question in the affirmative since it has always
claimed that there is divine purpose and providence in the
world and that at least some events are the outcome of direct
divine intervention but thrower himself is not convinced for

the whole development of our understanding of both the world
and of history has since the sixteenth century been away from
this response to the world 6 this modem attitude has been
institutionalized in bultmannsBult manns formgeschichte which has
discredited the older source criticism and its naive belief in the
historicity of scripture
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the whole conception of the world which is presupposed in the
preaching of jesus as in the new testament generally is mytho-
logical we call it mythological because it is different from the
conception of the world developed by science since its inception
in ancient greece and which has been accepted by all modem men

modem science does not believe that the course of nature can
be interrupted by supernatural powers the same is true of the
modem study of history which does not take into account any
intervention of god or of demons in the histohistoricalficaifical process
modem men take it for granted that the course of nature and of history

is nowhere interrupted by the intervention of supernatural
powers for modem man the mythological conception of the
world the conceptions of eschatology of redeemer and of redemp-
tion are over and done with 17

the traditions of naturalism and revealed religion have always
divided those who saw the world as created and directed by a
transcendent god and those who did not 18I1 but straddling this great
divide in order to counterpose these two traditions for the critical
study of skepticism and faith is no easy task as the growth of this
juxtaposition is long and complex as old as humanity itself the
sophic spirit like its mantic counterpart can be found from the
time of mans earliest recorded speculations always it has been
there in all cultures and at all times for it is one polarity of the
questing human spirit I119I1 thus the ambitious purpose of throwersThrowers
study is to delineate the beginnings and subsequent growth of the
natural tradition throughout antiquity in contradistinction to the

religious tradition 2010

greek culture moves from religion through mythology to
philosophy where it splits into matterphilosophymatter philosophy which creates the
natural and physical sciences andformand pormform philosophy which creates
humanistic scholarship 2 it was the new world view of the ionian
materialistsmateria lists that triggered the shift from mythology to philosophy
a shift that radically altered western thought by interrupting its
fascination with the old world view of oriental supernaturalism
and by diverting its attention to the natural order the new
understanding of the world consisted in the substitution of natural
for mythological causes nature is thenceforth seen as
something essentially internal and intrinsic to the world the
operating principle of its growth and present organization which

is identified at this early stage with its material constituent 22

philosophy was therefore bomborn when the old mythological beliefs
which personified the forces ofnature as suprahuman agents were

overthrown by a new metaphysical conviction that the apparent
chaos ofevents conceals an underlying order of its own and that
this order is the product of impersonal forces 23
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this conviction consigns all conceivable causes and their
effects throughout the whole of reality to the natural order itself
beyond the natural order if this conviction is taken seriously there
is absolutely nothing that exists or is real thus the seedlings of
empiricism with its dogged refusal to tolerate transcendent
propositions of any kind were sown in the sixth century BC for
without systematic enquiry into the workings of the physical
world coupled with a conceptual grasp of the fundamental
unity of natural processes and their independence of supernatural
interference 1124111424 the rise of modem science would have been
impossible this whole scenario moreover was reenacted on a
grand scale in early modem times when the new philosophy of
nature was to undermine the Cluciuchristianistian mythico religious
understanding of the world on just such an account and it is
therefore the gradual recovery of this outlook that brings to
fruition the naturalism of our own time 2515 the sophic spirituality
of greek naturalism in other words which was obscured by the
sophic mantic confusions of neoplatonism and christianity for
more than a millennium will be revived and developed in western
europe from the sixteenth century onwards and the issues which
it raises for religion are very much alive today 26

the twentieth century breakdown of religion according to
thrower has led to the widespread conviction that we live today
in a post religious age and are the first persons in history
to do so 27 the modern horizontalists certainly have been
relentless in their criticism of the vertical tradition they have
launched a devastating attack on christianity and on the
mythico religious response to which it is allied which sees the
world as admixed with supernatural forces 112828 their frontal
assaults on revealed religion combined with positive speculation
into the origin of the world and into natural processes have
produced the first glimmeringsglimme rings of the alternative tradition in
modemmodern times which finally reaches fruition in ourownobrownour own day
and does so only within western culture 29 this sophic tradition
has subsequently emasculated occidental revelationismrevelationrevelationistism and as
noted by karl marx secularized its mantic institutions

all criticism is derived from the criticism of religion criticism
accordingly has removed the imaginary flowers of christianity
from the chain of the supernatural tradition thus enabling man to
throw off the cheerless drudgery of his shackles and pluck the living
flower of naturalism the criticism of religion disillusionsillusionsdis man
causing him to think to act and to construct his reality like a
disillusioned man who has come to his senses and he thenceforth
revolves around himself his true sun since religion is merely the
illusion of a sun that revolves around man only if man does not
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revolve around himself once the other world of supposititious
truth has been discredited furthermore the function of history is to
establish the truth of this world and the most basic function of
philosophy which serves as the hierodule of history is to expose the
secular forms of human self alienation once its religious form has
been exposed the criticism of heaven therefore descends to earth
where primary criticisms of religion and theology are transmuted
into the secondary criticisms of legal and political institutions 3010

the process of horizontalizinghorizontal izing the vertical tradition needless to
is 31I1 the makes it clear howeversay not as yet complete as yet

that the naturalistsnatura lists can never rest until it is complete
this incompleteness poses a fundamental problem for

intellectual history thrower focuses the problem by making the
seemingly arrogant claim that his account of metaphysical
naturalism constitutes the first attempt ever made to survey
this field 32 that claim surely is not sensugensu strictostricko true or is it my
own attempts to locate accounts like throwersTh rowers had been
systematically frustrated for at least thirty years before I1 stumbled
onto a festschriftFestschrift edited by warren wagar which identified
franklin L baumer of yale university as an intellectual historian
who had devoted his entire academic career to this very problem 33

the baumer festschriftFestschrift underscores the problem posed above
whereas everyone seems to realize that the axial themes of
religious and antireligious thought relate somehow to fundamental
human needs 34 says wagar it is very difficult to study either of
those themes as a whole to say nothing of studying their complex
interactions thus baumer writing in the late fifties found a
fonformidablenidableaidable dearth of information on this problem a dearth which
has persisted into the nineties the horizontal scholars it seems
whose idea of objectivity is to criticize everybody alseselses
assumptions have produced the critical histories of everything in
sight including christianity with one important exception they
have not produced a single critical history of their own tradition

the skeptical tradition is clearly one of the most important
traditions in modem european history and one of the most
neglected other traditions such as the classical tradition the
romantic tradition the christian tradition the humanistic tradition
the scientific tradition the conservative liberal democratic and
socialist traditions have found their historians to my knowledge
however no one hasproperlykashas propertyproperly identified and charted the course oftheodtheof therhe

sceptical tradition down to the present 35

I1 was stunned to learn this fact from baumer for it means that
scholarly naturalistsnaturalists whatever their disciplines have been free to
criticize the assumptions of the fudeojudeo christian tradition whereas
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the assumptions of the greco roman tradition have never been
seriously challenged in modem times A large part of the reason for
this oversight it seems to me is that the ruling ideas of the scientific
revolt against metaphysical dualism have favored the world view of
the greco roman tradition which rejects the supernatural realities
of judeofudeo christian revelation to cite one example from western
thought the burden of proving the existence of god has always
fallen on the believer and the unbeliever has never been confronted
with the necessity of proving the nonexistence of god this is
unmistakably a lopsided situation it obtains because all of the
arguments both for and against the existence or nonexistence of
transcendent realities are derived from the axiomatic assumptions
which underlie the ancient quarrel of naturalism with super-
naturalism but axioms are not things we think about they are
assumptions we think with the deep gut reactions to the inscrutable
mystery of our own existence which constitute the metaphysical
starting points that determine how we think about everything they
can neither be proven nor disproven to be sure because they lurk
somewhere in the darkest recesses of the human mind where they
govern all of its brilliant demonstrations of rational logic and
systematic evaluations of empirical evidence if the ground
assumptions and root metaphors of the horizontal tradition are
hidden from view today it is not because they constitute the only
fountainheadsfountain heads of truth or falsity it is because the nimbly shifting
zeitgeist as someone has called the prevailing spirit of the times
has exposed the foundations of the vertical tradition to critical
examination while protecting those of the horizontal tradition
from scrutiny

there is a crucially important risk which inheres in ignoring
such a glaring omission for the contemporary religious problem
is simply unintelligible and may indeed be unsolvable without
full awareness of it 113636 the unbelieversbelieversun however are not to blame
for this problem for the believers who have been put on the
defensive by the rise of skepticism have not done their homework
they should be thoroughly familiar even fascinated with the
dynamics of unbelief more interested in their opponents perhaps
than in anything except revealed religion itself this neglect has
always been one of the greatest weaknesses of believers they
simply do not know the history of the western intellect with all of
its perversions and weaknesses and they are therefore constantly
wandering unawares into its blind alleys and dead ends marvellingmarvellinemarvelling
that strange things are happening to them wondering how they got
into the messes they are in and speechless as to why things should
be this way
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baumer launched a determined effort to begin closing this
gap as he calls it by tracing the modem development of the

horizontal tradition in order to show how and by whom it was
generated and how it grew and gained momentum up to and
including the present crisis which jung tillich joad and others
so vividly describe 37 the result is illuminating for it shows
without whitewashing the excesses of the religious camp in any
way how desperately the naturalist needs the supernaturalist as a
kind of straight man or whipping boy to play against unlike
thrower however whose naturalistic bias is blatantly transparent
baumer withdraws from both traditions in order to study their
mutual interactions but he really belongs to both of them and he
struggles to understand the why and the how of this belonging
he reminds us of barbara wards warning that faith will not be
restored in the west because people believe it to be useful it will
return only when they find that it is true 38 and baumer follows that
warning with a searching question of his own in view of the rise
of scepticism during the last four hundred years ismodernis modemmodern man
really no longer capable of accepting even the slightest possibility
that there might be some truth however meager in religion39religion39 this
question baumer points out

is the real nub of the problem modem man is the heir of a
great tradition the sceptical tradition which at crucial points
challenges another great tradition the judaeojudano christian
tradition in the present epoch a large number of europeans
have expressed a desire to return to the sheltering womb of the
religious tradition or at least to something approximating it partly
for reasons of psychic health partly because they suspect that it may
be essential to civilization to do so but this new will to
believe conflicts with their modem world view whenever they
take it into their heads to return the shades of all the great scepticsskeptics
pierre bayle and voltaire ernest renan and sigmund freud and the
rest rise up around them and persuade them that they cannot go
back this is the religious dilemma of modemmodern man and it cannot
be solved by utilitarian arguments 40

baumer is onto something here for the conflict of disparate
spiritualities caused by the infiltration of each by the other is both
intricate and paradoxical raising the eyebrows of naturalistsnaturalists and
supematuralists alike but the either or disjunction is definitely out
because no one can live either with nothing but religion or
completely without religion the naturalistsnaturalists have tried the latter
only to create what baumer calls the humanistic faith of the
enlightenment and its heirs the ersatz religions of the nineteenth
centurycentury4141 with their deification of such gods as science man-
kind society nature history and culture which subsequently
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failed miserably to perform the functions of religion and the
supematuralistssupernaturalists have proven the former by demonstrating the folly
of regarding our involvement with the two traditions as the
melodrama of a war to the death between implacable foes 42

western cultural history as a matter of fact is fairly permeated with
paradoxes of this kind for example the Reforeforinersreformersriners driven by an
immense desire to bring religion down to earth sacrificed
otherworldliness for a holy secularitysecularly43secularly43 which by its essential
worldliness transformed their followers into apostles of self
aggrandizement and commercial opportunism because good
works were the only means of manifesting their faith to the world
they learned to produce as much as possible because industry was
a virtue and indolence was sinful to consume as little as possible
since waste was a vice and gluttony was one of the seven deadly
sins and to lay uplip the difference for obscure reasons having
something to do with righteousness

the ambitious overachieversoverachievers of christianity by virtue of their
thrift and industry have created the very capital which has
drastically altered the social and economic institutions of the west
and driven almost everybody into the modem secular city the
most worldly place on the face of this planet where the accuacau
mulationmutationmu lation of capital is widely interpreted as a symptom of
11 spirituality and most of the best minds in christendom have
learned to manage quite well without the christian faith 44 that faith
has always suffered more in urban centers than in rural settings for the
city dweller is everywhere the most secularized citizen ofa modem
state and the least secularized are the people who remain tied to the
land in areas least affected by modernizing forces 45 the rest of
us are citizens of the secular city no yearning for past simplicities
which are mostly imaginary anyway can call more than a few
ofus back to the sacred village ofour fathers we can be bombed
out ofourcityoutcityour city and perhaps we shall be 114646 we can build abiggerandabiga biggergerandand
better city and we may have to do that too but the city is our
home and the city belongs to the skeptical tradition whose
advocates include the twentieth century sociologists and
anthropologists of religion who say that man can live without this
or that particular religious belief and practice but not without
religion of any kind 1147114147

thus the paradoxical relations between these two traditions
are neither simple nor simplistic how could it be otherwise when
the absence of god in a kafka novel or a beckett play is so

conspicuous and overwhelming that it can do more to awaken
religious consciousness than whole libraries of theologytheology4848 there
is no escaping wagarseagars argument that religious faith has both
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influenced and been influenced by the growth of secular belief
systems and institutions 49 wagar adds the interaction in
modem western history between religion however defined and
secularity however defined cannot be reduced to a struggle
between sharply opposed and clearly distinguishable forces the
degree of interpenetration is astonishing and both sides have
undergone remarkable transformations 5010

it is surely time to examine our religion of cultureculture5151 by
exposing the ground assumptions of its sophic world view to critical
evaluation some naturalistsnaturalists are actually beginning to do this while
the latter day saints who have more intellectual freedom to
question their secular heritage than any people on earth 52 return
time and again from the worlds universities as apologists for the
great skeptics openly advocating their skeptical views in academic
circles even perhaps even especially at brigham young
university instead of offering gospel alternatives to them the
reason for this tendency is unfortunately clear the greatest sins of
the latter day saints according to the lord himself are the vanity
of misplaced faith or believing more in themselves than in the
things they have received by revelreveirevelationatlon taking all of the wrong
things seriously as hugh nibley would say andjustand hustjust plain unbelief
or the fact that they simply do not have the faith they ought to have
these sins of vanity and unbelief which are more basic and far more
deadly than the behavioral sins which follow in their wake have
brought the whole church under a condemnation that has never
been lifted and will persist until the children of zion repent and
remember the new and everlasting covenant which not only binds
the father and the son to the conditions of their redemption but also
constitutes the subject matter of the book of mormon 53 the lord
has issued a solemn warning to the world that includes a pointed
reference to unbelievers in his church who prefer the murky wisdom
of man to the revealed light of redemptive truth

verily verily I1 say unto you darkness coverethcoverettcovereth the earth and
gross darkness the minds of the people and all flesh has become
corrupt before my face

behold vengeance cometh speedily upon the inhabitants of the
earth a day of wrath aday of desolation of weeping of mourning
of lamentation and as a whirlwind it shall come upon all the face of
the earth

upon my house shall it begin and from my house shall it go
forth

first among those among you who have professed to know
my name and have not known me and have blasphemed against me
in the midst of my house saith the lord 54
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those are harsh words they plainly mean that the latter day saints
cannot contribute significantly to much less orchestrate the critical
evaluation of unbelief unless they become a sophic and a mantic
people who have overcome their own lack of faith hugh nibley
meanwhile comes closer than any latter day saint I1 have ever
known personally to the ideal of a sophos kai mantikos aner

dr nibleysNibleys little corpus of sophic mantic studies may
constitute the most insightful thing he has ever done the great
importance of his larger works cannot be minimized but the sophic
mantic principle which informs virtually all of his researches lies
at the feeling heart of human thought and action where the whole
of history is generated it is assuredly far more basic than the
epistemological disjunction of reason and the senses which
underlies the classic world view of ancient greece 55 the spiritual
outlooksout looks of the worlds axial civilizations for example are thereby
characterized as essentially sophic in china and the west as
predominantly mantic in india and as a sophic mantic confluence
of irreconcilable sino occidental and asianic spiritualities in the
mesothetic cultures of the near east that strange medley of
variegated territories stretching from the nile river to the oxusobus
basin the sophic mantic principle also clarifies the recurring
confrontations of natural and revealed wisdom in human history
generally illuminates a fundamental creative influence in the
formation and maintenance of all cultural institutions and
especially ifnot exclusively in europe isolates the major sources of
antagonism between the philosophical and theological traditions
of western intellectual history the history of western intellection
can admittedly be written from various points of view but the
sophic mantic principle is omnipresent in baumersbaudersBaumers kind of intel-
lectual history and is indispensable to anyone who wants to
understand the complex interactions of greco roman naturalism
with judeofudeo christian supernaturalism and to preserve the best of
both traditions

I1 recognized the essential timelessness ofdr nibleysbleysNi sophic
mantic studies in the early sixties when his rather casual attitude
toward what he had already written together with his powerful
sense of urgency in relation to his current researches threatened the
loss of something too valuable to lose I1 therefore secured his
reluctant permission to copy any manuscripts I1 could still locate
and others made similar attempts to preserve whatever they could
I1 also obtained his permission to edit these manuscripts for
publication but I1 left provo shortly thereafter to pursue doctoral
studies in ohio and returned four years later to the new improved
brigham young university where I1 soon discovered that I1 would
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never be allowed time for the unimportant labor of working on
another mans work I1 therefore showed copies of these manuscripts
to gary gillum who made copies of my copies for the foundation
for ancient research and mormon studies FARMS though
these manuscripts were and still are a disheveled mess I1 am very
pleased to know that FARMS at long last has edited and
published them for the study of sophicsophiesophle and mantic dr nibley
told us belatedly in 1964 the patient reader must await forthcoming
publication of the delinquent writer it is quite a subject 111656 it is
indeed and for his patient readers it has also been quite a wait but
FARMS has finally brought forth a publication that is long
overdue and the wait has been worth it as hugh nibleysbleysNi sophic
mantic studies have both retained their perennial appeal and will
continue to interest readers a hundred years from now

NOTES

three shrines mantic sophicsophiesophle and sophistic and paths that stray some notes on sophicsophiesophle
and mantic inin hugh nibley the ancient state the rulers and the ruled ed stephen D ricks and
donalddonaldwdonaldaW parry vol 10 oftheodtheofthecotlectedworksofhughnibleycollected works ofhugh nibley salt lakelakecitycity deseret book co 1991199iggi1

moses 5135 13 this paper incorporates most of H curtis wnghtwfightwrght the central problem of
intellectual history scholar and educator 12 fall 1988 52 68 and draws on two other articles H

curtis wright naturalism and revealed religionregion scholar and educator 1313fallfalifailfall 1989 7 3311 and H

curtis wright the sophic manticmanuc problem at BYU A case study scholar and educator 14 spring
1991 57 82

3moses5moses 517172525 16
moses 5265 26 4411

51I1 corinthians 2122 12 14 adding inin verses 15 16 that people whose spirituality isis actually revealed
make critical judgments about all things both natural and supernatural without being subjected to
judgment themselves because they possess the mind of christ more on the natural man inin I11 corinthians
154215 42t646 ephesians 232 3 2 peter 141 4 2122 12 jude 10 18 19 ether 323 2 enos 20 mosiah 3163 16 19

161igi16 1 5 alma 19619 6 262126 21414144 11 12 42942 9 10 etc
this realization stems largely from gershom scholem major trends inin jewish mysticism 3dad

ed new york schocken books 1961196iggi1 whodisclosedwho disclosed inin the 1940s the existence ofaof a previously unknown
kind of judaismofludaism that differed radically from both the halachicjudaismHalahaiahalachichalachischic judaism created by the rabbis and presented
inin standard histories of the jews and from the thirteen volume study ofofntualritual by erwin R goodenough
jewish symbols inin the greco roman period new york pantheon books 1953 1968 which holds that
vertical and horizontal religions are the only religions possible for human beings see also frank moore
cross new directions inin the study of the dead sea scrolls brigham young university studies 25
summer 198591985 9 scholem shocked ourgenerationour generation by his demonstration oftheodtheof the survivals of ofapocalypticapocalyptic

mysticism intheeraofrabbiin the era of rabbi akiba late first and early second centuries ceiceace1c E and inin the coming generation
these insights into the importance of apocalypticismofapocalypticism for both primitive christianity and early judaism

will be confirmed and extended later instances ofsimilarof similar problems inin islam and china are discussed by
marshall G S hodgson speculation falsafahFal safah philosophy and kalam theology c 750 945 inin his
the venture of islam conscience and history inin world civilization 3 vols chicago university of
chicago press 197414101974 1 410 43 and by benjamin A elman from philosophy to philology intellectual
and social aspects of ofchangechange inin late imperial china Cambcambridgenidgefidge mass council on east asian studies
harvard university 1984 who describes the sophic manticmaniicmancic chaos caused by text critical methods
brought into chinese scholarship by the jesuits the impact on human history of the sophic and mantic
outlooksout looks according to nibley completely dominates the world A conversation with hugh nibley
dialogue 12 winter 197911979 19

see two books by lev shestovshestokShestov athens and jerusalem trans bernard martin athens ohio
ohio university press 1966 and speculationspemlalionandreelationandrevelationand Revelation trans bernard martin athens ohio ohio
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university press 1982 but the symbolism of athens and jerusalem as nibley once remarked easily
breaks down inin the sophic scholars who unlike shestovshestokShestov only rarely seem to realize that the hebrews
themselves were often naturalistic especially if influencedifinfluenced by the cultural spirituality of alexandriaofalexandria A

conversation with hugh nibley 20 and that jerusalem far from being a mantic city was if anything
more sophic than athens throughout most of its history prophets were hated inin athens as inin jerusalem
for example but they were not stoned to death inin athens

the mystery religions oftheodtheof the sixth century bcB c which brought greek thought to a fork inin the road
where it had to go one way or the other are discussed by eduard zeller outlines odtheoftheof the history ofgreekof greek
philosophy trans L R palmer 13th ed rev by W nestle new york dover 1980 12 19

jamesames thrower TheAlthealteithe alternativereiteiref nattenatle tradition religion and the rejection of ofreligionreligion inin the ancient
world the hague mouton 1980 36

thrower alternativealternate tradition 9 italics added
thrower alternative tradition 15

josephus contra apionem I1 1.2362361236 nibley has convertedconvened this phrase which occurs inin the
accusative as ton sophon kai mantikosmantikonmantikon andra to the nominative case see also josephus contra apionem
I1 1256256 where the same terms refer to a seer consulted by the pharaoh

thrower alternative tradition 2211

thrower alternative tradition 229
thrower alternative tradition 229
thrower alternative tradition 229
rudolf bultmann jesus christ and mythology new york charles scribnersscnbners sons 1958

15 17 italics added for a brief but adequate account of bultmannsBult manns whole program of
demythologization see his new testament and mythology and other basic writings ed and trans
schubert M ogden philadelphia fortress press 1984

thrower alternative tradition 35 thrower adds that even among the hindus the great
monistic tradition of the advaita ornonor nondualisticornondualisticnondualistic vedanta denied the existence ofaofa transcendent god
as did jainism and buddhism which broke from hinduism inin the sixth century BC

thrower alternativeatterAlter natte tradition 9
thrower alternative tradition 8
1 I have discussed the philosophical aspect of this development inin the symbol and its referent

library trends 34 spring 1986 730 37
12wW K C guthrie A history ofgreek philosophy 6 vols cambridge cambridge university

press 1962 1981 1831 83 guthrie adds that the primary assumption isis not simply that it the world
consists of a single material substance but that the diversity of its present order isis not from eternity but
has evolved from something radically simpler inin time

guthrieGuthne history of greek philosophy 1261 26
thrower alternative tradition 114

thrower alternative tradition 19 114

thrower alternative tradition 229 thrower adds that the origins of the alternative
approach lie inin the classical period of european thought

thrower alternative tradition 8

thrower alternative tradition 253
thrower alternative tradition 253 137 italics added thrower adds that the naturalistic

approach comes to systematic fruition inin western thought where it actually supercedessupersedes the religious
outlook on life

karl marx werke Artartikelarttkelartibelikelikei entwurfeentwiirfe marzmanwanwaw 1843 bis august 1844 text karl marx friedrich
engels gesamtausgabegesamiausgabe mega abt 1lbdabdbd 2 berlin dietzdietzverlagverlag 19821701982 170 71 authors translation

thrower alternative tradition 254
thrower alternative tradition 10
see W warren wagar ed the secular mind transformations of faith inin modern europe

essays presented to franklin L baumer new york holmes & meier 1982
wagar the secular mind 1

franklin L baumer religion and the rise of ofscepticismscepticism new york harcourtHarcoun brace and co
1960 2211 italics added baumer consistently employed scepticism as a synonym for secularism or
religious scepticism baumer religion and the rise of ofscepticismscepticism 9 and I1 have followed his usage
throughout this paper I1 nevertheless recommend a healthier form of skepticism gr skeptomaiskep tomai look
over carefully which implies the close observation of anything from all angles inin order to avoid the
pitfalls of either religious or intellectual gullibility

baumer religion and the rise of scepticismofscepticism 22
baumer religion and the rise of ofscepticismscepticism 22
baumer religion and the rise of ofscepticismscepticism 19

baumer religion and the rise of ofscepticismscepticism 19

baumer religion and the rise of ofscepticismscepticism 19 20 italics inin original
wagar the secular mind 4
wagar the secular mind 9
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wagar the secular mind 12 bergers argument isis that the protestant rebellion helped to
discredit traditional christian otherworldliness and helped to encourage vigorous involvement inin
secular vocations wagar the secular mind 9 wagar isis here citing peter berger the sacred canopy
elements ofaoraof a sociological theory of ofreligionreligion garden city NYN Y doubleday 1967

wagar the secular mind 9
wagar the secularmindsecular mind 7 this tendency was also true throughout antiquity when the landed

aristocracies who were fiercely protective of their holdings inin the plains and valleys were always
squabbling with the freewheeling moniedhonied anstocratsaristocratsanstoc rats inin the coastal areas

wagar the secular mind 9 10

wagar the secular mind 101044
wagar the secular mind 9
wagar the secular mind 5
wagar the secular mind 5
A term for the spiritspin of classical paganism used by C N cochrane inin christianity and

classical culture A study of thought and action from augustus to augustine new york oxford
university press 1980291980 29 where the natural religion ofcultureofculture and the culture of revealed religion
are compared

see statements by stan albrecht and dallin oaks inin wright the sophicsophiesophle mantic problem at
BYU 75 76

see doctrine and covenants 845484 54 59 and ezra taft benson A witness and a warning A

modern day prophet testifies odtheoftheof the book ofmormonof normonmormon salt lake city deseret book co 1988 viivilvn viiivilivillvulvui
6 7799 17 22227575 79 etc

doctrine and covenants 11223112 23 26
on the classic world viewview see eduard zeller die Philophilosophicsophiesophle der griechen inin ihrer

geschichtlichengeschtchllichen Entwickentwicklungenrnicklunglung 3 vols leipzig 0 R reisland 1920 1923 11951 195 96
hugh16hugh nibley an approach to the book ofmormonof mormon 2dad ed salt lake city deseret book co

1964 xiiannxnnn 2
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DAN VOGEL ed the word ofgodof god essays on mormon scripture
salt lake city signature books 19901990ix271ix 271 ppap 11.951195 paperback

reviewed by steven epperson a curatocuratorratat the museum ofchurch history and art
epperson has degrees from brown university divinity school of the university
of chicago and temple university he is also a former fellow of the shalom
hartman institute for advanced judaic thought in jerusalem

this recent imprint by signature books contains fifteen essays
which critically examine aspects of the standard works of the LDS
and RLDS scriptural canon each author has paid attention to the
cultural and environmental setting for the creation of the written
word of god in the words of the editor the essayists are convinced
that the essential requirement for interpretation for a text is to read
it in context because the written word of god does not come to us
direct but through human intermediaries viii therefore each
essay employs or exhorts the use of scholarly historical critical
tools to illuminate the problem of the human and the divine in
scripture ix these convictions accord well with the collections
explicit program to challenge simplistic assumptions about
the nature of revelation in order to arrive at a more refined
definition of revelation and scripture ix

this program ofconfrontation and refinement fails to succeed
fully however due to numerous difficulties in the use of historical
and literary tools and sources in reasoning and theology in addition
two principal assumptions woven throughout the word of god
that LDS and RLDS are scriptural literalistslitera lists and that joseph smith
was the author of the latter day scriptural canon are not well
served by the collections shortcomings to be discussed below

nevertheless the word of god has its achievements and
insights in particular james lancastersLancasters and kevin barneysbarneisBarneys
essays stand out in this collection that favors the concise
examination of a particular text or event both essays encourage
the reader to sympathetically encounter either eyewitness reports
of the media and settings for the book of mormon translation
lancaster or the joseph smith translation of the bible as a
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midrash or commentary rather than a literal restoration 157 of
lost original manuscripts barney

another important contribution made by melodie moench
charles and others underlines those tendentious interpretations of
the hebrew bible made by modem latter day saint exegetesexegeses that
simultaneously wrest sacred writ from its historical and cultural
moorings lay claim to exclusive and univocally correct readings of
those texts and thus produce an incomplete and fragmented
interpretation of those texts finally by pursuing a contextual mode
of interpretation the reader comes away for example in lester
bushsbuchs article on the word of wisdom with a better understanding
if not of the sacred text and its author then at least of the spatial
temporal and ideational terrain wherein the text appeared but here
the problems begin

historical CRITICALCRMCAL METHOD AND LOGIC

the contextual terrain of scripture may be sketched in and
accounted for by historical inquiry to an astonishing degree and
still one may misinterpret the text for example doctrine and
covenants 89 has not been dealt with pace bush in its sensuscensus
plenioipleniorgleniorplenior the plenitudinous sense of the entire text when it is
reduced to a code of health in bushsbuchs essay an unnecessary level
of background noise ie early nineteenth century american
medical culture has been dialed in at the expense of the internal
relations of the text this fact is evident by the essays silence
regarding the sections opening and closing sets of verses the
verses that constitute the very prerequisite for a more compelling
interpretation of the text

A majority of the writers of the wordofgodwewoidwoldwoiwol d ofgod have invested an
unwarranted degree of confidence in the ability of the sitz im lebenlehen
the life world of the production of scripture createdrecreatedre by the
historical critical method to enable a person to adequately and
sufficiently read the text edward ashmentsAsh ments assertion that
historical methodology faithfully portrays and interprets religious
phenomena in their original setting and seeks to develop safe-
guards against imposing modem categories on ancient data 252511

italics added invests the tentative findings of scholarly historical
research with a burden of certitude his assertion cannot bear

this unguarded enthusiasm for the historical critical method
leads numerous essayists to commit fallacies of genetic or
environmental and post hoc ergo pipropterprocteropter hoc reasoning citations
of unitarian controversies deistic cosmologiescosmo logies quetzalcoatl the
creed ofofchalcedonchalcedonchalcedonyChalchaicedon and the protestant work ethic may provide for
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some readers an imposing body of circumstantial evidence to
account for the environmental derivation of latter day saint
scripture but for the critical student the arguments are not persuasive
considering the lack of more concrete linkage and the eminent
possibility that a text stands apart from its genesis2genesis2 and contains
its own meaning nor is the attentive reader swayed by post hoc
argumentation from temporal sequence to causal relations if b
follows a a is the cause ofboflofbb such logic appears to be a shortcut in
reasoning that we as a scholarly community are in too much haste
to commit just find an assumed temporal sequence for example
a fourth century ecumenical confession or eighteenth century
christological formulation preceding abinadi amulekamules and
ether and voila weve discovered the causal source for yet one
more book of mormon passage and added one more testimony to
joseph smiths eclectic authorial genius

the most egregious example of these fallacies is found in
susan curtiss essay wherein she contends among other things
that exemplary characters in smiths book of mormon were
fundamentally market capitalists driven by assumptions about
hard work regularity commerce and accumulation sustained by a
victorian sensibility curtis 87 this assertion would be
incomprehensible were the reader not to extend the charity of
assuming that its author had only a superficial acquaintance with
the text the reader might also suggest beginning to correct the
assessment by reading 3 nephi 64 14 before closing our minds
with pronouncements such as paraphrase influence borrow-
ing and eclecticism allow us to look seriously at the complex
language that is literature at the text in its own terms and at its
internal relationships

A NECESSARY digression
for the record knowledge of the scholarly tools and

tentative findings of historical critical as well as literary critical
scriptural inquiry is a nonnegotiable prerequisite for students and
teachers who study scripture seriously academically worshipfully
it is scandalous that we latter day saints do so little to familiarize
students with this field of inquiry no matter how well intentioned
our motives may be subsequently students teachers and lay
people alike are left unprepared to deal thoughtfully with the
methods arguments and propositions of scriptural scholars and
hacks whose work dominates the academic fields and even popular
literature for example the yearly december issues of time
magazine and U S news and world report which deal with
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scriptural authorship and meanings our silence and our inelegant
disdain only lead those entrusted to us in sunday schools
seminaries and religion classes to seek out or passively receive
wisdom from others who may be either ill equipped in the field

or unsympathetic to our most deeply felt beliefs
unfortunately both the exhortation to employ historical

critical tools and their actual implementation suffer further in the
wordwoidwoi d of god from some authors inadequate familiarity with
primary and secondary literature where arguing from historical
data is so important factual errors and superficial acquaintance with
the temporal and ideational career of a subject undenunderminenine the
persuasiveness of numerous essays limited space allows only a
few examples

it is difficult to respond to george D smiths call to update
isaiah 113 when contrary to his assertions a the so called
council at jamnia javnehyavneh may not only have decided nothing
about the hebrew canon it may not have even taken place3placeplaced b the
jerusalem branch of the church was not destroyed by the romans

in 70 AD 113 rather most of the community removed to the city
ofofpellaorpellapellapeilapelia in 66 ADadaad4 and c most early christians were jews and
hence regarded marital sexual gratification in positive terms
even as a theurgical undertaking and not the work of satan
116 51 furthermore it is difficult to update isaiah when the

essayist has not engaged in serious argument with single author
proponents of isaiah christian and jewish because he lacks the
requisite linguistic and philological tools to do so

similarly the reader has difficulty accepting edward
ashmentsAshments unqualified contention that the P strata in genesis is a
late account 242 ashment begs the question of what is a late
account and he doesnt seem to be conversant with the literary
critical hypothesis that posits just the opposite granted the
possibility of intertextualityinter textuality the J strata can be better
appreciated by supposing a prevenient text or body of texts P and
or E may have been available as text to a midrashicallymidrashically imaginative
revisionist J 6

ashmentsAshments essay making the scriptures indeed one in our
hands indictsindices tendentious and ill informed latter day saint
scriptural interpretation he points out the numerous difficulties of
relying on the king james version of the bible as a textual source
for scholarly critical inquiry and problems there are but fails to
acknowledge that minimally the king james bible is still
arguably the version that best preserves the literary effects of the
original languages 0171177 his argument suffers furthermore where he
asserts without qualification that there is no biblical basis for the
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mormon doctrine of antemortalante mortal existence 238 italics added
ashment may want to read the text of genesis 126 and then
examine its extraordinary career in jewish midrashic literature 8

that literature wrestled seriously and imaginatively with the
perplexing plural forms of address in the creation account forms of
address that assume a preexistantpreexistent heavenly court or host in
addition an interdisciplinary examination of the history of the
proverbs 8 text and its personification of a preexistent wisdom
may be similarly enlightening the point is there have been a
number of jews and christians who felt that there was a biblical
basis for positing and speculating about an antemortal existence

melodie moench charles and george A smith discount any
belief in judaism of substitutionary suffering no jew expected his
messiah to atone for anyones sins 138 this proposition is part
of the argument which disengages hebrew prophets from prescient
gifts and defines prophets primarily as commentators of the
contemporary scene setting the argument of foreknowledge aside
an example of vicarious suffering stands out in one readily available
jewish text the martyrdom ofeleazarofeleazar in 4 maccabees 628 29 be
merciful unto thy people and let our punishment be a satisfaction
in their behalf make my blood their purification and take my soul
to ransom their souls 9

dan vogel and brent metcalfesMetcalfes essay though admirably
researched and written also suffers from the genetic fallacy
because they focus on external cosmological debates from the
seventeenth through early nineteenth centuries the authors
unfortunately bypass what the expectant reader anticipates a
discussion of the ancient and medieval concept of cosmology as
a philosophicaltheologphilosophicaltheologicalphilosophical theologicalical science of cosmologys internal
rationality which might at least have helped vogel and metcalfe
make some sense of fixed governing and subordinate
celestial bodies 10 and of its eventual breakdown such an
examination would have underlined the point that a function of the
prophetic metaphysical not literal and material pace vogel and
metcalfe poetry of doctrine and covenants 88 is to reaffirm the
divine source nature and goal of the cosmos

in sum the program of confronting and refining latter day
saint definitions of revelation and scripture pursued in the word of
god falls prey to the exactions of the very tools employed by its
authors on the one hand the reader sorely missesmisses a sense of
circumspection of measure even of skepticism and an awareness
of the tentative and provisional that would in more able hands
qualify dogmatic propositions about the context and interpretation
of gods word as mediated through his human agents on the other
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hand historical scholarship expects a more profound familiarity
and fluency with the history the career of a text and of its
meaning on its own terms than is manifested in this collection

THEOLOGY

in view of the preceding observations the critical reader
unfortunately encounters numerous interpretive and theological
problems in the word of god geoffrey spencer and william
russells unimaginative description of the so called scriptural
literalism of the latter day saint communities renders justice
neither to the human complexity of those communities nor to the
distinguished history and theological accomplishments of rabbi-
nic patristic medieval and early modem scriptural commentary
and analysis it would speak well for the maturity of our scholarship
and the generosity of our souls if we were to recognize that for the
great practitioners of traditional biblical hermeneutics unlocking

the bibles secret mystery was their enterprise the very holiness
of the text is what allowed them to let their imaginations roam
and to state radical or controversial ideas I1

similarly imaginative and compelling accounts of revelation
and of the authority of the book of mormon should offer us more
than spencers misleading commonplace that revelation is an
event in our history which brings rationality and wholeness 25
it can bring just the opposite and russells reductionist assertion

that the books authority stems from containing the thought of the
founding prophet just prior to the organization of the church 5511

two non mormon descriptions of revelation and of joseph smith
avery dullessdellessDul less models of revelation2revelationrevelations122 and harold blooms the

american religion analysis and prophecy respectively display
welcome levels of sophistication critical acumen and sympathetic
scholarship that are lacking in the essays at hand

in addition in spite of thomass 73 smiths 122
charless 135 and ashmentsAsh ments 243 assertions to the contrary
there are christologiesChristo logies plural in the book of mormon and in
mormonism one essayist after another has conflated the
speculations and mythic narratives ofofabinadiabinadi amulekamules benjamin
and ether and made them not only equivalent in weight to the
extended statements ascribed to jesus christ about himself his
mission and his relationship to the father but also superior to
christs own self proclamation these prepreincamationalpreincarnationalincarnational christo
logies are not sufficient and compelling authorities to warrant the
simple identification of jesus christ as the god of the old
testament in 3 nephi jesus consistently portrays god the father
as the divine author and partner of israels covenant ye are of the
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covenant which the father made with your fathers Q3 ne 2025
jesus tells the nephitesNephites it is the father who rewards knows forgives
sees clothes responds gathers and leads the son defers prays
and is subordinate to his father the god of israel this role is the
doctrine and work given by the father to the son 3 ne 1131 32

the theological persuasiveness of the essays is weakened by
mistaken assertions a that the jewish people have somehow been
provisionally unchosen as gods covenant people 124 b that we
exhaust the definition of redeemer in the hebrew bible with the
terms kinsman witness or umpire 118 239 c that prophetic
foreknowledge is in fact only anachronistic contamination by
later redactorsredactors and readers 40 and d that the scriptures
normative and authoritative status derives principally from their
role as initiator a common point for the beginning of theological
discourse 60 actually the scriptures normative status is derived
from far more than just an agreed beginning for discourse

finally this collection furthers unwittingly a tendentious
protestant reading of the word of god in three ways it draws the

unwarranted conclusion that latter day saint scriptures teach that
the mosaic law was only an oppressive punishment imposed by an
angry god 135 it assumes that the solely authentic meaning of
the text is prior to or given within it rather than connected as two
early links in a complex chain of the texts career or tradition and
it asserts that the inspiration of a scriptural passage must always
remain purely individualistic 212

conclusion
in his essay beyond literalism william russell makes an

observation which begs a question and an answer frequently the
most liberal church members while accepting biblical scholarship
nevertheless do not take it seriously 49 why that scholarship is
not taken seriously by more latter day saints is answered in part
by the shortcomings of these essays this reader looks to some
future signature books imprint that will display the scholarly rigor
and imaginative reading of history and theology sufficient to make
a compelling case to modify the way we readiheread the word of god

NOTES
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reviewed by ronald W walker professor of history joseph fielding smith
institute for church history brigham young university

it is a biographers maxim that good lives seldom make good
biography according to this view a saintly life lacks the human
tension contradiction and dramatic color for a sustained narrative
if this is an accurate generalization roy and david hoopesshoopersHoopess
biography of their maternal grandfather rudger clawson provides
a well written exception to the rule

elder clawson of course was a longtimelong time latter day saint
apostle who was appointed to the quorum in 1898 and rose by
seniority to become president of the twelve he died serving in that
capacity in 1943 not given to flourish elder clawson lived a life
of devotion and dedication As the hoopesesHoope ses repeatedly remind the
reader he was by temperament and early profession a bookkeeper
given to system calculation and precision the authors suggest
their subject was a quintessential latter day saint a conclusion that
is not necessarily flattering to either elder clawson or to latter day
saints generally As one who inherited his religion rather than
having been emotionally converted to it elder clawson was argue
the authors loyal dutiful and hard working but in their view he
was also narrow he was literal to a fault and he often appeared to
be without introspection at least on matters of life and religion
such a description will bring a mild protest we latter day saints
hope we fervently pray our religion involves more than unquesungues
tioningdioningtioning cramped routine devotion

how can such acharacterbea character be made biographically interesting
fortunately elder clawson was one of those people who always
seemed at the center of things his missionary companion joseph
standing was brutally shot in northwest georgia as elder clawson
stood helplessly by both at the time of the murder and later at the
trial of the mobocrats elder clawson courageously looked his
persecutors in the eye he was at brigham youngs bedside when
that church leader died circumstances also placed him at the start
of the federal crusade against plural marriage among the first
polygamists to be convicted he defended religion and conscience
at his trial and once more became a latter day saint hero he was
one of the first cohabscohabs to be jailed at the infamous salt lake
hotel the territorial prison at present day sugar house park still

later he presided during a difficult time over the box elder stake in
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brigham city lent his accounting skills to the church in the
financially troubled lorenzo snow era and again faced unruly
persecutors during his european mission presidency from 19ibio191010 to
1913 here the hoopesesHoope ses end their story providing only a brief
epilogue for the final three decades of elder clawsonsClaw sons life the
very years of his highest church responsibility the authors justify
their emphasis by their inability to secure material at the LIDSLDS
church archives they do not seem overly wrought about the
restriction they sense perhaps rightly the difficulty of con-
structingstructing a dramatic life in the final years there are no more
dramatic events to tell

the book is designed not to give offence though perhaps it
will what is presented is honest warts and all biography
something not always essayed for the churchschurche leading men
placed beside elder clawsonsClawsons virtues is his sometimes groping
humanity he seems naively unaware that his mother apparently
stage sets his first marriage indeed two of his three marriages fail
supposedly in part due to his insensitivitinsensitivityinsensitivityy his sexuality heightened
by prison restriction flares openly in love letters to second wife
lydia spencer ere you realize it my beloved sweetheart I1 shall
be a free man full of life and vigor and all the fire of an ardent and
overwhelming lover 117 in contrast their later relationship
seems distant the two eventually consummate a legal sounding
financial agreement that gave rudger an apparently inactive role
perhaps the document accurately measured their mature rela-
tionshiptionship grandchildren later recalled lydia filling a room with her
presence while rudger was quietly unobtrusive allowing church
concerns to overwhelm family life he apparently was not an active
father grandfather or even husband

elder clawson was stubbornly insistent about the principle
almost half of the twelve took plural wives after the woodruff
manifesto choosing to interpret the document narrowly and
legalistically but after president joseph F smiths smoot
hearings testimony the first presidency issued a second and what
was meant to be a binding manifesto nevertheless elder clawson
a bomborn and bred and utterly convinced polygamist rebelliously
took a third wife though the hoopesesHoopeses treat the episode gingerly
it had all the particulars of an incendiary disaster for elder
clawson and for his church if it had become publicly known elder
clawson at the very least would have been removed from office and
probably disfellowshippeddisfellowshipped while the churchschurche enemies would
have railed at its perfidy and unrepentant polygamy the churchechurchs
delicately balanced attempts at national reconciliation were thus put
at risk the bookkeeper could surprise
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here the book best succeeds we sense character and person-
ality striving and failing and courage and foolfoolishnessishnessashness qualquaiqualitiesi ties
as elder clawsonsClawsons conduct suggests that are often mirrored
distortions of the other in short we get the inner sense of a very
human striving man

the authors background and experience serve them well
both are professional writers and editors though hoopesshoopersHoopess
experience in the popular press apparently dominates the final draft
moreover they are simultaneously insiders and outsiders
bred within the church setting they are sensitive to cultural
nuance but because of their latter day saint disbelief they also
have the necessary distance to provide insights that are too
infrequent to latter day saint biography

but while sensitivity and distance aid the portraitist the
historian requires more the narrative steps less securely when
placing elder clawson within the complicated texture of his times
there are pesky errors of fact while unannounced in utah the 1857
federal expedition was hardly a secret 34 the massive salt
lalelakelaie theater did not seat 7500 or anything like that amount 39
angus cannon was never a member of the twelve 79 lorenzo
snows aphorism As god once was man may become
probably antedated instead of summarized joseph smiths teaching
on the subject iti121211 the authors are either too terse or they misread
two incidents president lorenzo snows unwillingness to fund the
bullion beck mine 192 and the moses thatcher episode when
the fiery apostle from logan found himself at odds with his
colleagues in the quorum 208 finally while elder clawson no
doubt performed a great service auditing church finances after
president woodruffswoodruffe death it is certainly too much to say he was
the man of the hour 176 almost at the moment of woodruffswoodruffe
demise a large majority of the twelve led by president snow
detenninedlydetemninedly worked to set the church on a new financial course

the difficulty probably lies in the authors scope they are
content to tell their story largely by using family papers aided by a
few dozen secondary works accordingly they mine neither the
larger body of secondary literature nor the primary materials
available outside the LDS church archives both sources might
have given their work additional depth but we should be grateful
for what is given the hoopesesHoope ses present a narrative built around the
dramatic episodes that readily emerge from elder clawsonsClawsons life
and papers theirs is vignette biography fixed in scope and modest
in endeavor and it succeeds that it does so is a reminder that any
life ably and honestly told has interest and there is a corollary
perhaps after all even the saint has unexpected dimension
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reviewed by richard H cracroft 1991 president of the association for mormon
letters professor of english and chair of the american studies program at
brigham young university

writing from a deep seated belief in the divinity of the
churchechurchs origins gerald N lund has crafted a well written and
often moving latter day saint historical novel a genre in which
there are many proclaiming 10lo here but in which there are few
works about which readers can cry 10lo cherevtherevthere pillar of light is
a 10lo cherevtherevthere kind of accomplishment a good novel which I1

recommend to latter day saint readers some modem day saints
will doubtless wince about its being so unabashedly grounded in the
mormon cosmos but most will see that grounding as a refreshing
point of departure grant mr lund his donndonneee and hail this novel
as the solid contribution to the literature of the latter day saints
which it undoubtedly is

pillar of light is a faithful recounting of the historical and
religious events of the restoration from march 1827 through april
1830 often as told by the young prophet joseph the primary figure
of the restoration but only a secondary character in the novel the
book is a fictional conversion story celebrating the nascent
churchschurche impact upon benjamin and mary ann morgan steed and
upon their sons the rebellious joshua age 20 and his younger and
believing brother nathan age 18 and less directly upon melissa
age 16 rebecca age 9 and matthew age 7

mingling fiction and history in the tradition ofofnephinephi andersons
better conversion novels but much more skillfully lund poses in
the preface his controlling dramatic question if I1 had been living
back then how would I1 have reacted what would I1 have done
would I1 have believed he explores the implications of that
question for each of the steeds focusing in this first volume of a
projected multi volume saga on nathan steeds very personal
response to josephs account of the first vision and the remarkable
events which crowded upon each other in the years 1827 1830

upon this carefully presented historical framework of
dramatic events and figures lund imposes the fictional steed
familysfam ilys individual struggles with young joseph smiths claims
representing everypersonEveryperson in their gropingsgroupingsgropings with faith and doubt
the steeds respond according to their individual faith nathan hears
struggles and believes his mother mary ann and the other
children responds likewise seeing the restoration as the
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realization of an earlier spiritual presentiment but benjamin an
impulsive freethinkerfree thinker who has been disappointed by
institutionalized faith vigorously rejects joseph smith and the
book of mormon and forbids his wife and children from having
anything to do with the church until the strain on his family and
his marriage causes him to relent recoiling from his headstrong
father joshua falls into dissolute ways leaves home is shamed by
his complicity in the attempt to steal the plates from his onetimeone time
friend joseph and leaves palmyra and his beloved lydia mcbride

18 to flee to independence missouri there learning he has lost
lydia to his brother nathan he marries jessica roundy on a
drunken rebound doubtless we will hear much more from this
western branch of the steed clan

the love story of lydia and nathan is complicated when
nathan giving in to the very traits of gentleness faith and love
which originally deflected lydias interest from joshua to him is
forced to choose the church over her and becomes one of the first
converts to the faith the dramatic events leading to lydias
conversion and a happy ending are complicated by her being
disowned by her outraged parents volume one draws to a
breathless pause following the organization of the church having
recounted the conversion stories of nathan lydia mary ann and
melissa and rebecca and matthew but leaving unfinished the
conversion of father benjamin and the hard drinking and unhappy
joshua and his sympathetic wife jessica

volume two therefore beckons the reader with the prospects
of following the steed family through the kirtland and missouri and
westering years as the steeds complete their conversions and
undergo hardships persecutions and sacrifices as members of the
dynamic and demanding young church

the predictability of such conversions raises one of the
literary problems inherent in conversion fiction in all faithful
fiction for that matter because the purpose of faithful fiction is to
instruct to caution to warn and to demonstrate how god touches
the individual lives of his children to effect their salvation and
exaltation the reader of such fiction knows that the characters will
transcend doubt and despair and every kind of obstacle to achieve
testimony and conversion

the challenge for the writer of faithful as opposed to
mavelmaverickicklck fiction is then to make his or her fiction credible by both
a transcendent spiritual vertical standard and a realistic earth
bound horizontal literary standard judged against the
standards of modem literature any kind of latter day saint fiction
must seem quaint and naive thus the writer of faithful fiction must
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find ways to render a god centered weltanschauung believable in
a fictional genre which is decidedly human lund has made a
respectable effort in meeting this challenge delving convincingly
into the psychological and spiritual motivations of his characters
he makes credible lydias and the steedssSteedss centrifugal vs
centripetal struggles with self and faith and doubt struggles typical
of those experienced by converts from the beginning of the
restoration to the present by men and women who were and are
as maurine whipple says in her preface to the giant joshua
human beings by birth and only saints by adoption

testimony comes to various characters in believable ways
ranging from quiet and peaceful assurance to dramatic personal
revelation mary ann about to hear joseph read from the newly
printed book of mormon prays 0 lord if this be thy word help
me to know it without question open my heart to thy feelings
heavenly father I1 pray in jesus name after joseph reads from
3 nephi of christs ministration to the nephitesNephites she comes to quiet
testimony mary ann did not move barely aware of what was
going on around her hosanna blessed be the name of the most
high god thus had the people of zarahemlaZarah emla cried so now did
her own heart cry out it was enough this was the anchor she had
been seeking 331

while lundsbunds characters are well developed and organic they
keep time the latter day saint way with an ear to eternity ever
aware of a spiritual dimension to their lives this sense of human
purpose and divine destiny sets lundsbunds kind of faithful fiction at
odds with durfinowfinourfin de sinclesieclesijcle real and fictional mentality devoid as it
often is of transcendent meaning or suggestion of divine control or
intervention and favoring as it does minimalist depictions of
unshaped and unresolved lives lives without transcendent purpose
or meaning or the willingness to see possibilities for conclusions

closure in the human condition such literature is certainly a
philosophical remove from the belief in an all knowing heavenly
father whose work and glory the title of lundsbunds saga is to bring
to pass the immortality and eternal life of man moses 139

in centering the novel on the steeds and their various
responses to the incipient church lund wisely avoids the problem
which vardis fisher confronts in children of god and orson scott
card encounters in saints 1984 that of featuring protagonists
joseph smith jr and brigham young in their most intimate
human moments much to the discomfiture of some readers who
prefer their prophets on unassailable pedestals not using bedpans
or bedding their plural wives in lundsbunds novel it is through
nathan via joseph that we leamlearn about the major events of the
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restoration the joseph we are permitted to see is warm believable
charismatic and approachable but he remains at a dignified and
comfortable distance even while besting nathan at stick pulling
which allows the reader to keep his or her own conception of the
prophet and thus lundsbunds message about divine origins intact

some will disagree but for a related reason I1 believe that lund
was wise in choosing to have joseph recount his first vision in the
language of his canonized 1838 account even though joseph tells
the vision to nathan eleven years earlier in 1827 a time much
nearer to the other earlier accounts in our possession emblazonedblazonedemblazonerEm
as the 1838 account is in the souls of the saints taking fictional
liberties with the words would jar many readers sensibilities as
does vardis fishers rendrenderingefing of the first vision lund couches the
account of the first vision in a dialogue between joseph and
nathan achieving a natural and refreshing variation on familiar
words without meddling with holy writ

when the light rested upon me I1 saw two personages he
stopped noting the expression on nathans face 1 I saw two
personages he continued firmly whose glory and brightness defy
all description they were standing above me in the air

now it was nathan who involuntarily passed a hand across his
eyes A pillar of light two personages

the one spoke joseph continued softly now and more slowly
as though giving nathan time to digest the words he called me by
name joseph he said this is my beloved son hear him

he stopped watching nathan closely

nathans mind was reeling are you saying he faltered
overwhelmed you mean you saw he could not bring himself
to say it

joseph nodded with the utmost solemnity 1 I saw god and I1 saw
his son jesus christ he sighed suddenly weary I11 I know how that
must sound to you but I1 say again nathan and I1 say it with all the
power of my soul I1 saw the father and I1 saw his son

nathan leaned back totally astonished he could only nod
56 57

in this manner joseph smith jr teaches nathan who in turn
teaches his own mother and sister the truths of the restoration the
steeds struggle with doubt and belief and thereby become
representatives of millions of men and women who will follow
similar patterns in coming to testimony repeatedly lund answers
the questions he poses in his preface affirming that had the reader
been there he or she too would have been convinced
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eager to anchor his spiritual account to an authentic time and
place lund has taken pains to fold into the novel considerable detail
about soapmaking the edieerieefieeddeenneedne canals sociological and physical impact
on palmyra quemsquema a refinement on the hand mill ice cutting and
storage and life in early palmyra and frontier independence unlike
maurine whipple who integrated a rich collection of local lore and
color throughout the giant joshua 1940 however lund supplies
his enrichment in excellent chunk style descriptive passages found
primarily in the first chapters of the book but does not sustain this
meaty detail and turns almost abruptly to telling the story without
such enrichment the shift is marked

for the most part however lund succeeds in bringing the era
of the late 1820s to life along with his characters he soars in
frequent excellent descriptive passages and throughout spins a strong
and well paced narrative replete with lively and realistic dialogue
which containsjustcontains just enough interspersed dialect and homespun to make
it credible and though he has evoked enough well worn plot devices
to edge the novel toward horror of horrors popular fiction he kindles
and sustains the readers curiosity and involvement no doubt some
will fault lundsbunds sunny handling of the darker side of the prophet
josephs life from his reputation among neighbors in upstate new
york to his courtship of emma or his treasure hunting interlude
but handle them lund does capable scholar apologist that he is and
in believable and soundly historic ways which enhance josephs
reputation without becoming hagiographic

without trivializing sentimentalizing or sensationalizingsensational izing an
important subject which has often been manhandledmanhandled on all counts
lund treats the events surrounding the restoration realistically yet
reverently showing at once a thorough grasp of his subject and a
literary finesse in transforming those familiar events into fresh and
moving fiction the effect is telling and bodes well for future
volumes in the work and the glory as well as for the promise of
faithful latter day saint fiction
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reviewed by karin anderson england a member of the english faculty at utah
valley community college

possibly due to her journalisticherjournalistic background linda sillitoe is
a master of situation her novel sideways to the sun traps readers
from the first lines and like a good mystery releases them only at
the final page sillitoesSillitoes collection of short stories windows on
the sea does it again nearly coerces the reader into turning the
pages reading one more story and then another until the back
cover appears

such enticement can be downright annoying to those of us
who tend to malign mainstream wasatch front culture and define
utahs literary characteristics with more elemental western motifs
we are not happily drawn into stories of the too common for
literature suburbanites we often dismiss as utah mormonscormonsMormons but
sillitoe catches us with compelling believable situations and in
her best stories draws us into the minds of her characters before we
can stop her

some of the characters in windows on the sea gain little
identity outside of their situations for example leah and karen in

A string of intersections feel incomplete in their creation
unsatisfying as do their peripheral husbands we are left wanting
to know more not necessarily about how they will get past their
respective marital crises but about the women themselves why did
leah the once passionate compassionate coedco ed marry the vain
worldly skip how does she rationalize her glitzyglitzky lifestyle we
suspect that skip will eventually prove disastrous but when he is
caught in a long running jewelry scam we want to know leah
better well enough to bear with her the full shock the
irretrievability of earlier values karen is slightly more real maybe
because she lives a more common lifestylelife style but she too is lost in the
abruptness of the narrative we gain glimpses of her through her
thoughts as the point of view shifts but more subtle revelations
possibly given through the lunchtime conversation would give us
more sillitoe tells more than she shows in this story and we feel
cheated when characters so potentially rich are placed in such
compelling situations but are not developed

the second story the last day of spring has more
engrossing characterizations especially in laurie a young ado-
lescent faced with a beloved aunts disease and premature death
with this story sillitoe begins a pattern which gains significance
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and creativity as the collection continues she is willing to make
extraordinary leaps into unusual points of view we come to
understand that lauries aunt jennifer is dying only as we look past
lauries limited perceptions and pick up the clues dropped by the
well meaning adults who have neither the courage nor the insight
to explain a painful situation the story gains emotion not simply
through the loss of a young charismatic woman we see only
obliquely but through the sympathy we feel for the niece who wants
to understand as an adult yet is bitterly hurt by the harshness of adult
reality when she confronts it laurie is not only losing her aunt
jennifer but is also losing her trust in the adults whom she has
viewed with respect is losing her innocence the belief that every-
thing will work out with enough sunday school faith and is losing
her assurance that the universe is essentially benevolent

we leave laurie crying on her bed too young and upset to
articulate the complex emotions she is feeling but we have been
given enough to understand sillitoe should have left us there with
the heartbroken girl and resisted the final lines that take us out of
lauries mind and explain what we already know sillitoe has
handled point of view persuasively until this point which is why
these lines of the story are a small letdown

sillitoe takes us quite daringly and with more control into
entirely different personaspersonspersonas in such pieces as coyote tracks
bishop ted and windows on the sea coyote tracks places

us in an unusual setting for sillitoesSillitoes fiction a young salt lake city
woman named shannon has moved herself and her preteenagepre teenage
daughter marci to monument valley where she teaches at the high
school shannon and her husband don lost a baby boy to crib death
a few years before the story takes place and now shannon is
working to stabilize her feelings about her husband leaving her for
another woman divorce is uncertain don is simultaneously
patronizing authoritarian and conciliatory his frequent telephone
calls make it clear that he is beginning to regret the losses caused by
his infidelity

in this story sillitoe takes her most un mormonly perspec-
tive and it is tempting to forget that shannon not sillitoe is the
governing psyche shannon has moved from a platonic to a sexual
relationship with a navajo colleague a healthier relationship than
she previously had with her husband it is ironic at least from a

latter day saint perspective that the first seeds of healing and
reconciliation with her husband come from violating the sacred
latter day saint principle of chastity

shannon stayed awake a long time after stan slept watching the
moonlight broken into panes by the window move across their
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bodies she recalled how stan had defended don the other night even
while holding her dons wife in his arms and by defending don
had shielded her from dons perceived blame some of her guilt was
gone she realized she considered whether heidi once her friend
had ever taken her part with don most likely she had a woman in

dons arms who through him sensed shannonsshannonaShannons grief once that
surprising conclusion settled like certainty in her solar plexus
shannon imagined don and heidi together as she and stan were
now and for the first time felt no pain if don had found solace even
temporarily a possibility that had struck her as terribly unfair at the
time she could almost be happy someone had given him what she
could not not then 63

the story ends with shannon and stan both leaving
monument valley to visit their respective spouses shannon in salt
lake city where the people and culture are part of her and stan to
navajo mountain a remote settlement nearly unknown to whites
we are left wondering if either will return and more significantly
we are left to ponder the commandments of shannonsshannonaShannons faith versus
the contingencies of her situation this time admirably sillitoe
does not comment

at the outset bishop ted looks like the most predictable
story in the collection but it leads into surprising territory the story
is written as the journal of a woman named cherylwhoseCheryl whose husband
was killed a couple of years before in a car accident leaving her with
three rowdy apparently homely children cheryl seems to be in a
particularly good position now to sympathize with an old friend
ellen who has never married ellen was recently engaged to a man
who has also died suddenly leaving her well into her thirties
unwed and pregnant bishop ted as cheryl calls their new
bishop has just been called to authority it is difficult for cheryl to
adjust to his new authority as up until now he has been merely a
fond acquaintance in the ward cheryl is shocked when he decides
to excommunicate ellen and we expect the story to continue in its
law vs situation jjusticeustice vs mercy theme we are surprised
though ellen nearly disappears from the story as cheryl
rationalizes her dilemma and becomes obsessed with the bishop
himself we begin to understand the depths of cherylsCheryls own
loneliness and sexual frustration as she records an ecclesiastical
visit from him

after he left I1 tried to remember the last conversation ive had alone
with a man any man since larry died I1 dont think its happened
the pediatrician comes closest and then the kids are always climbing
on me of course I1 talked with bishop sorenson before ted became
bishop but thats different thats over a desk not eye to eye in a
room growing soft with the lateness of the hour 152
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why bishop ted chose to visit alone in a widows home is
not clear we have only cherylsCheryls perspective but cheryl interprets
every succeeding encounter as a romantic invitation from him we
see her slip more into a world of wishes with every journal entry
she is attracted to his glow she comments on the polished shaft
he has become since taking the mantle of authority upon him she
cataloguescataloguercatalogues evidence that sally tedsbeds wife is not fully worthy of
him the point of view makes it difficult for us to gauge the
objectivity ofofcherylscherylsChery ls comments and for awhile we want to give
them credibility but it becomes increasingly clear that cheryl is not
in control of her perceptions

reading episodes from early church history cheryl comes to
a greater understanding of polygamy than she has before it is not
hard to predict after this that cheryl goes over the edge herjournalherjournal
entries end at least for us with her outside the home of the bishop
and his wife cheryl has left her rambunctious children alone in the
park until she returns and has parked in front of ted and sallys
home preparing to move herself and her suitcases out to the front
walk where she will await their happy discovery that she and the
children are moving in

bishop ted is one of sillitoesSillitoes finest stories the journal
format allows no narrative commentary we are caught completely
in Cherycherylscherypsls consciousness we are nearly forced to sympathize with
a woman who from any other perspective would be unattractive
and unbalanced sillitoe plays with ironies that invite us to consider
the complexity of delusion and possibly sin coyote tracks
brought its protagonist to the beginning of healing of reconcilia-
tion through what is normally viewed as grave sin in bishop
ted the most surprising result is that cherylsChery ls deepening
delusions allow her to see her children with new appreciation and
release her from much of the depression she is feeling as a single
mother she notices the beauty of the natural world around her
probably for the first time in years we almost hope that cheryl is
right that the spirit has told her truth that the joy she anticipates
will materialize

however unlike coyote tracks bishop ted leaves us
without real hope cheryl is not on the verge of finding herself of
reconciling the paradoxes of her situation or of transcending her
own nature we are left with a sick knowledge of the inevitable
possibly disastrous results ofofcherylscherylsCheryls delusions sillitoesSilli toes central
purpose in writing this story may well have been an exercise in pure
sympathy an attempt to understand the manifestations of depression
loneliness and desperation in a unique cultural setting the story is
one that few latter day saint writers would attempt partly because
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a character like cheryl is so low on the wasatch front social scale that
most would dismiss her with derision or at best embarrassment

all of the stories in windows on the sea even the weakest are
written skillfully and sensitively enough to bear critical scrutiny
sillitoe teases us with stereotypes and sometimes is not quite able
to escape them but when she does she startles us out of comfortable
judgmentaljudgmental positions A bit more editing could have eliminated
some confusion particularly in the opening stories where pronouns
are occasionally vague and introductions too brief for full clarity
but as a whole sillitoesSilli toes fictional style is as straightforward as her
journalism so much so that we can miss her subtleties on a first
reading second and third times through the book demonstrate that
sillitoe is in control ofhercrafther craft her images and details are carefully
chosen although settings and situations are dissimilar a com-
parison with willa cathergather is not entirely out of place sillitoesSilli toes style
like cathers can be deceptively simple with an almost distracting
narrative which catches us off guard and has tremendous impact
when complex human experience pushes through
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1990 57
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johnson lane ron mandezhernandezHe new nation same spirit ensign 20 august
199019907070

johnson lisa A the goalkeeper new era 20 february 1990 32 34
take a swing at it new era 20 may 1990 28 33
what comes around goes around new era 20 june 1990 28 3311

johnson marian A minerva teichert scriptorialscriptorianScriptorian and artist BYU studies 30
summer 1990 66 70

jolley clifton H the miracle of hidden treasure mine this people I111I1 spring
1990 34 39

kartchner kenner casteel frontier fiddler the life of a northern arizona
pioneer tucson university of arizona press 1990

kauffman earl not just for kicks new era 20 september 1990 12 15

kelly nina burk keep A goin A biography ofofasahelasahel woodruffburkwoodruffburk provo

utah stevensonsstevensonnStevensons genealogy center 1989
kimball violet jerry willis from minister to deacon ensign 20 march

1990 68 69
kissi emmanuel abu 1 I have found the fullness inallarealikein allali are alike unto god ed

E dale lebaron 24 35

klomp kathleen F hortense beers waving Us on ensign 20 february 1990
70 71

kwame adjei now I1 was at home in all are alike unto god ed E dale
lebaron 119 24

lantos annette tilleman the lawgiver in no more strangers comp
hartman rector and connie rector 4174 8811

larsen bryant R roy webster to swim and not be weary ensign 20
january 1990 68 69

larson stan the odyssey of thomas stuart ferguson dialogue 23 spring
1990 55 93

lebaron E dale ed all are alike unto god salt lake city bookcraft 1990
lewis tessie peck larson amongtheamong therhe valiant A true story with an approach to

joyful living orem utah cedar fort 1990
lind don the christmas moon in A christmas to remember 75 77
lindsay richard the real christmas of 1933 in A christmas to remember

99 100

linford marilynne the gifts and the giver in A christmas to remember
64 67

longo neusa walter spat and the first south american stake ensign 20
june 1990 32 33

madsen arch L A depression era christmas in A christmas to remember
97 98

madsen brigham D glory hunter A biography of patrick edward connor
salt lake city university of utah press 1990

madsen susan arrington the lord needed a prophet salt lake city deseret
book co 1990

mark M jennings first captain and brothers keeper ensign 20 july
1990 72

marshall anneke MarMarRmaremargreetjemarrreetiemargreettegreetjereetiereetle degroot not ashamed in no more strangers
comp hartman rector and connie rector 492 103

matsumori jim yukio and junko fujitake their sharp door approach ensign
20 august 1990 68
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maturureMaturure sabbath sibandasobanda only god knows our problems in all afeareat e alike
unto god ed E dale lebaron 133 40

mavimbelamavirnbela julia N 1 I speak from my heart the story of a black south african
woman in women of wisdom and knowledge ed mariemanemarle cornwall and
susan howe 61 72
where there has been a bloodstain a beautiful flower must grow

in all are alike unto god ed E dale lebaron 141 52
maxwell james R leroy zimmerman from MVP to coach Z ensign 20

june 1990 66
mbeleabele sello isaac 1 I began to feel loved in AllAreallailali are alike unto god ed E dale

lebaron 181 86
mcconkie amelia smith A smith family christmas in A christmas to

remember 44 47
mcconkie joseph fielding christmas memories in A christmaschtchi istmasistman to remem-

ber W89 9 1

mccue robertrobertj J anthony maitlandmaitlandstenhousestenhouse bachelor polygamist dialogue
23 spring 1990 108 25

mcgraw robert jarvisjamsjaasjaag seegmiller adding life to old age ensign 20 april
1990 67 68

meek shirleen kubendraKubendra and raj ensign 20 july 1990 70 7711

merrill milton R reed smoot apostle inin politics logan utah utah state
university press 1990

mourra alexandre so clear and wonderful in no more strangerssn angers comp
hartman rector and connie rector 41244 124 26

ndhlovunahlovu dolly henrietta come and follow jesus christ in all are alike unto
godgodedbodeded E dale lebaron 169 75

needham nancy kinsey norma love into the jungle ensign 20 october
1990 55 56

newbold gail andersen the seeker new era 20 october 1990 20 23
newman kenneth D soldiers were my missionaries ensign 20 february

1990 46464949
newton marjoriemarjone B rosa clara bravery on the pacific ensign 20 august

1990 54 55
nieldsennielssenNield sen veneta A tribute to may swenson dialogue 23 fall 19901201990 120 23

nkitabungi mbuyi something touched me it was the spirit in all are
alike unto god ed E dale lebaron 110 18

okkersekkers alice johanna 1 I would love to touch the door of the temple in all
are alike unto god ed E dale lebaron 176 80

olsen emma R foreign emigrant histories in chronicles of courage
1 289 328

oman richard G sculpting an LDS tradition ensign 20 october 1990

3838343
omukaomika celestineCelestme N nothing good comes easy in all areA e alike unto god

ed E dale lebaron 88 94

orand terry A spiritual giant new era 20 october 1990 34 38

otoo joseph kwamenakwabena 1 I was persecuted for my faith in all are alike unto
godgodedbodeded E dale lebaron 43 54

ottley joann Christchristmaseschnstmasesmases to remember in A christmas to remember 60 616 1

perry janice kapp my heart sang a lullaby in A christmas to remember
33 37
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peterson janet and larene gaunt elect ladies presidents of the reliefsocietyrelief society
salt lake city deseret book co 1990

phair kendrakendrakasikasikasl the forever Fonformulanula new era 20 february 1990 36 39
plummerPI ummer louise A kissy kissy christmas in A christmas to remember 8 12
pratte alf steve benson cartoons that cut this people I111I1 summer 1990

21 27
raikes ema live in harmony despite differences in all are alike unto god

ed E dale lebaron 162 68
rector hartman and connie rector no more strangers vol 4 salt lake city

bookcraft 1990

ricks norman E governor charles calvin moore snake river echoes 19

1990 6 12

roberts B H the autobiography of B H roberts ed gary james bergera
salt lake city signature books 1990

rodriguez derin head from every nation salt lake city deseret book
co 1990

romney richard M the towers of chartres new era 20 july 1990 28 33
roy denny grant P skabelund and ray C hillam A time to kill reflections

on war salt lake city signature books 1990
ryan john lowell power to become in no more strangers comp hartman

rector and connie rector 419 38

rytting gloria W Hanharmattannattan christmas in A christmas to remember 68 7711

saily alice brewer bernard lefrandtlefranttLefrandt dutch indonesian pioneer ensign 20
february 1990 58 60

sampson davis priscilla an instrument in his hands in all are alike unto
god ed E dale lebaron 36 42

scaggs wade C A new spirit within in no more strangers comp hartman
rector and connie rector 4104 11

schau lenore L gay cleverly the healing artan ensign 20 january 1990 69
schettini yolanda my house in no more strangers comp hartman rector

and connie rector 4127 34
schorr piera bellavittiBellavitti 1 I needed a miracle and got it in no more strangers

comp hartman rector and connie rector 41 12

searle don L the book convinced him ensign 20 march 1990 50 52
giulia trabuioTrabuio her fountain of youth ensign 20 october 1990561990 56 57

sermon anna little lost river valley snake river echoes 191919901990 32 33

sheffield william leaves in a stream in no more strangers comp hartman
rector and connie rector 4127 34

Sibanda ernest 1 I am a free man in all are alike unto god ed E dale
lebaron 125 32

simon jerald F thomas bullock as an early mormon historian BYUbyustudiesstudies
30 winter 1990 71 88

slusser alice pioneer journals in chronicles of courage 1201 48
smart william B life among the eskimos this people I111I1 holiday 1990

36 40
smith azariah the gold discoveryjournaldiscovery journal ofazariahofazariah smith ed david L bigler

salt lake city university of utah press 1990

smith barbara B women of devotion salt lake city bookcraft 1990

smith melvin T in memoriam juanita brooks 1898 1989 utah historical
quarterly 58 spring 1990 201 3
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studdert stephen M christmas reflections in A christmas to remember
30 32

sundberg james A rosie hammond temple trips to go ensign 20 june
1990 65 66

taylor samuel W how I1 destroyed the old salt lake theater dialogue 23
summer 1990 134 37

thomas janet 1 I can new era 20 september 1990 20 25
just fiddlinfiddlingFiddlin around new era 20 august 1990 18 21

4 4someonesomeone to look up to new era 20 december 1990 26 3311

thomas robert K the influence of hugh nibley his presence in the
university in by study and also by faith ed john M lundquist and
stephen ricks 1111 5

todd P K deanna edwards healer with a guitar this people I111I1 summer
1990 28 30

vandenberghe elizabeth S edwin dharmarajuDharma raju taking the gospel home to
india ensign 20 april 1990 60 62

vis elias M sr A new life and a new covenant bring peace and harmony
to our land in all are alike unto god ed E dale lebaron 187 96

volenhovenVolen hoven ella now I1 realize what I1 am worth in all are alike unto
god ed E dale lebaron 197 209

warren katherine with me all the way in no more strangers comp
hartman rector and connie rector 4149 54

welch john W A doorkeeper in the house of the lord in by study and also
by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks 16 10

white jean bickmore ed church state and politics the diaries ofjohnofjohn henry
smith salt lake city signature books 1990

wilcox brad beneath my birthday tree in A christmas to remember 19 23

wilcox S michael A fathers christmas answer in A christmas to
remember 13 18

wilford E thatcher leaving his mark ensign 20 february 1990 7711

williams sandra the thachsthache long road to freedom ensign 20 june 1990
34 35

winder barbara W my most memorable christmas in A christmas to
remember 87 88

contemporary

adams william E and james R clopton personality and dissonance among
mormon missionaries journal of personality assessment 54 summer
1990 684 93

aho james A the politics of righteousnessofrighteousness idaho christian patriotism seattle
university of washington press 1990

alder douglas and elaine alder coming through the wall this people I111I1

holiday 1990 14 19

alexander david the skeptical eye fun with missionaries the humanist 50
septemberoctoberSeptember October 1990 45 46

alienallenailen james B when our enemies are also saints response to claudia W

harriss MorMonmormonscormonsmonsnons on the warfrontWarfront BBYUYU studies 30 fall 1990 21 26

anderson lavina fielding the grammar of inequity dialogue 23 winter
1990 81 95
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arrington leonard Mormonmormondomdorn in centennial idaho this people I111I1 fall
1990 40 42

ask A A american atheist 32 march 1990 11 12

athay R grant and god said let there be lights in the firmament of the
heaven BYUBY U studies 30 fall 1990 39 53

barber phyllis the monmormonmonnonnon woman as writer dialogue 23 fall 1990
108 19

barrettbarren kathleen bennion still pending legal justice for women in women
of wisdom and knowledge ed marie cornwall and susan howe 25163251 63

benson ezra taft keys to successful member missionary work ensign 20
september 1990 2 7

bergin allenalienailen E power and intimacy in women of wisdom and knowledge
ed marie cornwall and susan howe 123 28

beyond temple square sunset september 1990 22 26
braden pamela hunter the abortion war exponent 119ilgII11 9 no 4 1990 6
brewster hoyt W jr the 80s looking back the 90sgosvos looking ahead

ensign 20 january 1990 8 13

brigham young university 1989 1990 devotional and fireside Seespeechesches
provo utah university publications 1990

brinkman diane the writing on the wall new era 20 july 1990 12 14

callister ronda roberts moving in the right direction exponent II11 9 no 4
1990 11

cannon adria biological diversity our gift our responsibility exponent II11

9 no 3319901990 6
cannon helen B empathy dialogue 23 fall 1990 168 73
card brigham Y the mormon presence in canada logan utah utah state

university press 1990

card orson scott A changed man the hypocrites of homosexuality
sunstone 14 february 1990 44 45

casey K an american harem fischer family ladies home journal 107

february 1990 116 17ff
castleton anne speaking out on domestic violence dialogue 23 fall 1990

90 100
A choice I1 had to make exponent 119II11 9 no 4 1990 10

A choice she had to make exponent II11 9 no 4 1990 10 11

christensen debbi the development process of mormon women sunstone
14 june 1990 9 13

confused about where to stand exponent 119ilgII11 9 no 4 1990 6
cooper nadine my experience with substance abuse exponent ifil 9 no 3

1990 16 17

cornwall marie the paradox of organizations sunstone 14 october 1990
44 47
women changing ideas and new directions sunstone 14 june 1990

53 55
cornwall marie and susan howe ed women 0of wisdom and knowledge talks

selectedfromselectedpromfrom thethebyuthebauB YU womens conferences salt lake city deseret book
co 1990

cornwall marie and darwin L thomas family religion and personal
communities examples from mormonism marriage and family review
15 1990 229 52
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dawson kathryn E continuation exponent 119II11 9 no 4 1990 15

decker J edward mormon dilemma A story ofofaotaa mormon couple s encounter
with truth eugene ore harvest house publishers 1990

di padova laurielaune newman my march for hope exponent 119ilgII11 9 no 4419901990 8

driggs ken after the manifesto modem polygamy and fundamentalist
Monmormonsmonnonsmormansnons journal of church and state 32 spring 1990 367 89

dushku judy abortion learning to speak from experience exponent II11 9 no
4419901990 2

dutka elaine slightly to the left of normal time 133 8 may 1989 82 83
elliott doricedonee williams unto the least of these another gender gap

sunstone 14 april 1990 49 5511

elton david K political behavior of mormonsmonnonsmormans inin canada in the mormon
presence inin canada ed brigham Y card and others 260 78

embry jessie L separate but equalequal9equale black branches genesis groups or
integrated wardswards7wardsw dialogue 23 spring 1990 11 37

england eugene ontrustinon Trustintrusting9 god or why we should not fight iraq sunstone
14 october 1990 9 12

england J lynn the importance of proprogramsrams inin our religious community
sunstone 14 october 1990 4141343

enstrom james E health practice and cancer mortality among active
california Monmormonsmonnonsmormansnons journal of the national cancer instituteinstituted81 1 dec-
ember 1989 1807 14

evans vella neil mormon women and the right to wage work dialogue 23

winter 1990 45 61

the even worse scenario exponent II11 9 no 4 1990 7

the evolution of a pro choice opinion exponent II11il 9 no 4 1990 12

fallows james M the cold war Is over but who won BYU today 44
september 1990 19 26265858 59

faust james E where Is the church 7 ensign 20 august 1990 64 67
flinders neil J teach the children an agency approach to education provo

utah book of mormonmonnon research foundation 1990
florence giles H jr the best of both worlds ensign 20 january 1990

58 62
no one Is a foreigner ensign 20 august 1990 58 62
so many kinds of missions ensign 20 february 1990 6 11

st johns an oasis built on bedrock ensign 20 september 1990 32 37

for the lives of the living exponent 119ilgII11 9 no 4 1990 9
forsyth lorilonlorl thompson taking a step back exponent 119ilgII11 9 no 4 1990 13
garvey spencer big new eraeiaela 20 april 1990 28 3311

glendon mary ann whats wrong with rights 7 BYU today 44 july 1990
18 2353 56

gloyn sarah the latest chapter inin the hofmann books barrage utah holiday
19 may 1990 994747

grover mark L the mormonmonnon priesthood revelation and the sao paulo brazil
temple dialogue 23 spring 1990 39 53

hanks ted L some things can last forever salem utah earth media pub
lishers 1990

harker brent the value of values BBYUYU today 44 may 1990 28 31314343
harrington mary B not every family rejoices to have a child go on a

mission sunstone 14 december 1990 51 53
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harris claudia W mormonscormonsMormons on the warfrontWarfront the protestant mormonscormons
and catholic mormonscormons of northern ireland BYU studies 30 fall 1990
7 19

harris john S genetics free enterprise and the idea of a university BYU

today 44 march 1990 14 18184444
hawkins gregory P and jerry johnston miracle at west high this people I111I1

holiday 1990 51 55
hill floyd A keeping track of the lords sheep ensign 20 july 1990

14 17

hiller larry good jellyrollJelly roll fauna new era 20 january 1990 34 38
the candocan do crew new era 20 july 1990 20 26

holladay valerie mothers daughters and dolls dialogue 23 fall 1990
140 50

howell robert J beliefs of a mormon clinical psychologist AMCAP journal
151519901990 105 9

lannaiannacconeccone laurence R and carrie A miles dealing with social change
the mormon churchschurche response to change in womens roles social
forces 68 june 1990 1231 50

jackson jennifer and beth lefgren eds and comps lesson enhancersEnhancers salt lake
city bookcraft 1990

jackson richard H and lloyd E hudman cultural geography people places
and environment st paul west publishing 1990

jarvis george K demographic characteristics of the mormonmonnon family in
canada in the mormon presence in canada ed brigham Y card and
others 281 301

jenkins carricamcarrl P the changing family BYU today 44 march 1990 26 3311

42 43
empowering the people the expanding role of followers BYU today

44 september 1990 28 32 60
failing math BYU today 44 july 1990 34 47

jensen K C tax deductions for payments to monmormonmonnonnon missionaries the BYU
journal of public law 4 1990 115 3311

johnson lisa A 1 I feel the saviors love when new era 20 march 1990
20 23
snowed under new era 20 january 1990 20 25
try to remember new era 20 april 1990 20 26

johnson richard E socioeconomic inequality the have and the have notsbots
BYU today 44 september 1990 47 58

kenney scott gods alternate voices sunstone 14 april 1990 11 15

lambert glen males mormonscormonsMormons and myths issues men face sunstone 14

february 1990 6 8

leavitt melvin el club benson new era 20 february 1990 20 27
wasted new era 20 march 1990 52 57

lebaron E dale gospel pioneers in africa ensign 20 august 1990 40 43
ed all are alike unto god salt lake city bookcraft 1990

lewis karen one view of interfaith marriage dialogue 23 summer 1990
115 20

lindsay richard P in these difficult times salt lake city bookcraft 1990
lindsey betina woman as healer in the modem church dialogue 23 fall

1990 63 76
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looking back exponent 119ilgII11 9 no 4 1990 7

louder dean R canadian mormonmonnon identity and the french fact in the
formonmormon presence in canada ed brigham Y card and others 302 28

lythgoe marti and dennis lythgoe staying in love this people I111I1 summer
1990 32 36

macarthur mary ellen A member of the tribe dialogue 23 spring 1990
156 61

mackelprang romel W developing positive attitudes and approaches when
working with persons with disabilities AMCAP journal 15 1990
17 30

marshall jack and stan crippen teenage survival guide manual one canyon
lake calif newsletters etc 1989

mauss armand L alternate voices the calling and its implications sunstone
14 april 1990 7 10
mormonscormonsMormons as ethnicsEthnics variable historical and international implications

of an appealing concept in the mormon presence in canada ed
brigham Y card and others 332 52

may dean L the economics ofofzionzion sunstone 14 august 1990 15 23
meek shirleen fiji islands of faith ensign 20 december 1990 32 37
miles carrie A same religion different churches dialogue 23 summer

19901291990 129 33
mohan P J the effect of maternal employment on mormon and non mormonmonnon

adolescents adolescence 25 winter 1990 831 37
monitoring mormonscormons mortality rates research by james enstrom

prevention 42 december 1990 16 17

mormon spearhead international management 44 1 july 1989 30 32
morrison alexander B the dawning of a brighter day the church in black

africa salt lake city deseret book co 1990

nelson glen brooklynnbrooklynsBrook lyns window on the world ensign 20 june 1990741990 74 75
nelson russell M reflection and resolution in brigham young university

1989 1990 devotional and fireside speeches 59 67
nichols julie J the right to take care of myself exponent 11II 9 no 4

1990 14

oaks dallin H on the purpose of public prayer BYU today 44 july 1990
2 3

religion in public life ensign 20 july 1990 6 13

oswald delmont R A lone man in the garden dialogue 23 spring 1990
139 45

owen noel L after the Y what then in brigham young university 1989
1990 devotional and fireside speeches 137137444

packer lynn the phantom of fraud why Is utah its favorite haunt utah
holiday 20 october 1990 24 35 53

parentingfromaparenting tromfromfromAaroma Atozanbozanroztoz an encyclopediaforldsencyclopedia forlesforlds families saltsaitsaltlakecitylake city deseret
book co 1990

parry keith mormonsmonnonscormonsmonnoneMorMonmonsnons as ethnicsEthnics A canadian perspective in the mormon
presence in canada ed brigham Y card and others 353 66

pedersen cherie taylor thoroughly modem grandmasgrandeasGrand mas this people I111I1

holiday 1990 28 35
perrin robin D american religion in the post aquarian age values and
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demographic factors in church growth and decline journalJournfournyournjournaloratoralorforjor the
scientific study of religion 28 march 1989 75 89

peterson levi S eternity with a drylanddry land mormon dialogue 23 summer
19901101990 110lioiio 15

A mormon evolutionist and the wild gods grace sunstone 14 august
1990 24 30

pettit ray my excellent adventure achievement activitiesforactivities torfor young latter day
saints salt lake city deseret book co 1990

phair kendra kasl the magic of frost valley new era 20 january 1990
28 33

philbrick mark the inauguration of rex edwin lee BYU today 44 january
1990 14 17

pinborough jan underwood keeping mentally well ensign 20 september
1990 48 53

rabey steve rumor mill do mormonscormons own the jesus film christianity
today 34 5 november 1990 72 73

rich alyson A lesser tragedy exponent 119ilgII11 9 no 3 1990 5

richards john the mormon church into the 90sgos part LI1 utah holiday 19

july 1990 20 24244145244141 45
the mormonmonnon church into the gos part 2 utah holiday 19 august
1990201990 20 31

robe russell persuasion and perplexity A faith promoting analysis of anti
mormon propaganda salt lake city emblem editions 1990

roberts stan pastorinastoringpastoringPa the farside making a place for believing homo-
sexuals sunstone5moe 14 february 1990 13 19

romney richard M at the speed of light new era 20 november 1990
20 26

roy denny and grant paul skabelund A time for peace BYU today 44
march 1990 33331040

russell shane brothers exponent 119II11 9 no 3 1990 15

russell sylvia A personal thing exponent 119ilgII11 9 no 3 1990 15

russell william dean defenders of the faith varieties of RLDS dissent
sunstone 14 june 1990 14 19

ruthven malise the divine supermarket shopping for god in america new
york william morrow 1989

the divine supermarket travels in search of the soul of america new
york arbor housew morrow 1990

the saints of st johns ensign 20 september 1990 383814 1

sapp edwin greenlaw trapped in stress where can you find relief this
people I111I1 summer 1990 16 20

scott lataynslatayna C comp ex mormonscormons why we left grand rapids mich baker
book house 1990

sillitoe linda rescue from home some ins and outsguts dialogue 232.323 fall 1990
101 7

telling the rest of the truth sunstone 14 december 1990 12 26
smith helen wheeler survival handbook for preschool parents bountiful

utah horizon 1990
smith jeanette goates declaring your independence new era 20 march

1990 48 51
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sorensen molliehmolliemollieeH A more perfect union parenting by just and holy principles
salt lake city north american book 1990

speaking from experience exponent II11il 9 no 4419901990 3 5

stark helen C the good woman syndrome dialogue 23 fall 1990 34 38
stark rodney modernization secularization and mormon success in in gods

we trust new patterns of religious pluralism inin america ed thomas
robbins and dick anthony 201 19 new brunswick transaction pub-
lishers 1990

stephan ericenc and R wayne pace the perfect leader following christschrist s

example to leadership success salt lake city deseret book co 1990
swinyard william R and thomas J delong moral choices and their out

comes BBYUYU studies 30 spring 1990 17 3311

tarjan john goal displacement inin the church or why did they carpet the
gymgyrngymn sunstone 14 february 1990 20 25

taylor barbara streeper allowing Us to choose exponent 11II 9 no 4
1990 15

thayne emma lou on the side of life exponent 119ilgII11 9 no 4 1990 16 17

this ban may not be for you broadcasting 119 20 august 1990 52
thomas janet A dollar here a dollar there new era 20 march 1990 58 63

thomas janet and joy N hulme in case of disaster new eraeiaela 20 october
1990 24 31

thomas madison H and marian P thomas the LDS missionary experience
observations on stress AMCAP journal 15 1990 49 79

tice richard singapore saints ensign 20 april 1990 24 29
tightening our belts and streamlining our programs sunstone 14 october

1990 28 33
trying to get on with life exponent II11 9 no 3319901990 15 16

tucker ruth A in search of respectability christianity today 34 5 february
1990 14 17

ulnchulrichuench laurel thatcher farfetchedfar fetched stonesstories exponent 119ilgII11 9 no 4 1990 20
unheard exponent 119ilgII11 9 no 4 1990 5

vandenberghe elizabeth and jed vandenberghe A second decade for
dominican saints ensign 20 october 1990 32 37

verdoisaVerdoisa ken A matter of principle plural marriage the manifesto and
maniacs utah holiday 19 may 1990 20 23 28

ward gary L ed mormonism 1I1 evangelical christian antiantl mormonism inin the
twentieth century new york garland publishing 1990
ed mormonism II11il pro mormon writings of the twentieth century new
york garland publishing 1990

water ann dangerous liaisons the stresses of interfaith marriage can cause
higher divorce rates utah holiday 19 june 1990 36 39

wentz richard E religionrehglongion inin the modern world shaping of ofreligiousreligious traditions
inin the united states minneapolis fortress press 1990

wernerwemer suzann upstill rape and abortion exponent 119ilg11 9 no 4 1990 6

westoverlwestoverWestoverLL alan and ye shallshalshalishaiI1 find rest unto your souls AMCAPAM CAP journal
151519901990 81 90

wheeler barbara R the unmakingmakingfunmakingUn of a psychotherapist AMCAP journal 15

1990 115 18

whitman marge cancer fear suffering and the need for support dialogue
23 winter 1990 123 30
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wilding margaret christmas down under new era 20 december 1990
36 38

wilkins alan L and scott hammond between a rock and a hard place where
good managers grow BYU today 44 march 1990 20 25

wills christopher C H names not numbers ensign 20 july 1990 17

wilson william A in praise of ourselves stories to tell BYU studies 30
winter 1990 5 24

winder barbara W joy F evans and joanne B doxey when mom cant be
home making the best of second choice ensign 20 february 1990
16162121

winters charlene renberg catching fraud before it catches you BYU today
44 may 1990 20 24
how kids cope BYU today 44 november 1990 18 24 47

wixomwixomhartthartt the little town that could this people I111I1 fall 1990 33 36
wolsey heberhebergG who are the Mormormonsmormons9cormonsmons this people I111I1 spring 1990181990 18 24
woodworth warnerwamer third world strategies toward zion sunstone 14

october 1990 13 23
yorgason blaineblame and brenton yorgason spiritual survival inin the last daydaysdaw salt

lake city deseret book co 1990
young lawrence A being single mormonmonnon and male dialogue 23 spring

1990 146 51

young margaret hanging out the dirty language exponent II11 9 no 3

199071990 7

DOCTRINAL

adams L lamar isaiah disciple and witness of christ in A witness ofjesusof jesus
christ ed richard D draper 1 17

adams vivian M our glorious mother eve in the man adam ed joseph
fielding mcconkie and robert L millet 87 112

alder vicki the signs of the last days A scriptural guide to the future sandy
utah wellspring publishing 1990

allenalienailen joseph L exploring the lands of the book of mormon orem utah S A
publishers 1989

anderson lavina fielding in the garden god hath planted explorations
toward a maturing faith sunstone 14 october 1990 24 27

anderson richard lloyd religious validity the sacrament covenant inin third
nephi in by study andalsoandalloandalsohyby faithfalthFaifalfaitheefaithedrhedtheded johnjohnmM lundquist and stephen
ricks 212 1 5511

andersen todd G genesis made whole one complete story of the patriarchs
provo utah best books publishers 1989

asay carlos E courting the spirit new era 20 august 1990 32 35

ashment edward H making the scriptures indeed one inin our hands in the
word of god ed dan vogel 237 64
reducing dissonance the book of abraham as a case study in the

word of god ed dan vogel 221 36

ashtonashtonmarvmjmarvin J A still voice of perfect mildness brigham young university
1989 1990 devotional and fireside speeches 93 100

atiyaatiyaazizsaziz S the coptscoats and the bible in bystudyandalsoby sturystudy andanyuny alsoaisoaisa by faith ed john
M lundquist and stephen ricks 1 11 24
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baldwin john C are you honest to the corecore9corea ensign 20 february 1990
12 15

ballard M russell A chance to start over church disciplinary councils and
the restoration of blessings ensign 20 september 1990 12 19

ballard M russell unlocking the doors in brighambnghamyoungyoung university 1989
1990 devotional and fireside speeches 49 58

barney kevin L the joseph smith translation and ancient texts of the bible
in the word of god ed dan vogel 143 60

understanding old testament poetry ensign 20 june 1990
50 54

bennion francine R women and the book of mormon tradition and
revelation in women of wisdom and knowledge ed mariemanemarle cornwall
and susan howe 169 78

bennion lowell L legacies of jesus salt lake city deseret book co 1990
benson ezra taft come listen to a prophet s voice salt lake city deseret

book co 1990
jesus christ our savior and redeemer ensign 20 june 1990 2 6
pray always ensign 20 february 1990 2 5

bradley martha S changed faces the official LDS position on polygamy
1890 1990 sunstone 14 february 1990 26 33

brandt edward J adam to malachi where do the books fit ining ensign 20
january 1990 36 37

the law of moses and the law of christ in A witness ofjesusof jesus christ ed
richard D draper 18 36

brown cheryl 1 I speak somewhat concerning that which I1 have written
in the book ofofmormonmormon jacob through the words of mormon ed monte
S nyman and charles D tate jr 55 72

brown S kent the exodus pattern inin the book of mormon BYU studies 30
summer 1990 111 26
the exodus seeing it as a test a testimony and a type ensign 20
february 1990 54 57
the seventy inin scripture in by study and also by faith ed john M

lundquist and stephen ricks 1251 25 45
bush lesterlestereE the word of wisdom inin early nineteenth century perspective

in the word of god ed dan vogel 161 86
bushman richard L the lamanite view of book of mormon history in

by study and also by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks
2522 52 72

cain seymour more wives than one the mormon doctrine and practice of
plural mamage1marriage journal of unconventional history 2 fall 1990 70 83

cameroncameronjcameronaCameronJJ elliot address AMCAP journal 15 1990 91 104

charles melodie moench the mormonmonnon christianizing of the old testament in
the word of god ed dan vogel 131131242

charlesworth james H from the philopediaPhilo pedia of jesus to the misopedia of the
acts of thomas in by study andalsoandallo by faithfalthfalFaifaithedfaitheetheded johnjohnmM lundquistlundquistandLundquis tandand
stephen ricks 1461 46 66

cheesman paul R external evidences of the book of mormon infixininfiyby study and
also by faith ed johnjohnmM lundquist and stephen ricks 2732 73 90

christenson alienallenailen J the waters of destruction and the vine of redemption in
A witness of jesus christ ed richard D draper 37 52
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clarkdarkoark david L lehi and elEI nino A method of migration BYU studies 30
summer 1990 57 65

the complectcompleatCompleat scriptorium salt lake city south temple publishing 1989
compton todd M the handclasp and embrace as tokens of recognition

in by study and also by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks
1611 42

cornwall marie and susan howe ed women of wisdom and knowledge talks
selectedfromSelectedseleciedfromthebyuwomensconferencessatlakectyfrom thebyuthebau womens conferences saltsait lake city deseret book
co 1990

cowan richard 0 we did magnify our office unto the lord in the book
of mormon jacob through the words of mormon ed monte S nyman
and charles D tate jr 73 86

crowell angela the learningleaming of the jews zarahemlaZarahemla record 47 february
1990 2

curtis susan early nineteenth century america and the book of mormon
in the word of god ed dan vogel 81 96

dahl larry E the abrahamic test in A witness ofjesusofjesus christ ed richard D

draper 53 67
adam in the premortal life in the man adam ed joseph fielding

mcconkie and robert L millet 1 10

adams role from the fall to the end and beyond in the man adam
ed joseph fielding mcconkie and robert L millet 113 30
authorship and history of the lectures on faith in the lectures on faith
in historical perspective larry E dahl and charles D tate jr 1 22

dahl larry E and charles D tate jr eds the lectures on faith in historical
perspective salt lake city bookcraft 1990

dalby mark prophetic references to the signs of the last day aurora colo
the author may 1990

de hoyos genevieve cultural pluralism or assimilation A dilemma of our
times in by study and also by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen
ricks 2335 52

dennis orlando G the last days and on to glory springfield ill111111.lilililii phillips
brothers printers 1990

draper richard D ed A witness ofjesusoffesusjesus christ the 1989 sperry symposium on
the old testament salt lake city deseret book co 1990

ellsworth richard G the tragic dimensions of saul ensign 20 june 1990
36364040

embry jessie L the polygamy image this people I111I1 fall 1990 24 25

england eugene are all alike unto god prejudice against blacks and women
in popular mormonmonnon theology sunstone 14 april 1990 16 25
on being male and melchizedek dialogue 23 winter 1990 64 79
A second witness for the logos the book of mormon and contemporary
literary criticism in by study and also by faith ed john M lundquist
and stephen ricks 291 125

the exodus israels wanderings in the wilderness ensign 20 march 1990
4242949

eyring henry B come unto christ in brigham young university 1989 1990
devotional and fireside speeches 37374747

faust james E where Is the church in brigham young university 1989
1990 devotional and fireside speeches 31 36
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fielding cecelia the issue of honesty BYU5yutodaytoday 44 may 1990181990 18 2542
galbraith richard C A scripturalsci iptural concordanceconcoiconchi dance of the teachings of the prophet

joseph smith npap the author 1990
garrett dean A major change inin israel effects of the babylonian captivity

in A witness of jesus christ ed richard D draper 68 79
gileadi avraham twelve diatribes of modem israel in by study and also by

faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks 23532 353 405
gillum gary P repentance also means rethinking in by study and also by

faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks 24062 406 37
gordon cyrus H A hebrew inscription authenticated in by study andalsoandalloand alsoaiso by

faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks 1671 67 80
hafen bruce C beauty for ashes the atonement of jesus christ ensign 20

april 1990 7 13

the believing heart nourishing the seed of faith salt lake city deseret
book co 1990

haglund richard F jr Is there a cure for authoritarianism inin sciencescience9sciences9 in by
study and also by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks
24382 438 55

hall john franklin mars and anna perennaderenna march gods and the etruscan new
year inin archaic rome in by study and also by faith ed john M

lundquist and stephen ricks 16431 643 58
hamblin william J aspects of an early christian initiation ritual in by study

and also by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks 12021 202 2211

harberstonherberstonHarberston robert B the aaronic priesthood whats so great about it new
era 20 may 1990 48 50

harper james M A man shall cleave unto his wife marriage and family
advice from the old testament ensign 20 january 1990 28 3311

heater shirley and mary lee treat A new edition of the book of mormon
A compared corrected text inin poetry likeilke Forrformatnat zarahemlaZarah emla record 50
august 1990 1

hess wilford M botanical comparisons inin the allegory of the olive tree
in the book of mormon jacob through the words of mormon ed monte
S nyman and charles D tate jr 87 102

hiller larry A the promise new era 20 december 1990 20 25
hinckley gordon B the symbol of christ new era 20 april 1990 4 7

we believe inin being honest ensign 20 october 1990 2 5

thou shall not covet ensign 20 march 1990 2 6
hlavaty laurilaunlaurl the religion of moses and the book of mormon in the book

ofmormonof mormon jacob through the words ofmormonof mormon ed monte S nyman and
charles D tate jr 103 24

holzapfel richard neitzel thehiddenthe hidden messiah ina witness ofjesusofjesus christ
ed richard D draper 80 95

honey david B heroic legitimation inin traditional nomadic societies in
by study and also by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks
15621 562 84

hoskisson paul Y explicating the mystery of the rejected foundation stone
the allegory of the olive tree BYU studies 30 summer 1990 77 87
an introduction to the relevance of and a methodology for a study of the
proper names of the book of mormon in by study andalsoandalloaudand altoalsoatto by faith ed
john M lundquist and stephen ricks 21262 126 35
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howard richard P latter day saint scriptures and the doctrine of propositionalprepositional
revelation in the word of god ed dan vogel 1 18

howick E keith the mission ofjesusof jesus the messiah salt lake city book-
craft 1990

hutchinson anthony A prophetic foreknowledge hope and fulfillment inin an
inspired community in the word of god ed dan vogel 29 422

I1I1 know that my redeemer lives luttellatter day prophets testify of the savior salt
lake city deseret book co 1990

introvigne massimo le sette Cristcristianecnstianechristianeianelane dai testimomtestimonitestimonyTestiTestimonimom di geovadeova al reverendoRee rendorenyo
moon milan italy amoldoadoldo mondadoriMon dadon editoreeditorsEdi tore 1989

jackson kent P the abrahamic covenant A blessing for all people ensign
20 february 1990 50 53
moronis message to joseph smith ensign 20 august 1990 12 16

neverhaveverHaveneverNe have I1 showed myself unto man A suggestion for understanding
ether 3315a15a BYU studies 30 summer 1990 71 76

watch and remember the new testament and the great apostasy
in by study and also by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks
1811 81 117

johnson clarkdarkoark V jobs relevancy inin the twenty first century in A witness of
jesus christ ed richard D draper 96 111

prophetic decree and ancient histories tell the story of america in the
book of mormon jacob through the words of mormon ed monte S

nyman and charles D tate jr 125 39
kappardethgkapp ardeth G A discussion of lecture 7 fruitsoffaithfruits of faithfalth inthein the Leclecturesturesonon faith

inin historical perspective ed lanylarry E dahl and charles D tate jr 263 84

keck brian E ezekiel 37 sticks and babylonian writing boards A critical
reappraisal dialogue 23 spring 1990 126 38

keller roger R adam As understood by four men who shaped western
christianity in the man adam ed joseph fielding mcconkie and robert
L millet 151 88

keller sharon R two letters to the dead in by study and also by faith
ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks 1 118118343

kelley lynette hawkins loving the old testament throughout my life
ensign 20 january 1990 14 16

king arthur henry language humor character and persona inin shakespeare
in by study and also by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks
22456456 82

king arthur henry and C terry wamerwarner talent and the individuals tradition
history as art and art as moral response in by study and also by faith
ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks 24832 483 501501

kocherhans arthurjarthuranthur J lehislehllehigehis s isle ofpromiseof promise fullerton calif et cetera et cetera
graphics and printing 1989

kunich john C multiply exceedingly book of mormon population sizes
sunstone 14 june 1990 27271444

lamb david behold he Is the word of truth zarahemlaZarah emla record 50 august
1990 2
friend A covenant termtenn ZarahZaiahzalahzarahemlazaiahemlaemlaemia record 49 june 1990 131 3

the righteous branch zarahemlaZarahemla record 48 april 1990 1 4
lancaster james E the translation of the book of mormon in the word of

godgodedbodeded dan vogel 97 112
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the lands of saul david and solomon ensign 20 june 1990 42424949
largey dennis L enos his mission and his message in the book of

mormon jacob through the words of mormon ed monte S nyman and
charles D tate jr 141 56

launius roger D an ambivalent rejection baptism for the dead and the
reorganized church experience dialogue 23 summer 1990 61 84

lindgren A bruce sign or scripture approaches to the book of mormon
in the word of god ed dan vogel 55 62

Litchlitchmannian kristinknstinanstin E deborah and the book of judges ensign 20 january
1990 32 35

ludlow daniel H the old testament a witness for jesus christ in A witness
of jesus christ ed richard D draper 112 33

ludlow victor L unlocking old testament prophecy ensign 20 october
1990 58 63

lund gerald N the fall of man and his redemption ensign 20 january
1990 22 27

lundquist john M what Is realityreality77 in by study andalsoandalloandaud alsoaiso by faith ed john M

lundquist and stephen ricks 14281 428 38
lundquist john M and stephen ricks eds by study and also by faith essays

inin honor of hugh W nibley on the occasion of his eightieth birthday
27 march 1990 2 vols salt lake city deseret book co 1990

lundquist suzanne E native american rites of passage implications for
latter day saints in by study and also by faith ed john M lundquist
and stephen ricks 1439 57

mackay thomas W early christian Millenmillenananistmillenarianistmillenarianismarianist interpretation of the two
witnesses inin johns apocalypse 11311 3 13 in by study and also by faith
ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks 1222 333311

madsen carol cornwall mothers inin israel sarahs legacy in women of
wisdom and knowledge ed mariemanemarle cornwall and susan howe 179 202011

madsen david H no other gods before me ensign 20 january 1990 48 52
madsen truman putting on the names A jewish christian legacy inbystudyInByin by study

and also by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks 1458 8811

matthews robert J beyond the biblical account adam enoch noah
melchizedek abraham and moses inin latter day revelation in A witness
of jesus christ ed richard D draper 134 54
A biblebible1bibiebibler A bible how latter day revelation helps Us understand the
scriptures and the savior salt lake city bookcraft 1990
A discussion of lecture 6 great faith obtained only through personal

sacrifice in the lectures on faith inin historical perspective ed larry E
dahl and charles D tate jr 241 62
the doctrine of the resurrection as taught inin the book of mormon BYU

studies 30 summer 1990 41 56

the fall of man in the man adam ed joseph fielding mcconkie and
robert L millet 37 64
jacob prophet theologian historian in the book ofofmoimonmormon jacob

through the words of mormon ed monte S nyman and charles D tate
jr 33 53

the revelation of the gospel to adam the meaning of the atonement
in the man adam ed joseph fielding mcconkie and robert L millet
65 86
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mattoni leona from here to eternityeternity99 dialogue 23 summer 1990 121 25
maxwell neal A the children of christ brighambnghambangham young university 1989

1990 devotional and fireside speeches 79 9911

A wonderful flood of light salt lake city bookcraft 1990
mcconkie joseph fielding A discussion of lecture 2 chosen vessels and the

order of the priesthood in the lectures on faith inin historical per-
spectivespec tive larry E dahl and charles D tate jr 179 98
the mystery of eden in the man adam ed joseph fielding mcconkie
and robert L millet 25 36
the testimony ofchrist through the ages in the book ofmormonof mormon jacob
through the words of mormon ed monte S nyman and charles D tate
jr157jr 157 73
twelve witnesses of christs birth ensign 20 december 1990 6 10

mcconkie joseph fielding and robert L millet eds the man adam salt lake
city bookcraft 1990

mcconkie joseph fielding and donald W parry A guide to scriptural symbols
salt lake city bookcraft 1990

mcmullin phillip W sacrifice inin the law of moses parallels inin the law of the
gospel ensign 20 march 1990 373714 1

melton J gordon the churches speak on abortion detroit mich gale
research inc 1989

meservy keith H ezekiel prophet of hope ensign 20 september 1990
58 61

isaiah 53 the richest prophecy on christs atonement inin the old
testament in A witness of jesus christ ed richard D draper 155 77

midgley louis the challenge of historical consciousness mormon history
and the encounter with secular modernity in by study andalsoandalloand also by faith
ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks 25022 502 5511

milgrom jacob milk and meat unlikely bedfellowsBed fellows in by study and also by

faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks 1 144 54
millet robert L adam A latter day saint perspective in the man adam

ed joseph fielding mcconkie and robert L millet 189 94
adam inin eden the creation in the man adam ed joseph fielding

mcconkie and robert L millet 11 24
A discussion of lecture 5 the supreme power over all things

the doctrine of the godhead inin the lectures of faith in the lectures on
faith inin historical perspective ed larry E dahl and charles D TattatetatejrpatejreJrjr
2212214040
the house of israel from everlasting to everlasting in A witness of

jesus christ ed richard D draper 178 99

linelifelifeinchnstin christ discovering thetransformingthetransforming power odtheoftheof the savior saltsaitsaltlakelake
city bookcraft 1990
sherem the antichristantiantl christ in the book of mormon jacob through the

words of mormon ed monte S nyman and charles D tate jr 175 9911

moloney karen marguerite eternity be damneddamned7 the impact of interfaith
vows introductory remarks dialogue 23 summer 1990 109 10

monson thomas S 1 I know that my redeemer lives ensign 20 april 1990
2 6
the search for jesus ensign 20 december 1990 2 5

momsonmorrison alexander B SOS new era 20 january 1990 4 7
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mulholland david H A reading guide to the new testament salt lake city
deseret book co 1990

neusner jacob the case of leviticus rabbahdabbah in by study and also by faith
ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks 1332 88
why no new judaisms in the twentieth century in by study and also

by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks 2552 84
nibley hugh W the atonement of jesus christ parts 1 4 ensign 20 july

october 199019901818 23233030 34342222 26262626 3311

priesthood sunstone 14 december 1990 10 11

norman keith E A kinder gentler mormonism moving beyond the violence
of our past sunstone 14 august 1990 10 14

the writings of paul about women in women of wisdom and
knowledge ed marie cornwall and susan howe 202 21

novak gary F naturalistic assumptions and the book of mormon BYU

studies 30 summer 1990 2323040
nyman monte S to leamlearn with joy sacred preaching great revelation

prophesying in the book ofmormonof mormon jacob through the words ofmormonof mormon
ed monte S nyman and charles D tate jr 193 208
the twelve prophets testify of christ in A witness ofjesusof jesus christ ed
richard D draper 200 22

nyman monte S and farres H nyman the words of the twelve prophets
messages to the latter day saints salt lake city deseret book co 1990

nyman monte S and charles D tate jr eds the book of mormon jacob
through the words of mormon to learn with joy salt lake city book-
craft 1990

oaks dallin H sin and suffering brigham young university 1989 1990
devotional and fireside speeches 145 53

ostler blake T the concept of grace in christian thought dialogue 23
winter 1990 1313343

packer boyd K the law and the light in the bookofmormonof mormon jacob through
the words ofmormonof mormon ed monte S nyman and charles D tate jr 1 3311

paramore james M leadership jesus was the perfect leader brigham
young university 1989 1990 devotional and fireside speeches I11 10

parry jay A and donald W parry israelite names witnesses of deity
ensign 20 december 1990 52 54

parry donald W sinai as sanctuary and mountain of god in by study and also
by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks 1482 500

patai raphael ancient jewish seafaring and river faring laws in by
study and also by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks
1389138916416

peterson daniel C does the quran teach creation ex nihilonichiloNi hilo in bystudyandby study and
also by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks 1584 6610gio10

phillips R douglas the honey and the smoke achilles and atiateatl in the iliad
in by study and also by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks
1659 69

popp richard L two faiths two baptisms dialogue 23 summer 1990
125 29

porter bruce H and stephen D ricks names in antiquity old new and
hidden in by study and also by faith ed john M lundquist and
stephen ricks 1501 22
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pratt orson sr key to the universe oraor a new theory ofitsmechanismof irsits mechanism reprint
npap ebhornebhomeihorn books 1990

pratt parley P the essential parley P pratt classics in mormon thought no 1

salt lake city signature books 1990
rasmussen dennis F A discussion of lecture 1 what faith Is in the lectures

on faith in historical perspective ed larry E dahl and charles D tate
jr 163 78

read lenet hadley unveiling biblical prophecy san francisco calif latter
day light publishers 1990

repentance salt lake city deseret book co 1990

reynolds noel B the brass plates version of genesis in by study andalsoandalloand atsoalso by

faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks 2136 73

ricks eldin the small plates of nephi and the words of mormon in the
book of mormon jacob through the words of mormon ed monte S

nyman and charles D tate jr 209 20

ricks steven D deuteronomy A covenant of love ensign 20 april 1990
55 59

ricks steven D and william J hamblin eds warfare in the book of mormon
salt lake city deseret book co 1990

riddle chauncey C pride and riches in the book ofmormonof mormon jacob through
the words of mormon ed monte S nyman and charles D tate jr
221 33

robertson marian which came first the music or the words A greek text
and coptic melody musical transcription and analysis of the setting
in by study and also by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks
1417 27

robinson stephen E believing christ A practical approach to the atonement
BYU today 44 november 1990 26 29 50 52
believing christ A practical approach to the atonement in brigham

young university 1989 1990 devotional and fireside speeches 117 24

the book of adam in judaism and early christianity in the man adam
ed joseph fielding mcconkie and robert L millet 131 50

rogers Kfistenkristen stewards of the earth this people I111I1 spring 1990 10 17

rogers thomas F thoughts about joseph smith upon reading donna hills
joseph smith the firstmormonfirst mormon inbystudyInByin by study andalsoandalloandany also byfaithby faithfalth ed john
M lundquist and stephen ricks 2585 618

russel william D beyond literalism in the word of god ed dan vogel
43 54

schlesinger philip J isaiah and the book of mormon npap 1990
schow H wayne homosexuality mormon doctrine and christianity A

fathers perspective sunstone 14 february 1990 9 12

scott richard G the fruits of obedience in brigham young university
1989989 1990 devotional and fireside speeches 125 35

seely david R enos and the words concerning eternal life in the book of
mormon jacob through the words of mormon ed monte S nyman and
charles D tate jr 235 50

the seer 1853 1854 npap ebhomebhorneihorn books 1990

the seer orem utah grandin books 1990

skousen royal progress report on the book of mormon critical text project
in selected papers from the proceedings of the sixteenth annual
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symposium deseret language andlinguisticand linguistic society ed melvin J luthy
63 69

skousen royal towards a critical edition of the book of mormon BYU

studies 30 winter 1990 41 69
smith george D isaiah updated in the word of god ed dan vogel 113 30
sorenson john L the composition of lehisgehis family in by study and also

by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks 2174 96
the mulekitesmukkitesMukmuhMu lekiteskites BYU studies 30 summer 1990 6 22

spencer geoffrey F A reinterpretation of inspiration revelation and
scripture in the word of god ed dan vogel 19 28

stephan eric G and R wayne pace the perfect leader following christs
example to learn leadership success salt lake city deseret book
co 1990

stringham joseph the bible only 4263 languages to go ensign 20
january 1990 17 21

tanner john S hast thou considered my servant job ensign 20 december
1990 48 51

literary reflections on jacob and his descendants in the book of
mormon jacob through the words of mormon ed monte S nyman and
charles D tate jr 251 69
why latter day saints should read job sunstone 14 august 1990

3838747
tanner obert C lewis M rogers and sterling M mcmurrin toward

understanding the new testament salt lake city signature books 1990
tate george S utopia and garden the relationship of candide to laxnesss

paradisarheimt in by study andalsoandalloand alyoalso by faith ed john M lundquist and
stephen ricks 2619 38

thomas mark D scholarship and the book of mormon in the word of god
ed dan vogel 63 80

thomasson gordon C togetherness Is sharing an umbrella divine kingship
the gnosis and religious syncretism in by study and also by

faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks 1523 61
thomockthomackThomock A lavar do the wicked prosper while the righteous suffer

ensign 20 october 1990 12 16

top brent L the marriage of hosea and gomer A symbolic testament of
messianic love and mercy in A witness ofjesusof jesus christ ed richard D
draper 223 39

toscano margaret and paul toscano strangers in paradox exploration in
mormon theology salt lake city signature books 1990

treat mary lee A call to repentance zarahemlaZarahemla record 51 october 1990

14
0 house of israel zarahemlaZarahemla record 47 february 1990 3 4

treat raymond C chiasmaschialmasChiasmas in the news zarahemlaZarahemla record 47 february
1990 1

the importance of covenant inin the restoration of the house of israel
zarahemlaZarahemla record 50 august 1990 3 4
the significance of understanding the difficult words of jesus

zarahemlaZarahemla record 49 june 1990 3 4
turner rodney A discussion of lectures 3 and 4 the imperative and

unchanging nature of god in the lectures on faith in historical
perspective ed larry E dahl and charles D tate jr 199 220
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turner rodney morality and marriage in the book of mormon in the book of
mormon jacob through the words of mormon ed monte S nyman and
charles D tate jr 271 93

the two davids in A witness of jesus christ ed richard D draper
240 60

tvedtnes john A elijah champion of israels god ensign 20 july 1990
52 57
king benjamin and the feast of tabernacles in by study and also by

faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks 2197 237
underwood grant baptism for the dead comparing RLDS and LDS

perspectives dialogue 23 summer 1990 99 105
van orden bruce A redeeming the dead as taught in the old testament in A

witness of jesus christ ed richard D draper 261 70
we prophesy of christ the law of witnesses in 2 nephi ensign 20
february 1990 22 25

vogel dan ed the word of god essays on mormon scripture salt lake city
signature books 1990

vogel dan and brent lee metcalfe joseph smiths scriptural cosmology
in the word of god ed dan vogel 187 220

walker alison theological foundations of patriarchy dialogue 23 fall
1990 77 89

welch john W the melchizedek material in alma 1313 19 in by study and
also by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks 2238 72

the sermon at the temple and the sermon on the mount salt lake city
deseret book co 1990

whiting gary R the testimony ofofAmaleki in the book of mormon jacob
through the words of mormon ed monte S nyman and charles D tate
jr 295 306

whittaker david J the book of daniel in early mormon thought in by
study and also by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks
1155 201

why bountiful why desolation zarahemlaZarah emla record 52 december 1990 1

widtsoeWidt soe john A epilogue search the scriptures critically in the word of
god ed dan vogel 265 68

wilcox S michael the abrahamic covenant in A witness ofjesusof jesus christ
ed richard D draper 271 80

woods fred E the waters which make glad the city of god the water motif
of ezekiel 471 12 in A witness of jesus christ ed richard D draper
281 98

wright H curtis ancient burials of metal documents in stone boxes in
by study and also by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen ricks
2273 334

wright ruth B draw strength from the book of mormonmonnon ensign 20
november 1990 78 79

HISTORY

alexander thomas G the manifesto mormondomsMormon doms watershed this people
I111I1 fall 1990 20 27

allaman john lee uniforms and equipment of the black hawk war and the
mormon war western illinois regional studies 13 spring 1990 5 18
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alienallenailen james B nauvoosNauvoos masonic hall john whitmerhistoncalwhitmer historical association
journal 101019901990 3939949

anderson rodger I1 joseph smithsmiths sneanenew Yyorkolkoie reputation reexamined salt lake
city signature books 1990

amngtonarrington leonard days of praise and thanksgiving this people I111I1 holiday
1990 4747848
historical roots of the mormonmonnon settlement inin southern alberta in the

mormon presence inin canada ed brigham Y card and others 3 18

backman M V jr flight from kirtland in regional studies inin latter laydayluy
saint church history ohio 139 53

barlow philip L before Monnonmormonismism joseph smiths use of the bible 1820
1829 journal of american academy of religion 57 winter 1989
739 71

bean lee L geraldineGerald me P mineau and douglas L anderton fertility change on
the american frontier berkeley university of california press 1990

beecher maureen ursenbach mormon women inin southern alberta the
pioneer years in the mormon presence inin canada ed brigham Y card
and others 211 30

bennett richard E plucking not planting mormonism inin eastern canada
1830 1850 in the mormon presence inin canada ed brigham Y card
and others 19 34

bentley amy L comforting the motherless children the alice louise
reynolds womens forum dialogue 23 fall 1990 39 6611

bergebergedaleldaieldaledaieDaleLL lower goshen archaeology of a mormon pioneer town BYU5YU

studies 30 spring 1990 67 89
bishop michael guy eternal marriage inin early mormon marital beliefs

the historian 52 autumn 1990 77 88

what has become of our fathers9 baptism for the dead at nauvoo
dialogue 23 summer 1990 85 98

blackblacksS E josephs experience inin hiram ohio atimeofA time ofcontrasts in inregionalregional
studies inin latter day saint church history ohio 27274444

bohn david E our own agenda sunstone 14 june 1990 4545949
bradley james L zion s camp 1834 prelude to the civil war salt lake city

publishers press 1990
bradley martha S the women of fundamentalism short creek 1953

dialogue 23 summer 1990 15 37
brewster hoyt W jr martyrs of the kingdom salt lake city bookcraft 1990

brown lisle G temple ordinances as administered inin nauvoo illinois 1840
1846 research report I11 marchaprilMarch April 1990 1 21

burke lee H history of the washington DC LDS wardwaidwald from beginnings
1839 to dissolution 1975 salt lake city publishers press 1990

butler jon awashA asbashush inin a sea of faith christianizing the american people cam
bridge harvard university press 1990

cannon donald Q ed regional studies inin larterlatterlarrer dayduy saint church history
britishbntishlslesisles provoprovoutahutah department of church history and doctrine 1990

card brigham Y charles ora card and the founding of the mormon settlements
inin southwestern alberta northwestnorth west territories in the mormon
presenceprePie sence inin canada ed brigham Y card and others 77 107

card brigham Y and others eds themormonpresenceincanadathe mormon presence in canada loganloganutahZ utah
utah state university press 1990
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carmody denise lardner and john tully Cancarmodynody the republic of many
mansions new york paragon house 1990

carpenter alienallenailen the encyclopedia of the central west new york facts on
file 1990

chronicles of courage I11 vol to date salt lake city daughters of utah pio-
neers 1990

cook lyndon W comp Deatdeathdeathandleathandandhandhany marriage noticesfromnotices fromtrom the frontierfrontierguardianguardGuardiani an
1849 1852 orem utah center for research of mormonmonnon origins 1990

ed aaron johnson correspondence orem utah center for research of
mormonmonnon origins 1990

cooper rex eugene promises made to the fathers mormon covenant
organization salt lake city university of utah press 1990

cottam naomi M and beatrice B malouf landmarks and events along the
historic mormon trail in chronicles of courage 1329 76

cowan R 0 the house of the lord in kirtland A preliminary temple in
regional studies in latter day saint church history ohio 105 22

croney mary E waitwalt til harvest pocatello idaho landmark publishers 1990
daniels roger coming to america A history of immigration and ethnicity in

american life new york harper collins publishers 1990
defa dennis R ed the utah letters of alexander C badger jr utah

historical quarterly 58 winter 1990 64 80
dinnerstein leonard and others natives and strangers blacks indians and

immigrants in america new york oxford university press 1990
driggs ken lorenzo snows appellate court victory utah historical

quarterly 58 winter 1990 81 93
early branches A earnestowneamestownjamestownEarnesEames town branch of the church of jesus christ of latter

day saints 1830 8501850s50 nauvoo journal 2 october 1990 118118747
edwards paul M A time and a season history as history john whitmer

historical association journal 10 1990 85 90
embry jessie L two legal wives mormon polygamy in canada the united

states and mexico in the mormon presence in canada ed brigham Y
card and others 170 85

enders donald L the sacred grove ensign 20 april 1990 14 17

esplin ronald K the significance of nauvoo for latter day saints journal
of mormon history 16 1990 71 86

franklin robert J and pamela S buttle the plute new york chelsea
house 1990

garrett H D the coming forth of the doctrine and covenants in regional
studies in latter day saint church history ohio 89 103

gaunt larene A covenant restored ensign 20 july 1990 32 5511

gibbons ted like a lamb to the slaughter orem utah keepsake paper-
backsbacks19901990

givens george W in oldnauvoooldoid nauvoo everyday life in the city of ofjosephjoseph salt lake
city deseret book co 1990

goodyear imogene the legacy of early latter day saint women A femi-
nist critique john whitmer historical association journal 10 1990
21 23

grandstaff mark R and milton V backman jr the social origins of the
kirtland mormonscormonsMormons BYUbyustudiesstudies 30 spring 1990 47 66

grant helen R A century ago 1889 in chronicles of courage 1111 5511
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gustavson mark S truth as meaning faithful history and the interests of the
mormon church sunstone 14 june 1990 51 52

hallwasjohnhallwasHallwasjohnjohn E mormon nauvoo from a non mormon perspective journal of
mormon history 16 1990 53 69

hardy B cannon mormon polygamy in mexico and canada A legal and
historiographical review in the mormon presence in canada ed
brigham Y card and others 186 210

harris harry good old fashioned yankee ingenuity unsung triumphs of
american invention chelsea mich scarborough house 1990

heater shirley manuscripts and editions zarahemlaZarahemla record 48 april 1990
2 3

variances between the original and printers manuscripts zarahemlaZarahemla
record 51 october 1990 22444
variances between the printers manuscript and the 1830 edition

zarahemlaZarahemla record 52 december 1990 2 4
hendricks rickey lynn landmark architecture for a polygamous family the

brigham young domicile salt lake city utah the public historian I111I1

winter 1989 25254725171747
hicks michael ministering minstrels blackface entertainment in pioneer

utah utah historical quarterly 58 winter 1990 49 63
hilton john L on verifying woodprintwordprintwordpfintWord print studies book of mormonmonnon authorship

BYU studies 30 summer 1990 89 108

holzapfel richard N and T jeffrey cottle old mormon nauvoo 1839 1846

historic photographs and guide provo utah grandin book co 1990
howard richard P the nauvoo heritage of the reorganized church journal

of mormon history 16 1990 41 52
hulmston john K mormonmonnon immigration in the 1860s the story of the church

trains utah historical quarterly 58 winter 1990 32324848
hulse james W the nevada adventure A history 6thath ed reno university of

nevada press 1990
jorde L B inbreeding in the utah mormonscormonsMormons an evaluation of estimates based

on pedigreespedigreedPedi grees isonymy and migration matrices annals of human
genetics 53 october 1989 339 55

jorgensen danny L the fiery darts of the adversary an interpretation of
early Cutlercutlerismbutlerismism vojohn whitmer historical association journal 101019901990
67 83

kuttKultkuttnerner paul history s trickiest questions new york dawnwooddainwoodDawnwood press 1990

land of the patriarchs ensign 20 january 1990 38384646
launius roger D whither reorganization historiography john whitmer

historical association journal 10 1990 24 37
lee rex E constancy and change our historic hallmarks BYU today 44

january 1990 20 26
leonard glen M remembering nauvoo historiographical considerations

journal of mormon history 16 1990 25 39
luce W ray building the kingdom of god mormonmonnon architecture before

1847 BYU studies 30 spring 1990 33334545
ludy diana R nauvoo revisited restoration voice 71 mayjunemaejuneMay June 1990281990 28 3311

luther ann an 1840s prairie christmas this people I111I1 holiday 1990 26
madsen gordon A joseph smiths 1826 trial the legal setting BYU studies

30 spring 1990 91 108
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malouf beatrice B law and order in early utah in chronicles of courage
1249 88
social life and recreation of the utah pioneers in chronicles of courage
1153 200

mccue robert J british columbia and the mormonscormons in the nineteenth
century in the mormon presence in canada ed brigham Y card and
others 35 52

mcmannersjohnMcManners John the oxford illustrated history ofChristianchristianityofchristianity oxford oxford
university press 1990

mcpherson bob the elk mountain mission moabsmoaba first settlement blue
mountain shadows no 6 spring 1990 60 64

mehr kahlKahkahikahlilekahlineilelilellelieilie the gospel in hungary then and now ensign 20 june 1990
8 14

moore R laurence learningleaming to play the mormon way and the way of other
americans journal of mormon history 16 1990 89 106

morain tom the legacy of early latter day saint women A review john
whitmer historical association journal 101019901990 18 20

neilsen quig temple square the crown jewel of the mormonscormonsMormons salt lake city
the author 1989

nielson virginia K ephraimsephraimeEphraims united order saga odtheof rhethe sanditchsanpitchSanpitch 22 1990
13 19

ogden D K the kirtland hebrew school 1835 36 in regional studies
in latter day saint church history ohio 63 87

olsen emma R pioneer uses of canyons in chronicles of courage
1377137724424

otter A A den A congenial environment southern alberta on the arrival
of the mormonscormonsMormons in the mormon presence in canada ed brigham Y

card and others 53 74
owen barbara the mormon tabernacle organ an american classic salt lake

city temple square 1990
palmer bryon C and craig J palmer mormonsmonnonsmormansMorMonmonsnons in western canadian agri-

culture from irrigation to agribusiness in the mormon presence in

canada ed brigham Y card and others 234 59
palmer howard polygamy and progress theme reaction to mormonscormons in canada

1887 1923 in the mormon presence in canada ed brigham Y card
and others 108 35

pascoe peggy relations ofrescueof rescue the searchforsearch forpor female moral authority in the
american west oxford oxford university press 1990

peterson H D the mormon mummies and papyri in ohio in regional studies
in latteratterotter day saint church history ohio 123 38

peterson margery J our roots grow deep A history ofcedarofcedar valley american
fork utah the author 1990

porter L C ye shall go to the ohio exodus of the new york saints to ohio
1831 in regional studies in latter day saint church history
ohio 1 25

portes jacques unefacination reticentereticencereticente les etatsstats unis dans popinionfrancaiseiopinionfrancaise
nancy france university of nancy press 1990

rasporich anthony W early mormonmonnon settlement in western canada A
comparative communitarian perspective in the mormon presence in
canada ed brigham Y card and others 136 49
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regional studies inin latter day saint church history ohio provo utah depart-
ment of church history and doctrine brigham young university 1990

roberts keith A religion inin sociological perspective belmont calif
wadsworth publishing company 1989

romig ronald E and john H siebert first impressions the independence
Mismlsmissourisoundsoufi printing operation 1832 33 john whitmerhistoiwhitmerhistoricalassociaical associa-
tion journal 101019901990 51 66

south will the federal art project inin utah out of oblivion or more of the
same utah historical quarterly 58 summer 1990 277 95

smith george D joseph smith and the book of mormonmonnon in on the barri-
cades religion and free inquiry inin conflict buffalo NYN Y prometheus
books 1989

smith lucy mack the printing of the book of mormonmonnon restorationresteirestoi atton voice 1171

januaryfebruaryJanuary February 1990 5 8

spivey robert A edwin S gaustad and rodney F allenalienailen pathways to
pluralism religious issues inin american culture menlo park calif
addison wesley 1990

straniero michele I1 mormoni leggendaLeg genda e storiastonastorla liturgicliturgiaLiturgia e theologiateologiaTeologia deidellellei santlsantisand
degli ultimaultimi giorni milan arnoldo mondadoriMondadon editoreeditorsEdi tore 1990

swensen albert D of a simpler time and place BYU today 44 november
199019904040 45

taylor lorenzo hawaiian mission 1904 1908 from the diaries of lorenzo
taylor hyde park utah taylor 1990

van cott john W utah place names A comprehensive guide to the origins of
geographic names salt lake city university of utah press 1990

van orden bruce A W W phelps his ohio contributions 1835 36 in
regional studies inin latter day saint church history ohio 45 62

willes fayone B minnesota cormonsmormons A history of the minneapolis minnesota
stake minneapolis minneapolis minnesota stake 1990

wilson william A mormon folklore and history implications for canadian
research in the mormon presence inin canada ed brigham Y card and
others 150 66

inspirational

adams lisa ramsey the home season inasanas a woman thinkethThinketh comp elaine
cannon104Cannon 104 8

affleck afton grant love Is the gift salt lake city bookcraft 1990

alder douglas the emerging woman this people I111I1 summer 1990361990 36 37

alder elaine reiser relationships and the lords work in As a woman
thinkethThinketh comp elaine cannon 43 48

anderson scott follow follow me prophets patriarchs and heroes in
high fives and high hopes 1 16

armstrong john encounter with an apostle sunstone 14 february 1990

43 44
arnold marilyn by knowledge shall the chambers be filled in women of

wisdom and knowledge ed mariemanemancmarle cornwall and susan howe 85 99
asayasaycarlosecarlosCarlosEcarios E in the lords service A guidegulde to spiritual development salt lake

city deseret book co 1990

spiritual checkups brigham young university 1989 1990 devotional
and fireside speeches 155 65
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asayjeanasay jean the door begins to open in great teaching moments ed kendall
ayres 65 66
the spintspirit teaches scripture in great teaching moments ed kendall

ayres 1 2

ashton norma B the touch in women of wisdom and knowledge ed mariemanemarle
cornwall and susan howe 13 27

ayres kendall the moment long awaited in great teaching moments
ed kendall ayres 23 24
ed great teaching moments salt lake city bookcraft 1990

baadsgaardbaadsgaardjanenewolseyjanene wolsey on the roller coaster called motherhood salt lake
city bookcraft 1990

bangerter cory traps in great teaching moments ed kendall ayres
53 56

bateman anya 1 dlyn t place inin the talent race but A woman s guide to
recognizing her strengths salt lake city deseret book co 1990

beck martha nibley and john C beck breaking the cycle of compulsive
behavior salt lake city deseret book co 1990

bednar richard L spiritualityapiispii ritualityituality and selfseif esteem developing the innerinnel self salt
lake city deseret book co 1990

bergin marian S As parents what do we do with the painpaing in women of
wisdom and knowledge ed mariemanemarle cornwall and susan howe 153 58

bird randall C rad hot cool and awesome do spirituality and popularity
mix in high fives and high hopes 17 27

boyes kate tracks inin the field dialogue 23 spring 1990 152 55

bradford mary L traintram up your sons exponent II11il 9 no 319903 1990 8 9

brandt carol laughing in great teaching moments ed kendall ayres
68 70

breyton hannah forgiveness in As a woman thinkethThinketh comp elaine
cannon74Cannon 74 79

brighambnghambangham young university 1989 1990 devotional and fireside speeches
provo utah university publications 1990

brown edwin G caring in great teaching moments ed kendall ayres
57 60

brown sonja eddings help from the holy ghost in As a woman thinkethThinketh
comp elaine cannon 54 58

burgess allan K becoming a celestial person inin a telestial world salt lake
city bookcraft 1990

bytheway john G what are you carrying inin your backpack 9 in high fives
and high hopes 28284040

campbell beverly thou mayest choose for forthyselfthyself inasnasaa woman thinkethThinketh
comp elaine cannon 17 25

cannon ann edwards look what came from the pinewood derby this
people I111I1 fall 1990 63

cannon elaine As a woman thinkethThinketh in As a woman thinkethThin keth ed elaine
cannon1Cannoncannonicannone1 8

As a woman thinkethThin keth salt lake city bookcraft 1990
1 I stand all amazed in As a woman thinkethThin keth comp elaine cannon
12840128 40

turning twelve or01 moremoiemole living by the articles of faith salt lake city
bookcraft 1990

chidestercchidesterChidechlde sterCC richard no place for pride ensign 20 march 1990 16 2211
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christianson jack R surviving the teen scene in high fives and high
hopes 41 53

cline vivian diamonds or zirconianzirconias you choose in high fives and high
hopes 54 63

cooknadineacook nadine A A peacemaker inasa womanwomanthinkethcompibinThinthinkethketh comp elaine cannon
90 97

cornwall marie and susan howe eds women ofwisdom andany andknowledgeknowledge talks
selected from the BYU women s conferences salt lake city deseret
book co 1990

covey sean fourth down and life to go how to turn life s setbacks into
triumphs salt lake city bookcraft 1990

davidson karen lynn thriving on our differences A book for LDS women
who feel like outsiders salt lake city deseret book co 1990

done diane follow the guide in great teaching moments ed kendall ayres
363 6

downs greg for I1 am not ashamed in great teaching moments ed kendall
ayres 85 86

dunn paul H knowing being doing and then some salt lake city
bookcraft 1990

durrant george D my best day so far A how to book on happiness salt lake
city bookcraft 1990
starting where they are in great teaching moments ed kendall ayres
45 46

england charlotte hawkins untraditional christmasesChristmases this people I111I1

holiday 1990 24 26
england eugene A new era for mormon women and men in women of

wisdom and knowledge ed marie cornwall and susan howe 136 43
faust james E the greatest gift salt lake city deseret book co 1990

reach upeorupforup porfor the light salt lake city deseret book co 1990
ferre richard C my way slip away find a way leave a way in women of

wisdom and knowledge ed marie cornwall and susan howe 159 65
finlayson ann what I1 have learned about leadership through leading

in women ofwisdom and andknowledgeknowledge ed marie cornwall and susan howe
73 76

foulger mary F promises in As a woman thinkethThinketh comp elaine cannon
66 73

fronk camille in spite of himself in great teaching moments ed kendall
ayres 77 80

gibson arvin S in search of ofangelsangels findingjoymidstfinding joy ulystmidst the bramble bushes salt
lake city horizon 1990

glazier stewart to whom will you listen in great teaching moments
ed kendall ayres 93 98

griffith mack clean slate in great teaching moments ed kendall ayres
71 74

hansen suzanne teen trials and triumphs in high fives and high hopes
64 74

hardy melinda sympathies with korihorKorihor exponent II11 9 no 3 1990 4
haws kelly it grievethGrieveth me that I1 should lose this tree in great teaching

moments ed kendall ayres 35 38
sight in great teaching moments ed kendall ayres 17 20
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heaton tim B confessions of a sometimes reactionary mormonmonnon male
in women ofwisdom aniand andknowledgeknowledge ed marie cornwall and susan howe
1441449499

hiatt duane E overcoming personal loss salt lake city deseret book
coco19901990

higa barbara good summertime nutrition begins at home this people I111I1

summer 1990 14 15

high fives and high hopes favorite talks especiallyespeciallyorforor youth salt lake
city deseret book co 1990

hinckley gordon B A wonderful summer in brigham young university
1989 1990 devotional and fireside speeches I1111 17

hoffman bert groves in great teaching moments ed kendall ayres 39 42
howe susan calling myself a poet in women of wisdom and knowledge ed

marie cornwall and susan howe 240 48
jack elaine L stability in these times in women of wisdom and knowledge

ed marie cornwall and susan howe 34 44
jardine winnifred C sweet hour of prayer in As a woman thinkethThinketh comp

elaine cannon 49 53
johnson clare H speak up theyre listening in As a woman thinkethThinketh

comp elaine cannon 9 16
johnson jerry ten things not to do on your mission that I1 did on mine

this people I111I1 fall 1990 28 3311

jones barbara barrington how to ruin a romance in high fives and high
hopeshopes7575 8 1

jones carol H the fun and games trap this people I111I1 holiday 1990 13

jones nancy kidnapped for christmas this people I111I1 holiday 1990 24
kapp ardeth greene my neighbor my sister my friend salt lake

city deseret book co 1990
kimball stanley B the power of place and the spirit of locale finding god on

western trails journal of mormon history 16 1990 3 9
kirkham kate L on being teachable in women of wisdom and knowledge

ed marie cornwall and susan howe 107 20
knight ruth carrying on dialogue 23 fall 1990 151 65
kuhlman thomas A A landowner chides brigham young for not speaking to

him at buffalo canyon and receives an answer BYUBYU studies 30 winter
1990251990 25 35

lee janet G coming home in brigham young university 1989 1990
devotional and fireside speeches 19 2211

lee rex E where much Is given some thoughts on appreciation in
brigham young university 1989 1990 devotional and fireside
speeches 23 29

lee rex E and janet G lee find beauty in the storm in brigham young
university 1989 1990 devotional and fireside speeches 69 78

lindsay richard P chart your course by it new era 20 september 1990
4 7

lund gerald N focus in great teaching moments ed kendall ayres 9 10

mackay kris gift of love true stories of modern miracles salt lake city
bookcraft 1990

madsen lyman there Is no death inspirational helpsjorhelps forjoryor those who serve in
times of sorrow bountiful utah horizon 1990
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marshall jack S trekking that trying trembling tremendous trail toward
testimony or how to come to know 1 I know in high fives and high
hopes 82 93

marshall richard J home teaching with purpose and power salt lake city
deseret book co 1990

matthews robert J individual benefits inin searching the scriptures in great
teaching moments ed kendall ayres 91 92

metcalf holly feasting upon the word inasawomantlunkethcompinasa woman thinkethThinketh comp elaine
cannon118Cannon 118 27

millet robert L 1 I guess he must be human in great teaching moments
ed kendall ayres 61 64

until they know we care in greatgi eatfat teaching moments ed kendall
ayres 11 14

morley todd just enough truth for Christmachristmastimechnstmastimechristmastidestime dialogue 23 winter
1990 133 38

momsonmorrison sam D teach students not lessons in great teaching moments
ed kendall ayres 15 16

null kathleen casey the educated parent in As a woman thinkethThinketh comp
elaine cannon 109 17

okazaki chieko N the truth will make you free in As a woman thinkethThinketh
comp elaine cannon 98 103

olsen sheilasheliashella life death the known and the unknown in women of wisdom
and knowledge ed mariemanemarle cornwall and susan howe 45 50

owens marlene W being about my fathers business in women of wisdom
and knowledge ed mariemanemarle cornwall and susan howe 77 82

parker todd tactfully tackling todays temptations in high fives andhighand high
hopes 94 102

parry catherine cormanconnan st hild abbess of whitby in women of wisdom and
knowledge ed mariemanemarle cornwall and susan howe 51 57

paulsen blaineblamebiame M christmas inin baja this people I111I1 holiday 1990 24
peck elbert eugene weeping by the waters ofofzionzion sunstone 14 december

1990 9 10
perry L tom where there Is no vision in brigham young umeisityl989university 1989

1990 devotional and fireside speeches 109 16
peterson kim M self portraits picturing your best self in high fives and

high hopes 103 9
peterson stanley A to thine own self be true in great teaching moments

ed kendall ayres 25 28
pinegarpmegaromegar ed J eternal instruction in great teaching moments ed kendall

ayres 67 68
plummer louise the madonna oma in women of wisdom and knowledgeknow ledge

ed mariemanemarle cornwall and susan howe 225 46
porter richard L A sign of love in great teaching moments ed kendall

ayres 87 90
proctor maurine georgies on the comer this people I111I1 holiday 1990 59

and no lots of things this people I111I1 summer 1990 11 12

through the open gate this people I111I1 spring 1990 8

rasmus carolyn J in the strength oftheodtheof rhetherke lordilord I1 candoalldo aliallail things salt lake city
deseret book co 1990

rock brad unimpressed in great teaching moments ed kendall ayres 75 76
roundy phyllis the late bloomer in As a woman thinkethThin keth comp elaineeldine

cannon59Cannon 59 65



mormon bibliography 1990 127

sandstrom ted perspective in great teaching moments ed kendall ayres 29 30
schofield deniece springing the time trap salt lake city deseret book

co 1990
shurtleff michael modem coriantonCorianton in great teaching moments ed kendall

ayres 81 82
smith barbara B god Is on our side are we on his in As a woman

thinkethThin keth comp elaine cannon 85 89
smith heather gilliland the pruning exponent HI1 9 no 3 1990 3

smoot margaret magna cum laude to the macintosh taking inventory inlasaasiasAs
a woman thinkethThin keth comp elaine cannon 26 34

soderberg david foundation in great teaching moments ed kendall ayres 21 22
spunt lois with not for the kids this people I111I1 holiday 1990 23 24
swanson jeff conduit in great teaching moments ed kendall ayres 47 52
swinton heidi A womanscomans place in the family in As a woman thinkethThinketh

comp elaine cannon 35235 42
tenney dennis to know enough to do in great teaching moments ed

kendall ayres 43 44
thayne emma lou learning Is nurture in women ofwisdom and andknowledgeknowledge

ed marie cornwallI1 and Ssusanusan howe 100 106

thomas dave why are boys so dumb some insights on dating in high
fives and high hopes I1110llolio10 19

thompson F gerald accountability and the spirit in great teaching
moments ed kendall ayres 83 84

tueller anna waiting in stillness in women of wisdom and knowledge
ed marie cornwall and susan howe 28 33

von harrison grant do you know god orem utah keepsake book
cards 1989

wamerwarner katherine R the chosen one in As a woman thinkethThinketh comp elaine
cannon80Cannon 80 84

white byron R our common cause BYU today 44 january 1990 2 3

wilcox brad taking the dead out of dedication in high fives and high
hopes 120 3311

wilcox michael broken heart in great teaching moments ed kendall
ayres 7 8

winder barbara W enjoy yourjourneyyour journey in brigham young university 1989
1990 devotional and fireside speeches 101loi10 1 8

wood stephen G snapshots and observations in women of wisdom and
knowledge ed marie cornwall and susan howe 129 35

woods ron life itsitsasgoodasyoumakeAs goodas you make it salt lake city bookcraft 1990
woods sonya the playhouse dialogue 23 fall 1990 127 37
wright randal A learning for myself in high fives and high hopes

132 50
yorgyorgasonason blaine M into the rainbow keepsake 1990

the warm spirit salt lake city deseret book co 1990
yorgason blaine and brenton yorgason binding the lord salt lake city

deseret book co 1989
cory and the hornedhomed toad salt lake city deseret book co 1989

the problem with immorality salt lake city deseret book co 1989
satan and his hosts salt lake city deseret book co 1989
seeking wealth salt lake city deseret book co 1989



J roman andrus extending the senses

D R dant

in subject matterfrommatter tromfrom the human head to mountain peaks there isis
a philosophic penetration a revelation of the inneianneiinner character a
certain genre an acquaintance with the reality hidden beneath the
surface thetheiformtheformform andstyleand stylesty ie rangefromranrangegefromfrom the solidly monumental to the
sensuously lyric accomplished consistently with the abstract and
aesthetic elements the line color and order efformofformofpormform communicate
the works purpose and meaning

arts council of central utah I11 november 1969

A st george native J roman andrus took his first art lessons from the
masses and spaces the rhythms and breaks of the buttes and canyons of

southern utah later he received formal training at brigham young university the

otis art institute inin los angeles the art league of new york columbia
university and the colorado springs fine arts center by the time he joined the
brigham young university faculty inin 1940 he was as interested inin print making
as inin drawing and painting with a press obtained from rocky mountain banknoteBanknote
andrus taught the first university class inin block printing offered inin the
mtermountainintennountain area

As alex B darais stated inin a tribute andrus isis a man who loves the
sensuous ooze of paint the quiver of linen under his brush the fragrance of
turpentine the cool face of a lithograph stone 2 certainly the lithograph print
which appears on the cover of this issue reveals the quality of that love dont
speak isis symbolic of a time of realization an experience too sacred to discuss

the covered heads emphasize the sacredness of the event and its encompassing
nature isis indicated by the encircling robes the strongest light falls on the central
figure who experiences the full force of the truth the side figures share inin this
realization to lesser degrees one catching some but not all of the light the other
partially turning away

in another sense don t speak the central figure inin partpannicularparticularicuacu lar exexpressespresses
andruss viewview of art art isis a precious way of life wanting to see to extend the

senses to include the unusual and the beautiful

NOTES

karl E young manuscript inin possession of J roman andrus
alexbalexaB daraistfibutedarais tribute springvilleSpringspnngvilleutahville utah I11 november 1969 inin possessionpossessionoflof J roman andrus
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